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LIBRA POST harnesses the power and

flagship DIGITAL FILM

CONSOLE (DFC)

functionality of AMS Neve's

for the wider world of video

post production.

KEY FEATURES INCLUDE:
12 -48

faders, up to
192 inputs

Surround sound mixing

to any format

Multiple stem outputs
up to 8 channels wide
Dedicated 8- channel surround
monitor panel with matrix/
processing inserts

Encore' Total Dynamic
Automation - shared with DFC
Automated joystick panning
96kHz -ready processing platform

Optional multi- machine
control
Optional 24-bit hard
disk recording/editing

Digital First
AMS
NEVE

HEAD OFFICE

-

AMS Neve plc Billington Road

Fax: +44 (0) 1282 417282

GERMANY

-

Tel: 61 31 9 42 520

HOLLYWOOD
e -mail:

LONDON

-

Burnley

Tel: 0171 916 2828

Fax: 61 31 9 42 5210

Tel: (818) 753 8789

enquiry @ams- neve.com

-

Fax: (818) 623 4839

Lancs BB11 SUB

England

Tel: +44 (0) 1232 45701

Fax: 0171 916 2827

NEW YORK

-

Tel: (212) 965 1400

TORONTO - Tel: (416) 365 3363

- http: / /www.ams- neve.com

Fax: (212) 955 3739

Fax: (416) 365 1044
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Suffering around
THIS MONTH IT IS THE TURN of the VHS machine. A long- standing fixture in
the armamentarium of the family `entertainment' system it was bought as a

`manager's special' from a reputable high street store. Of course `manager's
special' meant that the unit had been returned faulty from new, but had been
fully reconditioned by the manufacturer and carried the full warranty.What
attracted me was the price (naturally) and the excitement I felt at seeing the
words '4 -head' emblazoned on the flap (I'm in audio and that rings a bell for
me). I was pressed by the fact that the machine's predecessor had just expired
with a tape in it (I'd already had it repaired once for a price not dissimilar to
what I had paid for it originally), and the unmistakable signs of Postman Pat
and Noddy withdrawal symptoms were rife. A remote control with `slow -mo'
and the fact it was `stereo' tipped me over the edge. The machine coped magnificently, and without adverse effects, during its brief induction period as a
post-box and temporary store for crayons an jigsaw pieces. Life was good with
stereo and a remote. It chewed its first tape about a year ago, embarrassingly
one that was borrowed and had to be replaced, but this was attributed to operator error. I've now had to buy three replacement video-cassettes even though
the tape path is cleaned regularly and the loading mechanism works perfectly
again and again with the lid off, tensions are good, nothing is worn or bent.
That's because for 99.5% of the time it works perfectly.
The unerring desire to work around is definitely an audio thing. I have a suspect channel on my mixer, won't use certain convertor outputs on certain
boxes, dislike the attack characteristic of certain gates, can recognise by sight
the dodgy cables that I horde `just in case', and frequently have to use monitors that I'm not altogether happy with. Yet I manage. It's why I have developed a peculiar and highly stylised method of loading the VHS machine which
seems to do the trick. It's the devil's own work, but I'll never buy another.
Zenon Schoepe, executive editor

School's out
news item explaining how the major record com-

CATCHING A TELEVISION

panies are now breaking new acts to younger children through `school tours'
recently brought it all back. Just when it has seemed impossible for the majors
to do any more damage to the recording studio business, they developed a new
marketing ploy so casually destructive it renewed my respect for their resourcefulness. You have to hand it to 'ern-who'd have envisaged virginal girl -bands
lip- syncing on school stages they had left just months earlier?
At the heart of the problem is the majors' abject failure to maintain the
status of pop music when the CD and the Gameboy arrived. Faced with a
choice between investing in tomorrow's artists or milking yesterday's catalogue, they did the first wrong thing. They did the second wrong thing when
they pretended they hadn't done the first, and accepted the overtures of pop's
Svengalis to cover up. The charts were flooded with pretty puppets and formulaic productions while the real appeal of musical expression was systematically destroyed. The elitism of learning to play instruments and audiences was
lost to good looks, good co-ordination and mindless co- operation. The recording studios, of course, were caught between falling equipment costs and failing record company bookings.
Little wonder then that youth culture found greater pleasure in computers
and nightclubs.
Little wonder because both possessed the essential element the majors had
neglected: mystique.
Magical recording studios have surrendered their secrets on children's television programmes week after week. `Star' status has become a tradable commodity-the stuff of good fortune and competition prizes. And now children
see pop music laid bare on the school stage.
Entering a nightclub you still cross the threshold to the make -believe world
that once fuelled proto-pop stars' dreams and filled their music. A world of fantasy where rules change moment by moment, and reason defers to expression.
The atmosphere is created by common consent, with no one person in control
and no guarantee of longevity. Here, by virtue of the passive consent of the
record companies, the DJ continues to enjoy what the recording artist has lost
to the record companies' poor judgement. No wonder that it is now easier to
Tim Goodyer, editor
sell a dance anthem than a ballad...
4 January 200Ò
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Great Studios
The World

re

are all impressed with the sonic quality of the MT and its
of operation. The new console will ensure that MG Sound
maintains its 'pole position' as one of the world's premier
recording and mixing studios."
ease

r
9000 I
SuperAnaloguem Console
SL

Eva Böhm, Studio Manager, MG Sound Studios.

Martin Böhm,

Eva Böhm
and Stevie Coss,
MG Sound Studios, Vienna.

MG Sound Studios, BÖHM & Co GmBH,
Salzgries 16, 1010 Vienna Phone: +43 (0)1 535 6404
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LA's first to Euphonix System 5 has
JapaneseTVTokyo has installed an
been installed by Soundproof Studios
AMS Neve VXS multiformat analogue
making it the third commercial music
mixing console for a new facility.The
recording facility to install the digital
72 -input desk is inTennohzu Studio
console since its September AES debut where it will handle music recording
The other two facilities include Hit
for television broadcast Osaka's Yomiuri
Factory NewYork and Miami's Criteria
TV meanwhile, has ordered a 48-fader
Studios. Meanwhile, LA's Acoustic Arts
AMS Neve Libra digital postproduction
CD and DVD mixing and mastering
console for its st MA audio post suite
facility has installed a Martinsound
where it replaces an SSL 4000E desk
MuItiMAX multichannel monitor
And in Shinagawa,AV post operation
controller in The Digital Barn, the
Imagica has upgraded Room 5's Logic 2
facility's surround sound studio and
to Logic DFC status complete with
graphic design office.The MuItiMAX
is to be used to control five Genelec
Encore automation where it will
03 A close -field speakers and a
support surround working.The Premier
dedicated subwoofer, and to switch
Arts music engineering school has
between alternative sets of speakers
ordered five SSL 9000j analogue
and monitor sources. Mixing and
consoles for its various colleges in
mastering atThe Digital Barn are
Tokyo, Osaka, Nagoya and Sapporo
performed with a 32 -track SADiE
following the successful of a 9000j at
24 -96 DAW and Mackie d8b digital
the Kyushu school.
console, a CAD class -A analogue desk,
Imagica, Japan.Tel: +81 3 3458 9200.
Apogee, HDCD convertors, and a
AMS Neve, UK.
comprehensive selection of outboard.
Tel: +44 1282 45701 1.
Current projects include a remix of
the first seven Fresh Aire albums for
SSL,Japan.Tel: +81 3 5474 144.
American Gramophone Records.
Canada's film production house
Euphonix, US. Tel: +1 650 855 0400. Deluxe Toronto has installed a dual Acoustic Arts, US.
operator Euphonix System 5 digital
Tel: +I 760 723 8851.
console, the world's first multi-operator
Martinsound, US.
installation.The desk is located in
Tel: +I 800 582 3555.
Theatre 6, one of four film dubbing
Dutch-based Markant Recording
stages at the facility that includes Foley
Studios has added a Pro Tools 24
and ADR theatres, three episodic
system to its its recording- mixingtelevision mixing studios, eight digital
facilities.The installation includes Logic
Audio Platinum, Auto Tune, Amp Fans , editing suites, 30 film editing rooms,
Vocaline ,TC Works worksmasterX and three telecine transfer suites and a
screening theatre.Theatre 6 is a 5.
Soundreplacer plug -ins. Located near
film dubbing room, designed for 24-bit
Eindhoven, Markant has a 96- channel,
digital audio operation and using a Pro
automated Trident Di An console and
Mitsubishi X850 machines and lists Soul Tools 24 -bit systems,Tascam MMR-8
II Soul's Jazzy B among its clients.
recorders and MMP -I6 players. Plans
Markant Studios,The Netherlands. are currently underway to combine
Tel +31 40 2264130.
picture playback from a nonlinear
Digidesign, UK.
Doremi Labs VI video deck Deluxe
Tel: +44 1753 653322.
produces film release prints for
China's first and presently only stage Universal, Miramax, New Line Cinema,
art venue, Stage Play Art, has installed
Sony and other film entertainment
two ARX SX-3000; 12 ARX SX- 500; companies.
10 ARX ZR-850; and ARX ZR-350
Net www.euphonix.com
power amplifiers; and a MIXX; 2 x
UK -based artist and producer Ian
EQ -I5; seven EQ -60; and a MAXISPLIT
Broudie has taken one of the first
signal processor:The installation is part
Audient ASP8024 consoles in the
of the Black Box Act Hall.
territory for his floating studio on the
Email: sales@arx.com.au
RiverThames.The Lightning Seeds'
Berlin's ARD broadcasting station
mentors desk will be partnered with
has equipped all 48 of its journalists'
audio workstations with Jünger VAMP4 an Otari RADAR hard -disk recording
digital voice processors, specifically
and editing system having been craned
developed for this project. Signal
in to replace a Neve console. Dorset's
processing is based on the VAMP2
new Conversion Studios joins Brodie's
processor, the system being remotely
barge in pairing an ASP8024 and
controlled by an NT network capable
RADAR while Stroud's dB Studios
of holding personal preset data for
has incorporated an 8024 in the
each journalist on the system.
refurbished of one of its studios where
Jünger Audio, Germany.
it will run with aTascam DA -88 and
+49
Tel:
30 6777 210.
two DA -38s. Abbey Road Studios,
Ireland's leading television company
meanwhile, has taken five KRK E8 -RoK
Telegael and Welsh -based postproBottom sub speaker systems for 5.1
duction firm Barcud Derwen have
applications while AIR Lyndhurst and
teamed up to build a El m OB vehicle
the Sound Store have installed CDcommissioned by Aontel Teo. The
Aontel OBV is to be equipped with a
Base sound effects library software.
Soundcraft Series FIVE console and will Abbey Road, UK.
cater for a range of client requirements Tel: +44 171 266 7000.
including sport, music, current affairs
AIR Lyndhurst, UK.
and light entertainment primarily in
Tel: +44 171 794 0660.
Ireland and the UK. It will support up
Expotus.Tel: +44 1923 252998.
12
VTR's,
vision
to
cameras, eight
KRK,US.TeI: +I 714 841 1600.
mixing, DVE and graphics.
Nagra, UK.Tel: +44 1727 810002.
Soundcraft, UK.
Net: www.euphonix.com
Tel: +44 1707 665000.
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US: New York's new independent post facility Penny Lane Studios has
purchased two Fairlight FAME2 systems and a Fairlight MediaLink server
for itsWest 19th Street location.The brain -child of an old hand in the NYC
postproduction scene Penny Lane will serve Bobby Sorrentino's clients in
the city's booming advertising and television markets.The studios feature
two audio rooms and an Avid video editing suite and is designed to address
a changing landscape.'My clients are getting increasingly tech -savvy,' commented Sorrentino. 'If I had a non -proprietary system, they would certainly question a premium rate for time on the same system that project
recordists are charging $30.00 an hour for.They're looking for more and
more performance and more features, that's why all the best respected
facilities in NewYork are now using Fairlight: Sorrentino's roster of clients
includes Nickelodeon,) WalterThompson,McCann Erikson Partners & Shevack, Newcastle Partners, Kidvertisers,VH I and MTV.

Software pirates
Internet: Pirates in Nashville,
Tampa, Florida, Lawrence, Kansas,
and Portland, Texas have all admitted to posting software in news-

groups on the Internet and
soliciting others to access and copy
the software without the authority
or permission of the copyright
owners'. But as the warez were all
under the watchful eye and litigious umbrella of Copyright Control Services, they have been
forced to make settlements with
CCS in order to support it and its
clients' antipiracy campaign and to
settle the copyright and other legal
claims of the copyright owners
against the infringers. Each
infringer also agreed to destroy all
copies of the pirated software and
not use any means to infringe the
copyrighted software in the future.
CCS has also reached a settlement
with a company now helping CCS
to investigate the possibility of
Internet piracy being hosted on the
company's in -house systems.
Dave Powell, managing director of CCS, stated, 'While we are
keen to send clear message to
would -be pirates that copyright
infringement is not tolerable, we

are pleased that these individuals-who have not done this for
gain (some of whom are young
adults) recognise and admit to
their mistakes. However, we and
our clients take a much more serious view when a pirate is actually profiting from the many
man -years' of work that software
companies invest in their products. In such cases, we will seek
the full damages available under
the law.
Another company in Georgetown, Texas, although stating that
it was 'unaware of the infringements' CCS claimed were distributed on the Internet via the
company's equipment agreed,
nevertheless, to pay a settlement
to CCS 'in order to assist CCS in
defraying expenses associated
with their investigations'. In addition, the company agreed to
inspect their servers, disks and
files to determine if there was
infringing software and to take all
reasonable precautions to ensure
that their facilities would not be
used in the future to provide
access to CCS' clients' software.

CCS,Tel: +44 -20-8977 -100 I .

www.CopyrightControl.com
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UK: Abbey Road hosted a cele-

bration of the Beatles Abbey Road
album held byAmerican broadcaster
Mil late last year.The party lasted
three days and saw 14 US radio station jocks host their shows and
included a live remote broadcast to
America. In attendance was a string
of notable guests including Steve
Hackett,Asia,BillWymanYoko Ono,
Chrissy Hind, Ken Townsend, Mike
Vernon and Mick Glossop.

SIEL 2000
France:The Paris Expo at Porte de- Versailles will host SIEL Night
& Show on 6th -9th February as a
trade show dedicated to the
Nightlife industry. It aims to
attract professionals involved in
the decoration, lighting, sound
system, DJ equipment and items
for parties and special events and
is described as `the new place for
meetings and exchanges reserved
exclusively for all those working
in the nightlife industry'.
A concept area will showcase `the
entertainment venue of the year
2000' while other attractions will
include a Net forum and a technique centre for DJs. Conference
headings are given as `Auditorium
Sound Level Restrictions, a Constraint or a Necessity?', `Show Lighting Techniques Take to the Streets',
`Issues based on the Merger and
Integration of firms Working in the
Domain of Live Events', and 'Conventions and Live Events, Large Format Image and Sound Experiences'.
SIEL, France.
Tel:+33 4766 9553.
Email: comisili@wanadoo.fr
1

US:Purveyors of theatrical venom and violence,theAmericanWorldWrestling Federation is to takeAMS Neve
Capricorn and Euphonix Series 5 digital consoles for its new studio complex.The 72-fader Capricorn is equipped
with 24 mic inputs, 80 channels of 24- bitAIES -EBU digital inputs and outputs, 160 EQs and dynamics, 28 analogue
aux sends and 48 tracks of MADI inputs and outputs making it the largest Capricorn yet produced.The 48 -input
Series 5 will help meet the nine weekly hours of programming plus promos, trail srs, videos and pay- per-view specials presented to some 500 million viewers.The new facility in Stanford, Connecticut was designed by the Russ
Berger Group in conjunction with the NewYork Design Collaborative.Titan,WWF owners, last musical output
was WWF:The Music Volume 3 which reached a double platinum Billboard No.10 spot recently.

HHB surrounded
UK:After a lay -off of a good many
years, HHB recently returned to
the venue at London Zoo once
occupied by its annual Digital
Audio Information Exchange to
host a one -day conference on
multichannel sound.
There was, unsurprisingly a
heavy presence from Dolby, who
explained Dolby Digital encoding, distribution with reference to
Dolby E and a valuable insight
into the world of its associated
Metadata that was supplemented
by input from tc electronic on
multichannel ambience simulation and creation and acoustician
Neil Grant who looked at the role

of diffusion in the context of
multichannel monitoring.
The conference was well organised and attended, and rewarding
for the attendee. The section on
Metadata, in particular, was fascinating and ultimately will be
extremely relevant to anyone
involved in the production of multichannel material as it holds the
key to the translation and interpretation of programme.
HH B, UK.TeI: +44 20 8962 5000.

Investors in Industry. The news
was presented with enthusiasm by
SSL Marketing Director John
Andrews in the company's 30th
year and came with the assurance
that SSL `will continue to concentrai e on its core business of designing, manufacturing and supporting
the world's finest audio consoles
for the music, broadcast, post and
film industries'.
SSL, UK.Tel: +44 865 842300.

3i takes SSL

UK: In an attempt to address
training requirements in the UK
media industries, a cross- industry working party will conduct
Britain's first broadcasting census
early this year. Developed by the
Audio-Visual Industries Training
Group under the chair of Roger
Laughton (Bournemouth University School of Media Arts & Communications), the programme
involves the government department for Culture, Media and Sport
alongside Skillset. Laughton commented: `We're starting by finding out what's good and what's
missing, then we'll try to identify
the strategy that will enable us to
make the most of the drive and
talents of our people will be crucial in making sure that the curreni views and aspirations of our
industry are collected, analysed
and focused so that future policy
reflects industry need.'
Skillset, UK.

UK:Industry console stalwart SSL
has announced its change of ownership from Carlton to 3i plc,

Finland:The highly rated Finnish television channel MTV3 has completed re- equipping its TV Production
Studio, replacing a 40 -inout Amek Classic desk with an 80- fader, 160- channel Soundtracs DPC-II. Studio duties
include on -air transmission, and recording and postproduction of entertainment programmes. Recent productions include the Syksyn Savel Song Contest and Bumpsti Bum.

Studio Sound
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ITS Technology Retreat

23 -27

Hyatt Regency Suites,

MIDEM 2000
Cannes, France.

Palm Springs, California, US.
Contact Nancy Zern, ITS.
Tel: + 703 319 0800,

Contact Jane Garton,

Fax:

Reed Midem.

Email: nancyzern@erols.com

Palais des Festivals,

I

Palais des Congres,

Paris, France.

Contact: Hermann A O Wilms.
Tel: +32 2 345 797
Email: 108th_exhibits@aes.org

Broadcast, Film and
Audio, BFA 2000

I .

Bombay Exhibition Centre,
Mumbai, India.
Contact jasubhai Media.
Tel: +9 122 6542363.

Net:wwwaes.org

February

-5

SMPTE Advanced
Motion Imaging
Conference
Fairmont Hotel, San Francisco,
California, US.

W W W.TCELECTRONIC.COM

Tokyo Big Sight,Tokyo International Exhibition Centre, Japan.
Contact Mesago.
Tel: +81 3 3359 0894.
Fax: +81 3 3359 9328.

Netwww.mesago-jp.com /odp

Entech 2000

8 -9

May

Contact Bryan Nella, SMPTE.
Tel: + 914 761 100 extl I0.
Net: www.smpte.org

Netwww.conpub.com.au

6 -9

AES Lecture:

I

INFO @TCELECTRONIC.COM

March
.5-7
The Dome, Sydney Show ground & Exhibition Centre,
Homebush,Sydney, Australia.
Contact Caroline Fitzmaurice,
Connections Publishing.
Tel: +61 2 9876 3530.
Fax: +61 2 9876 5715.
Email: caroline@conpub.com.au
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Paris -Expo, Hall 3, Porte de

Fax: +1 805 379 2648
TCUS@TCELECTRONIC.COM

Gilwell & Brownsea suite,
Baden Powell House, South
Kensington, London SW7, UK
Refreshments 6.30pm.
Lecture 7pm.
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Moving Audio:
pro -audio networking
and transfer

FAX:

+81 3 5456 4072

,

UNITED KINGDOM
PHONE: 800 917 8926 (MON-FRI: 8AM -5PM)

800 917 6510

FAX:

Net www.ferarimini.it

6-9

Gilwell & Brownsea suite,
Baden Powell House, South
Kensington, London SW7, UK
Refreshments 6.30pm.
Lecture 7pm.

Frankfurt, Germany.
Tel: +61 8 750
Fax: +61 81 757 00.
Email: info@werbebauges-mbhoctanorm.de
Net www.werbebauges-mbhoctanorm.de

26 -29
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SIB International

Suntec Centre, Singapore.
Contact: Singapore
Exhibition Services.
Tel: +65 233 8625.
Fax: +65 835 3040.

Netwww.broadcast- asia.com

-

8AM TO 5PM.
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0800 201 653
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Large scale console

J
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Medium to small scale console
Allen & Heath ML5000;Audient
ASP8024; D &R Airlab; Klotz Digital
Spherion; Mackie D8b; MTA 924;
Soundcraft Series Two; Soundcraft
Series 15; Studer On -Air 5000;
TL Audio VTC;Tritech TS -24;
Roland VM3100 Pro

10.

N

S

Convertors
Apogee PSXI00; Euphonix multichannel convertors; Prism ADA8;
Weiss SFC2 SRC

I

3.

O

I

9. Microphone
Audio Technica AT895; Audio Technica
AT4047SV; DPA 3541; Earthworks
SR77; GT Electronics AM40; Joemeek
JM47; Neumann Series 180;
Sennheiser Evolution wireless

AMS Neve Libra Post; Calrec Alpha
100; Euphonix System 5; Midas
Heritage 2000; Toa ix5000B;
Soundtracs DS-M

W

T

I.Audio editor
DAR Storm; Digidesign Pro Tools
V5.0; Soundscape R.Ed

Outboard dynamics
Avalon 747SP; dbx Quantum;

Drawmer DC2476; Joemeek C2;
TL Audio Valve Classic C-

I

12.Audio recorder

;

Tube-Tech SMC2A

Digidesign Pro Tools MIX plus;
Euphonix R Fairlight Merlin;
Marantz PMD650;Sony MDS -El I;
Sony MDJE530; Soundscape R.Ed;
I

4.

2000
SSAIRA

V O T

I

I

13.
5.

SE1 9UR, UK.

By faxing the form to:
+44 171 407 7102.
3. By emailing their unique

reader
identification number, the category
numbers and their votes to:
SSAIRAs@unmf.com

4. By filling in the

interactive voting form
on the Studio Sound web -site:
www.prostudio.com/studiosound

10 January 2000

6.

Desktop duplication
No nominations

Outboard equaliser
Focusrite ISA430; KT DN422M;
Summit MPE200; Summit EQ200;TL
Audio Valve Classic EQ -2

THE THIRD YEAR of the Studio

2.

StuderA827 Gold;Tascam D40

Aphex 1100; Presonus MP20; Summit
MP4X;TL Audio Valve Classic PA-

N G

Sound Audio Industry Recognition
Awards finds us departing from
previous years' events in one significant
respect only: due to the early timing of
the European AES Convention, we will
not be holding our Awards ceremony in
Paris, but in London at a slightly later date.
In all other respects you are invited to
vote for your favoured pieces of new
equipment through the established channels of post, fax and email (details below).
Based on the growing success of the
previous two Awards, we are anticipating
an even bigger response this year. Please
support the manufacturers of your choice
with your votes.
Ways to vote
Readers can vote for one product in each
category in four ways.
1. By filling in the form and posting
it to: SSAIRAs, Studio Sound Magazine,
Miller Freeman Entertainment, 8 Montague Close, London Bridge, London

Outboard preamp

;

14.

Location portable equipment
Copper CS208; Marantz PMD650;
You /Com ReporterMate

15.

Plug -ins
Aphex Big Bottom;Digidesign
Bruno /Reso; Digidesign Sound
Replacer; CEDAR Declick 96 (SADiE);
CEDAR Declick ( Soundscape); Line6
Amp Farm; Steinberg TL Audio EQ- ;
Wave Mechanics Pure Pitch/
Pitch Doctor;

Outboard Reverb
Eventide Orville; Roland SRV3030;

Quantex Yardstick; Sony DRE-S777

7. Combined outboard device
Eventide Orville; Focusrite ISA430;
Joemeek VC6Q; Jünger Audio Accent
TC Intonator

8.

I

;

Monitors

I

I

ATC SCM7OSL; Genelec 036A;
HHB Circle 3; Munro MAI;
PMC TB S;Tannoy Reveal Active;
Westlake LC5.75
I

I

6.

Special category
CEDAR BRX+ debuzzer; CEDAR

AZX+ azimuth corrector; Neutrik
Minirator MRI; mSoft ServerSound;
Symbolic Sound Kyma 5

VOTES CAN BE CAST by photocopying or cutting out the page opposite, filling it
in and returning it to: SSAIRAs Nominations, Studio Sound, 8 Montague Close,
London Bridge, London SE 9UR UK. Fax: +44 171 407 7102. Alternatively, you can
email the category numbers and your nominations to SSAIRAs@unmf.com
I

Readers will only be allowed to vote once.
Readers may only vote for one product in
each category.
Your reader identification number is the
nine -digit number starting with a zero that
is located in the middle of the top row of
your Studio Sound address label. In all
instances the inclusion of the reader iden-

tification number is essential.
The objective is to identify equipment

that genuinely warrants recognition for
being special in some way.
Readers are not obliged to vote in all
categories and their attention is drawn to
Special Category 16 which serves as a
`catch all' for any products not covered in
the other categories.
Any questions can be directed to Zenon
Schoepe and Tim Goodyer at Studio
Sound. Tel: +44 171 940 8500.

www.prostudio.com/studiosound

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Calrec Alpha 100

1
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A bold step for a small but
historically significant British desk
manufacturer, Calrec's Alpha
bodes well for its future.
Zenon Schoepe witnesses
true evolution
ith its earliest assignable
desk attempts still earning
there keep some 14 years
down the line with the likes of the BBC,
NRK and Turner Broadcast among others, Calrec has considerable experience
in the discipline. It is therefore with considerable interest that the arrival of its
Alpha 100 all digital broadcast desk has
been greeted.
Following on from the digital test -bed
of its radio orientated X Series the Alpha
is clearly a significant step towards the
company's digital future. Yet it already
has something of a history as it is derived

from the successful T Series digitally controlled analogue board. When the
T Series was conceived it was designed
to run a digital engine but Calrec claims
that at the time it could not build one that
was as reliable enough, redundant
enough or affordable enough and opted
instead for the DCA route. However, it
did employ a control system that could
be ported in the future and this was
proved by the appearance of the Digital
T Series at NAB two years ago which
sported a traditional T Series worksurface
controlling a new digital rack. A rethink
was in order though as the T Series had
been designed four years earlier and control devices were now cheaper and the
opportunity to improve the worksurface
in the light of such things as multichannel sound and improved router control
possibilities was taken.
Like many other digital desks around,
the Alpha is SHARC- based, but unlike
many manages to get 12 stereo channels
or 18 mono channels off one board of
six SHARCs. Price -wise its largely equivalent to a similarly sized T Series with savings or premiums incurred by the number
and type of I-Os specified.
The Alpha is multichannel -able, has
flexible I -O routeing and all processing available to all the signal paths all
the time. An NT PC runs a snapshot
recall system for reset of all the desk
parameters in under 60ms from Flash
ROM and is involved in the desk set up
and naming routines. This computer
also tracks all desk activity but is not
essential for the fundamental operation
of the console. Alpha uses a ported version of the same control system found
in the T Series which has proved to be
eminently reliable after working in the
field for five years.
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The production version of the desk is
a 2 -rack system with a control rack and
a separate DSP system rack plus ana-

logue and digital I-O racks. I -O options
include a .mic -line card, line-only card
and AES -EBU inputs. Analogue racks talk
to digital I -O racks via a proprietary bulk
I -O card which handles 128 channels.
You can run to two analogue input tracks
and these connect to the digital input
rack which has has a bulk I -O receiver
card to take the analogue inputs, and
some DSP cards that take the AES -EBU
format bulk I -O format signals and put
them on TDM buses. Signals then go
from that I -O rack to a DSP rack via what
Calrec calls a V -bus high speed bus
which connects the racks together. The
DSP rack has a control card that can have
a redundant spare and spares can also
be carried for DSP cards. There is only
one type of DSP card in the system and
this acts for the signal processing and
the DSP that takes the AES -EBU signals
and puts them on the TDM.
The control processor rack controls the
worksurface and consists of hub controllers for up to ten panels and these do
not have a hot redundant spare although
Calrec's experience with the original
T Series suggests that reliability is exemplary. However, if you should lose a panel
you can transfer control to the screen.
Panels are connected via SCSI type
cables to the racks and can be unplugged
hot and the system boots from cold in 9s
and the control surface can be reset in
under 4s with continued passing of audio.
Worksurface panels can be arranged
according to taste, and the worksurface
is scalable and incorporates layers but
these are not obligatory. If you really
want a straight 96-fader worksurface
then you can have one.
System limit is 144 channels as 96 stereo
channels and 48 mono channels which
is bigger than any desk Calrec has ever
been asked to build for live broadcast.
Additionally more inputs can be connected to the system than there are channels via routers and accessed on the

snapshots. The desk can be split tk.
operators and loaded with addit.
duplicate panels and there are a ho:
copy, global and default functions pi
the T Series speciality of being able t
swap and move channels around the
desk at will.
In line with Calrec's approach to assignability there's a Central Assignable Section something that the company
invented, lest we forget, which accesses
all a channel's parameters at the touch of
an ACCESS button. Channels can be
accessed locally from a fader panel or
centrally from the CAS.
Core to everything, which will be reassuring to most, is minimum use of the
computer screen which helps to manage
the memory system, permits titling, and
provides screen displays if you want
them. However, it must be used for setting the desk up and naming inputs physical inputs. It also performs the
diagnostics of the system.
The fader panel has a moving fader with
and indicators for MS, dynamics, filters and EQ selection. A meter looks at
input gain post input stage, channel direct
output level or dynamics gain reduction.
A channel On indicator follows with peak
indicator, touch sensor, and nulling lights
should the motor fader fail.
The desk's two layers are referred to
as A, which corresponds to the colour
green, and B, which is amber. Any fader
can be a channel, a group or stereo or
mono and LEDS tell the user what a fader
is. More indicators tell if the channel in
question is a VCA-type master or slave
and allocation is performed by holding
and pressing the master and then pressing switches in channels that are to be
slaved to it. The system also works in
reverse for interrogation purposes.
A channel CUT-ON button is accompanied by AFL and a twin line alphanumeric
display that indicates what is on each
layer and changes colour according to
which layer is being accessed.
Above the fader panel you will find
what Calrec calls Wild controls, but others
PFL
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refer to as freely assignable rotary controls. You get four with associated displays
and these can be split into twos to serve
the two layers of associated channels.
Assignment of Wild rotaries is simply
a matter of choosing the channel, and
then identifying the Wild control and its
controlled parameter in the CAS by clicking the switch on the relevant pot by
depressing it. A further batch of indicators show channel statuses and routeings.
There also are four buttons activating
Rear AFL, direct talkback, which talks to
the direct output of every channel, an
AUTO MODE button, which is likely to be
incorporated into any future dynamic
automation process, and a button which
can be assigned for the user to perform
any existing switch function on the desk.
The input panel offers two inputs per
channel for snapshotting across them.
There's fine gain on a pot, coarse gain in
6dB steps on nudge buttons, SRC, and
phantom power. A balance control is
joined by Left to both and Right to both
switches and when both of these are
pressed simultaneously then the pot
serves as a balance between all left and
all right for mixing perhaps VT tracks.
There's also the expected phase reverse,
tone and MS switches along with multi-

channel panning switches including
front -back panning with an overall rear
level control, rear panner, LFE and bypass
and divergence with bypass plus Centre
only routeing.
Each channel can have an inserts and
these have in -out, preEQ and pre-post
fader switching. The Direct out can
receive tone, and talkback and can be
AFLed along with the mix minus bus.
Again it can be preEQ and pre -post fader
and dropped on to the Mix Minus bus.
The I-O matrix panel takes care connection making and the business of snapshot saving, recalling and previewing.
Main outputs are allocated on- screen only
and the alteration of these is password
protected for obvious reasons.
There's a 4-band equaliser on every
channel which mimics that on the
T Series with two variable Q centre
bands with overlapping frequencies
plus an HF and LF in shelving or bell.
It can be flatted, bypassed, placed in the
channel or dynamics and has a useful
alternative setting as a type of EQ undo.
High and low -pass filters are fully variable and overlapping and can be
inserted in the channel or dynamics
together with a notch function.
There are 20 mono or ten stereo auxes
on the desk accessed by ten sets of rotary
controls each with an associated display,
on/off, pre /post switching, pan and gain.
Aux masters follow the same principle
on a separate panel with meters, gain,
cut, AFL, and an INTERROGATE button.
A direct input is also available on auxes.
A full dynamics set is available on each

channel and the main outputs and
groups, and is presented on a panel in
the CAS. You get a compressor-limiter
Studio Sound

with bypass and an expander-gate also
with bypass plus gain makeup and gain
reduction meter. Pre -post switching is
included along with a keyed side chain
(EQ and filters can be part of the side
chain) with listen and four link buses.
Routeing is available to eight mono or
stereo groups, the four
main outputs, which can
be specified as multichannel in the menu
set -up routine, and
48 multitrack outputs.
The last of these,
because they have
individual channel to
track output levels with tone and talk to
them, can serve as a matrix output for
what I am told the Americans refer to as
IFB (Interrupted Feed Backs). Track outputs levels can be pre -post EQ or fader
and can also send the mix minus signal
to the multitrack with monoing of stereo
sources. There's much more and you can
interrogate the routeing from here as well
in what amounts to a section that is
beyond the normal understanding of the
word `flexible'. The same can be said of
the talkback features.
The Monitor section is based on a master selector and two preselectors. There's
a separate oN button for small loudspeakers complete with a volume control, plus dim, cut, and monitor balance.
The master selector permits listening to
the main output in mono, stereo or surround and the same applies to the
remaining three mains. You can also listen to off-air with decoding. Preselector
1 gives mono and stereo outputs for all
four outputs and surrounds for all outputs while preselector 2 gives access to
all the auxes, groups, PFL, tone and
another 32 external sources which can

There's really not that much wrong with
the T Series worksurface but taking the
opportunity to redesign it has distilled
the concept still further.
Most particularly it is the manner in
which functions have been selected for
grouping in to individual panels and how

they are arranged in the panels that shows
off unmistakable traces of experience.
This panel approach is not exclusive to
Calrec, but no one does it quite like them.
You won't need to look to any other panel
for an associated function, everything is
where it should be and where you'd
expect it to be. Then there are the operational points like the simplicity of Wild
control assignment and metering
control things that were performed on
screen on the T Series. The colour coding of the layers makes a huge difference
to clarity. I love the small parameter value
displays despite the fact that at first
encounter I thought they were too small
to be useful. Viewing angle is actually
very good, as is all illuminated indication,
and once your sitting behind the desk
the quirky little displays feed back a lot
of information which can be grasped with
a glance once you get the hang of the
way that they work.
Like all refined systems the Alpha allows
a choice of ways of achieving the same
ends. Some are more direct while others
are more appropriate when you are doing
something else and this is the sort of area
be mono, stereo or surround. Decoder in which the truly distinctive and innovaremotes are included and you can solo tive digital desks are putting space
the 5.1 channels and defeat the LFE. I can- between themselves and the competition.
But then it should be so and it's what difnot even begin to touch on the full facilferentiates a digital board at this level.
ities of the Alpha in the available space
Speed is one thing but is often confused
here because there is depth to the feawith the matter of operator convenience.
tures and the thought that has gone in to
When the balance is right it adds to the
it that is quite frankly best appreciated
feeling of being in control and that the
first hand and hands on. I was conscious
desk is on your side when working in a
that I was in the presence of greatness.
high pressure environment day after day.
Anyone who has run a T Series will
Yes, of course I'm impressed with the
be more than comfortable with the
Alpha and anyone who is familiar with Alpha and part of this has to do with the
fact that I can understand where it has
a analogue Calrec will be see immedicome from and I can appreciate the
ate operational clues and principles.
everyone else will have to soldier on work that has gone in to it to get it where
it is. There seems to be
with what I consider to be
none of the unavoidable
a triumph of ergonomics.
trade-off that often occurs
You can tell that the Calrec Audio, UK
Alpha is a very serious Nutclough Mill, Hebden Bridge, with the leap from analogue to digital. Alpha is
and very flexible desk yet West Yorkshire HX7 8EZ
true evolution which
it manages to understate
Tel: +44 1422 8 42159
offers target end users
the fact. The Alpha work - Fax: +44 1422 845244
familiarity, a leap in funcsurface amounts, by my
tionality and swathes of added value. It's
calculation, to the fourth generation of
assignable surface for Calrec and it a brilliant concept, it's a brilliant desk,
it deserves to do well, it will do well.
really does show because there is a
The future of professional audio is safe
maturity in the presentation that is lackin the hands of companies like Calrec.
ing in digital desk early attempts.
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Marantz PMD650

1

Carefully conceived and long awaited, Marantz' PMD650 portable
MiniDisc recorder promises professional performance.

Neil Hillman put it to the test

BY ALL ACCOUNTS,

has been a difficult
gestation. Firstly the processor
would not perform nearly as
efficiently as was expected, so back
to conception went the PMD650. And
back too went the expected date of
delivery- several times.
During the process, some rather soul searching questions have been asked of
this machine by Marantz. And it shows.
It shows in the enviable quality of build,
the ease of operation, the audio integrity
and barring the inevitable few, but very
few, minor blemishes that any new
product might subjectively present, it
arrives in our mixer pouches or on our
sound trolleys as a robust and hearty
newcomer-albeit without time code.
'TC or not TC, that is the question;
whether 'tis nobler in the mind to suffer the slings and arrows of outrageous
camera -folk-who balk every time the
sound department approacheth the
camera to check synch'. The time-code
debate is interesting as it tends to expose
two camps-obviously those for and
those against the necessity of inclusion
but more specifically, I would suggest,
between recordists operating to film and
to video. Productions working on film
are very much more likely to depend
on the time- honoured clapper-board for
synchronising sound to picture, allowing the labs who develop the film
overnight to also offer a synching serit

I
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vice of rushes
the next day. This
has certainly been my
experience of film -location
recording on dramas, commercials, even a travel- documentary series.
Mind you, on that particular example
of classic British cinematography where
the technical ignorance of the director
and the producer was exceeded only
by their arrogance, the `sync' was something you washed your hands in.
In short, if you perceive the need to
use MiniDisc on location as your recording medium, this is the defacto machine.
No doubt-and it costs less than £1,000
(UK). Its key features include phantom
power, SP and LP recording giving up
to 74 minutes stereo or 148 minutes of
mono recording, one -touch instant
recording, prerecord memory cache
allowing 2s of pre -hear before the
RECORD button is pushed and a 20s
stereo or 40s mono audio buffer to eliminate the corruption of material due to
knocks and shocks during record, playback or during that delicate time when
the machine is writing to the TOC.
The top face of the slim, black
machine -conveniently sized to slip
into a Portabrace mixer front pocket
-is the engine room housing 23 individual switches, yet maintaining an uncluttered and logical layout. The bottom
quarter of the machine is taken full
width by the in -built 200mW speaker
grille which in the bottom right-hand
corner reveals the inbuilt microphone.
The remaining left half of the top face

houses the spring activated disc door,
disappointingly a rather flimsy metal
pressing, undamped, and in contrast
to the feel of the rest of the machine;
how secure this door is against
the ingress of water or
dust gave me
some cause for
concern.
Below the door
are the two
slider switches
for power onoff and disc
eject, the powering switch noticeable
by its red slider. The right hand half of this face is given
over to a slightly raised bank of
switches, the dynamics of the machine
controlled through three rows of three
slider switches dedicated to Record
mode (switching between SP and LP);
Source (switching between the stereo
XLR inputs, mono on the left channel
or internal mic) and the headphone speaker source selector (allowing
access to the left, right or stereo channels). The middle bank of three
switches allows for mic attenuation of
the inputs between OdB, -15dB or
-30dB; Input Level to be switched
between mic or line level; and the limiter to be operating in either ALC mode,
fixed limiter mode -which was happy
to hold steady signals to the machines
reference level of -12dB with respect
to digital OdB, while transient peaks
crept up to -2dB-or Manual, in effect
switching the limiter out of the chain.
The bottom row of three dynamics
switches are a 3- position ANC -Ambient Noise Control in Marantz speak, but
high -pass and low-pass filters to the rest
of us -with roll over frequencies of
125Hz for high pass, flat, or a band pass
of 125Hz to 3kHz; an INPUT SELECT to
switch between analogue or digital signals and an ON -OFF switch for the `LSR'
Level Sync Recording option, which
enables a trigger from a user-set threshold level of an analogue input signal of
either -60dB, -40dB, -20dB or -10dB
to automatically commence recording
if the machine is sitting in the
Record -Pause mode.
A row of five smaller buttons below
these switches address the disc
directly. REPEAT enables the whole disc
to either repeat play the contents of
the whole disc or a single selected
track; or in conjunction with the >
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Signature.
Our Commitment.
the Legacy of
Mr. Rupert Neve and his
His

continuing

Ingenuity.
9098i.

Brought to you by AMEK.

OLYMPICSTV] QS
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This is a brand new studio, purpose -built for us, so
we could specify our ideal writing and mixing
environment down to the last detail. Having been
huge fans of the Rupert Neve 9098 EQ modules we
knew that the Amek 9098i would give us that unique
sonic quality in a large format console. Now, having
worked on the newly installed console with Tina
Turner, we can fully appreciate the total flexibility that
it offers in any recording and mixing situation."
Producers Absolute

When only the best will do. When no
compromises are acceptable. When sonic
performance rules. These are some of the
criteria in selecting a 9098i. Along with its
sonic integrity, the feature set is also
equally impressive. Recall, dual moving
fader automation, built in dynamics and

indisputably superior mic preamps and
equalizers. The 9098i combines the best
characteristics of vintage consoles with
features demanded in today's mix

environment. We invite you to audition a
9098i and experience the finest mixing
console ever created.

tral E714k
www.amek.com
AMEK UK +44 (0) 161 868 2400 US HEADQUARTERS (800) '585 6875 LOS ANGELES (818) 973 1618 AMEK USA NASHVILLE (615) 360 0488
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A Harman International Company

< A -B /DEL switch next to it, a selected
part of a single track -ideal for the

playback of musical numbers being
filmed in discontinuous parts. The TITLE
button opens the disc for the titling of
the disc or just a single track; CHARACTER toggles between upper -case letters, lower -case letters, numbers or
symbols -the 'Forward' or 'Reverse'
transport keys scroll up and down the
desired figure- set-and ENTER fixes the
selection and moves the cursor along
the script.

The EDIT up -down twin push- buttons
present access to the menu display on
the front face and scroll either up or
down the options to Divide, Combine,
Move, Erase or All Erase tracks, adjust
the machine's clock and calendar, or
adjust the system presets. These presets are: Power Management which
beeps when the machine has been inactive for 5 minutes or 5 minutes before
the battery is exhausted; the signal level
for the 'Level Sync Recording' function,
variable as previously described
between -60dB to -10dB New Track
;

Time-the time after the analogue input
signal has dropped below the `LSR'
threshold before a new track number
is written to disc, variable between 2s,
3s, 55 or 10s; Track Increment to enable
the automatic allocation of a new track
number while in LSR mode; prerecording Time-variable between 0.5s and
2s before RECORD is pressed; and Battery type in use -selectable between
either alkaline or NiCd, and designed
to give the battery display a fighting
chance to gauge the state of discharge.
The system presets also
provide for a sampling -rate

convertor SRC to be
switched in or out. When
selected On, digital signals
routed through the Digital
In jack are also output on
the Digital Out jack at
44.1kHz. With the SRC set
to Off, signals appearing on the Digital
In jack at either 32kHz or 48kHz are converted to 44.1kHz for recording purposes, but still appear at the original
sampling rate on the Digital Out jack.
The last of the system presets allows
for the Serial Copy Management System (SCMS) to be switched on or off.
The transport controls are divided
between this top face and the front
face. The STOP and PLAY -PAUSE buttons
sit on the top face and next to the
recessed and semishrouded BACKSPACE
button, that when pressed while in

Record cancels the recording and
returns the machine to the Record Pause mode and the point on the disc
that recording began.
The front face of the PMD650 carries
a large display window that shows track
number, track title, whether SP or LP
recording is selected, battery level as
an icon either full, half-full or empty
and twin bar graph level metering calibrated between infinity and OdB, with
steps marked at -40dB, -20dB, -12dB,
-6dB and -2dB. An Over level is set to
the right of OdB. The metering should
be bigger scale than it is, with the lion's
share of available space being given
over to track titling during Stop or Playback mode or date information during
Record. This is secondary information,
and the ability to quickly scan a display and get an instantly recognisable
confirmation of the temperature of the
recording must be given primary
importance and hence impact on the
eye. To the left of the display glass is
the 32e, '/4 -inch headphone socket
which disables the speaker, and above
it is the volume pot for both the headphones and the speaker; the speaker
is also defeated when the machine is
in Record. To the right of the display
window are the RECORD -PAUSE button
and the dual function RECORD -MARK
sprung slider switch, conspicuous by
its red cap. This switch takes the
machine directly into recording and

while in Record, another dab on the for the display LIGHT switch. At the righthand end of the front panel are the dual switch will mark the current point on
concentric RECORD LEVEL pots.,
the track, and increment the track numher upwards for each subsequent key graduated 0 -10 and in my opinion in
need of either a heavy friction pad or
press, providing at least is has elapsed
a locking device to prevent movement
between marks. A red LED illuminates
when in Record and flashes when in inside a mixer bag taking the record
level either up or
a
Record -Pause;
down at random.
more frenetic flashPMD650
is
Marantz
The
The right-hand
ing indicates that
side panel houses
the battery voltage
delightfully straightforward
the Digital Input on
is low. Below these
to use and clearly much
an RCA socket, a
two switches are
remote control for
buttons to illumihas
been
thought
transport keys also
nate the display
on an RCA socket
given to the end user.
-either momentartwin
the
and
ily, or sustained if
Its been a long time
female, balanced,
held for over 1 s and
Mic-Line XLR inputs.
a DISPLAY button that
coming, and it looked
The 48V phantom
toggles the disc
good in trade -press ads
power is switched
In
information.
on and off by a
it
mode
Stop
changes the read -out in the display win- small slider switch that controls both
dow between disc information, time inputs, and is situated next to the right
available for recording, and current channel XLR socket.
The left -hand side of the PMD650
date and time; in Record mode between
time elapsed during recording, time houses the male XLR Digital Out socket,
and next to it a small slider switch to
available for recording and current date
power
and time and in Playback mode switch the output on or off
conservation consideration. The anabetween time elapsed on current track,
logue `Line Out' is on twin RCA jacks
time remaining on current track, time
and the last component on this face is
remaining on the disc and the date and
a 3V DC in- charger socket with a small
time of the recording. The last switch
LED charger indicator.
on the front face sits under the RECORD
The battery compartment is accessed
slider and acts as a Key Lock, defeatthrough the back panel and the given
ing all functions on this panel except

operating times for 8 AA 1.5V alkaline
batteries is 3' 4 hours for recording and
4 hours for playback or 21/2 hours for
recording and 3 hours for playback
when using the 9.6V rechargeable NiCd
battery pack.
The Marantz PMD650 is delightfully
straightforward to use and clearly much
thought has been given to the end -user.
There are welcome safety measures such
as a backup of the Table Of Contents
being written whenever a recording commences (Pre -UTOC) in case of a power
loss, enabling previously recorded material to be retrieved; or when in dual -mono
mode the left channel carries signals up
to OdB, but in case of an unforeseen overload, the right channel is recorded 15dB
lower allowing a high quality backup to
be available.
Its been a long time coming, and it
certainly showed promise and looked
good in trade -press ads a full 18 months
ago. But now at last it is here, a little
later than expected, and frankly I think
you are going to want to buy one. Hundreds of us will.

1
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Marantz Professional, PO Box 80002,
Building SFF -2, 5600 JB Eindhoven,
The Netherlands.
Tel: +31 40 2736634. Fax: +31 40 2735578.
UK: Marantz Professional.
Tel /fax: +44 1753 686080.

CONTROL
GENELEC 1036A

GENELEC 1034BC

THE BALANCE OF POWER

Introducing two, new powerful active monitor systems from GENELEC.
The GENELEC 1036A Large Control Room Monitor System
brings NEW true weight to the phrase "20 Hz to 20 kHz ".
The GENELEC 1034BC Center channel Active Monitor System
brings NEW true meaning to the words "surround system integration ".
Two systems defining a NEW true Balance of Power.
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The Whole Truth And Nothing But The Truth

International enquiries: Genelec, Olvitie 5, FIN -74100 lisalmi, Finland, Phone +358- 17- 813311,Fax +358 -17- 812267 Web: http//www.genelec.com
In the U:S please contact: Genelec Inc. 7 Tech Circle, Natick MA 01763 Phone 508/652 -0900 Fax 508/652 -0909
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Audio Service DAIS
Choosing the right audio matrix for a broadcast centre is a critical task.
Rob James connects with the Audio Service Digital Audio Interconnection System
MATRIX is in evocative word in
and destinations being synchronous to an
connections made instantly. This is a vast
large-scale broadcast television.
external reference, and a maximum 56 x
improvement on the time-consuming
It conjures up images of the
56 (stereo) with combinations of YGDAI
chore of manual patching. Audio Service
very heart of a production centre where
cards. All routeing is done in stereo.
will also supply the control protocols to
all roads lead not to Rome but to the
It is technically feasible to unpack
users wishing to create a custom applimatrix. In Audio Service's Digital Audio
stereo AES -EBU streams and route them
cation, perhaps controlled via a touchInterconnection System, (DAIS) an onas independent mono sources but this
screen. There is nothing to prevent any
screen X-Y matrix replaces the manual
would greatly increase the system's cost
half-way competent programmer `rolling
patching of audio sources to destinaand complexity. The YGDAI cards out- their own'.
tions. This is accomplished by using a
put synchronous digital silence in the
If an application requires an 8 x 8 or
PC to control a crosspoint router or
absence of an input signal. When an 16 x 16 single- format router, there are
routers. The idea is hardly new but the
assignment is made there is no delay and
alternatives which are more cost-effecAudio Service solution is significantly
no clicks or splats. A source may be
tive. If, however the application
different to other router and matrix sys- routed to up to seven destinations but,
demands anything much larger, perhaps
tems using off-the -shelf Yamaha YGDAI
as might be expected, multiple sources
with a complex mix of formats, DAIS
I -O cards of the CD8 series (and comto a single destination are not permitted.
starts to make financial sense. Add to
patibles-cards that fit the 02R and 03D
Using the supplied Windows applicathis buffering and improvement of
mixers) to form the basis of a compretion, the sync source and other parame- .jitter, analogue and sample-rate converhensive router and format convertor.
ters are set and connections made and
sion options, and the versatility of the
A single DAIS rack -frame can accept
broken. The main window displays a concept becomes apparent. If 56 x 56
up to 14 single- height or 5 dual- height matrix of squares that represents cross - isn't big enough Audio Service has a couinterface cards inserted vertically (dual
points with a hierarchical tree display ple of answers. Version 1 gives an
height cards actually take up more on the left that may be hidden if the user 80 x 80 matrix with 56 digital inputs and
physical space than the name implies).
requires a larger view of the matrix. The
outputs and 24 stereo analogue inputs
Each rack can handle up to 72 stereo hierarchical structure allows a number and outputs controlled from a single
crosspoints (144 channels) depending of patch assignments to be stored for DAIS matrix display. Version 2 effectively
on the cards fitted. It can also function instant recall (by double -clicking) assolinks two units -2 x (56 x 56) matrices
as the master wordclock generator in
ciated with a particular
with 24 stereo buses (48
an installation at either 44.1kHz or view of the matrix.
channels) between the
48kHz sampling rates.
Changing between patch Audio Service
two this is currently conAll the `synchronous' cards must be
assignments within a V. Schierbecker, Germany.
trolled from two DAIS
locked to a single clock. This can be inter- view leaves the rest of the Tel: +49 04085 7700.
Matrix displays.
nal or external wordclock or derived from
matrix untouched. This Email: mail @audio- service.com
I suggest costing a 'coninput one of any digital card. However,
can very useful where a
ventional' patchbay soluit is also possible to fit four of Audio-Serlarge and complex system requires fretion (including all the wiring and format
vice's own `asynchronous' cards in the
quent changes to only a few sections. convertors) and comparing with the cost
horizontal slots. This effectively gives you
Complete global setups can be mapped
of a matrix. (Leaving aside costing in the
two routers in one box
16 x 16 AESto function keys 1 -12. Patch assignments
potential time savings.) The result may
EBU (stereo) that relies on all its sources
can be saved for particular jobs and the
well provide a pleasant surprise.
1
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TLA di 'I the classic
valve
V e console
Audio Limited, Sonic Touch,
(ceni Court Icknield Way,
Letchwo , Herts SG6 ITN UIC
TL

(0)1462 680888
+44 (0)1462 680999

Four band EQ with fully
parametric mids, one
stereo and six mono aux
sends, and faders on both
channel and monitor signal paths
A truly unique multitrack console!

to 56 channels

Tel: +

Optional patchbay (internal or
external), fader /mute automation
and comprehensive meter bridge

mail: infottlaudio.co.uk
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Sennheiser Series 3053/54
Turning radio mic technology around, Sennheiser has developed a new in -ear
monitoring -foldback system Neil Hillman puts his ear to the ground
WHILE RADIO microphones remain the
fastest growing sector
of the pro-audio market, the small
move sideways for manufacturers to the parallel technology of
in -ear monitoring cannot be far
behind. It makes good sense for
them to package what is essentially the same technology, but for
two different applications, and
increase their market profile and
recoup development costs at a
greater rate than they otherwise
might. Lectro for instance has
achieved this brilliantly with the
T5 /R5 Interruptable Fold Back,
based on the sophisticated tracking front -end of the UCR 300 UHF
diversity radio microphone, and
are quietly making huge in -roads
into broadcast studios on this side
of the Atlantic. But that system is
more focused as a presenter/onair talent talkback feed, premixed
in the control room, and geared
to the precise requirements of broadmonitoring purposes from a Sony WRT
casters. This Sennheiser option is of 820 pocket transmitter. Surprisingly, the
It should nonetheless
a more general nature, offering FM
receiver worked very well despite
enjoy popularity as both
stereo dual -channel capability, but withassume
difference in pilot tones
out as much processing sophistication between the Sony and the Sennheiser,
in -ear monitoring for stage
as the Lectro. But it should nonetheless
with precious little discernible loss in
enjoy popularity as both in -ear monirange or audio quality, merely a reducperformers and as a useful
toring for stage performers and as a usetion in output level at the earpiece due
ful television studio tool for presenters,
television studio tool
in part to the compressed signal remainas an interruptable foldback with proing unexpanded; a long shot that paid
for presenters, as an
duction talkback on one channel and
off. Other components on the back face
programme sound on the other.
are an IEC mains socket with cable grip,
interruptable foldback with
The stereo transmitter for the system
accepting an input of 115V to 230V at
is the SR 3054 -U, a 19 -inch 1U-high rackeither 50Hz or 60Hz; a BNC antenna conproduction talkback on one
mounted device with 16 UHF transmis- nector for either a `stubby' placed
channel and programme
sion frequencies preprogrammed in four directly on the unit or a feeder for a
groups between 450MHz-960MHz, and remotely sited antenna. Suitable prodsound on the other
all inputs on the rear panel leaving a
ucts offered are the Sennheiser 2003 pasclean and clear front panel. A twin- transsive directional UHF antenna or the GZA
accept a front mounting of the BNC
mitter version-the SR 3056- U-dupli1036 -9 ground plane antenna. The final
antenna connector if required. To the
cates the features described for the SR
connector is a 15-pin sub -D socket pro- left of the power switch are three small
3054-U. The AF inputs to the transmitgramming interface for the Sennheiser push- buttons mounted in line above
ter are on electronically balanced female
SMCD software, which facilitates freeach other, the top two marked with UP
XLR sockets, fed at a nominal -10dBu
quency programming of the units and
and DOWN arrows respectively, which
and internally adjustable. The frequency
programmablecontrol of the Series 3000 when pressed together toggle the unit's
response is given as 40Hz- 15kHz, with
rackmounted receivers through a comtransmission output between mono or
the signal -to -noise ratio of the overall
prehensive Windows-RS485 platform.
stereo. The largest display window carlink being greater than 90dBA. The sigThe front face of the transmitter carries a LCD segment that aligns with the
nal is stereo FM with a pilot tone, with
ries four small display windows, with
legends of either MONO (M) or STEREO (S)
Sennheiser's own HiDyn stage wide - the ON -OFF switch on the right-hand depending on the selection made.
band compander system designed to side nearest to the rackmount handles. When in Mono mode, only the right AF
increase the signal -to -noise ratio by This switches just the low voltage of signal is transmitted. The bottom butcompressing the AF level on the trans- the secondary of the magnetic core ton is marked SET and is used to change
mitter at 2:1, and then expanding by a
integrated mains transformer, its high the transmission frequency. When this
similar amount the signal at the receiver.
efficiency reducing the residual con- button is pressed, the 1 -inch by 3/4 -inch
Interestingly, I pressed the receiver syssumption of power. The handles at each display window that shows the fretem into use in an emergency on locaend of the front face are solid cast,
quency in use as a 6 -digit LCD read -out,
tion by transmitting to it for production
sculpted, and predrilled and tapped to flashes the headline `Frequency >
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No problem.

Session
in LA

Talent
in London

Just logon to Rocket NetworkTM
Our Internet Recording Studios
make it easy to work with anyone,
anywhere, anytime. You use the
audio software you already know
to achieve the professional -quality
sound your projects demand. With
everyone working at the same time,
you'll make your deadline. And the
creative possibilities are endless.
Internet Recording Studios store
the master version of your project
online, allowing your team to listen
and contribute to it with any
RocketPowerTM audio software.
Because it supports all formats of
digital audio, you don't waste time
with file conversion. Plus, you don't
have to buy new hardware.

With Internet Recording Studios
you can:
Share digital
audio and MIDI
(even between

different applications)
Control access
to your studio
and store your
projects securely online
Compress files with QDesign
and MP3 CODECs (optional)

Communicate via chat and
instant messaging
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volume-in a recess-with the rotary
channel selector of 16 channels marked
Hexadecimal fashion 0 -F. Above it is a
tiny RF squelch rotary control knob,
adjusted to prevent hiss on the system
with the transmitter switched off; a slider
switch for headphone limiter either 'on'
or `off' and a similar slider switch for
selection of either Stereo or Focus output -all shielded behind a sliding transparent plastic cover for the recessed
controls. The Focus option mixes both
left and right input signals and routes
them as a mono signal to both left and
right outputs. The rotary BALANCE control at the top of this left -hand side during Focus selection adjusts the relative
levels of the two separate channels in
the mono mix, or in the stereo position
adjusts the balance between the left and
If the Sennheiser company
right stereo signal. The top face has a
is firmly lodged into the
pleasingly large combined ON-OFF
switch and volume pot, calibrated Offcollective psyche of audio
10. In the centre of this panel is the
3.5mm stereo headphone- earpiece socusers, it is due in part to
ket and next to it the beautifully
Lemo antenna connector.
being spread strongly across machined
The front face carries two LEDS at the
top. right -hand corner; for the one
consumer, semipro and
marked RF a green display indicates that
an RF signal is being received and for
professional markets,
the other, marked ON -LOW BArr, a red
constant display shows that the receiver
the latest entry to the
is switched on and that the battery carin -ear monitoring arena
ries sufficient voltage. A flashing red LED
shows that about 15 minutes of operwill further this progress
ating life is left in the battery and it
should be replaced. The back panel of
and 100%. Under normal conditions this the receiver carries the familiar
is at 100%. The final two displays are
Sennheiser spring belt -clip and also a
again vertical LCD bar graphs, paired to table of the operating frequencies corshow deviation of the AF signal and cal- responding to the 16 channels availibrated bottom to top in steps of 3%,
able for selection. The stereo channel
10%, 25%, 50% and 100 %. A1/4 -inch, 1652
separation of the 2 x 3252 outputs is
headphone socket is available for mon- given as greater than 45dB, and in use
itoring the output, with an associated
it was possible to isolate left informavolume knob next to it.
tion from right easily enough; the 2 x
The EK 3053 -U receiver is robustly
100mW output leaving plenty in hand
built
die-cast grey, cigarette -packet
on the volume knob for tired perforsized unit, with a curious curved con- mance ears.
tour along the right-hand side of its othIf the Sennheiser company is firmly
erwise square sides.
lodged into the colThe bottom of this
lective psyche of
curved side houses Sennheiser Electronic, Postfach
audio users, it is due
the battery flap, a 10 02 24, 3002 Wedemark 2, Germany. in part to being spread
strongly sprung affair in Tel: +49 51 30 600 366.
strongly across consimilar metal, that Fax: +49 51 30 6312.
sumer, semi -pro and
reminded me in oper- UK: Sennheiser UK,
professional markets;
ation very much of the 3 Century Point, Halifax Road,
and now as part of the
opening doors on boy- High Wycombe, Hampshire
mid -priced 3000 serhood model cars
HP12 3SL,UK.
ies of radio products,
1937 MG TC to be preTel: +44 1494 551551.
the latest entry to
cise. The 9V MN1604 Fax: +44 1494 551550.
the in -ear monitoring
battery occupies the US: Sennheiser, 6 Vista Drive,
arena will further this
full width of the bottom PO Box 987,01d Lyme, CT 06371.
progress. With the SR
third of the receiver, Tel: + 203 434 9190.
3054-U transmitter
and offers an operating Fax: +1 203 434 1759.
priced at £1,100 (UK)
life of around 5 hours
and the EK 3053 -U
with a medium volume setting; this time
receiver priced at £700 (UK), both semican be reduced by a couple of hours if pro and professional stage users -as
the unit is driven hard however. The
well as some applications in a television
square, left-hand side of the unit houses
studio-may well benefit from a good
all adjustments and settings bar output
product at a reasonable price.
< MHZ'. The up and DOWN arrows

now
allow selection of the next fixed frequency set in the programme and is executed by holding down the SET button
for 2s. Transmission remains unaffected
on the old frequency until the SET execution command is given followed by
a `STO' confirmation message, and the
`Frequency MHZ' headline ceases flashing. If an error in selection is made
before this point, a brief dab on the SET
button will escape the procedure with
a momentary display of ESC as confirmation that the operation has been
aborted. The power of the RF signal is
shown by a small vertical LCD bar graph
to the left of the main display window,
calibrated bottom to top between 20%

-a
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Distributors
Worldwide
Argentina

r DBA Systems

SRL

Tel: 00541 545 6800 Fax:00541 545 3668

Australia S Electric Factory
Tel: 00 61 3 9480 5988 Fax: 00 61

3

9484 6708

Austria C TC Electronic Austria

Ti
e: 0043 800

201 652 Fax: 0043 800 201 653

Belgium S EML
Tel: 00 32

11

23 23 55 Fax: 00 32 11 23 21 72

r

Brazil
Proware Audio Innovations
Tel: 00 55 11 55852866 Fax: 00 55 11 5584 6586
Canada S digidesign
1 800 333 2137

Tel: 00

www.digidesign.com
Chile

r Brio Productora Musical

Tel: 0056 2 274 %21 Fax: 0056 2 294 9575

China /Hong Kong S Digital Media Technology (DMT)
Tel: 00 852 2721 0343 Fax: 00 852 2366 6883

Croatia C Slovenia, Bosnia, Macedonia & Serbia:
Music Export (Germany)
Tel: 0049 89 746 12390 Fax: 0049 89 746 12392

Denmark S New Musik AG
Tel: 00 45 86 190899 Fax: 00 45 86 193199

r

Finland
Studiotec KY
Tel: 00 358 9 5123 5300 Fax: 00 358 9 5123 5355
France

S DMZ! Audio Solution
1 48 63 0443 Fax: 0033148 6318

Tel: 00 33

Tel: 00 49 40 531 08 399 Fax: 00 49 40 531 08 398

Greece S Bon Studio
Tel: 00 30 1380 9605 Fax: 00 30 1382 7868

r The Netherlands: Total Audio

Holland

Tel: 0031 20 447 6447 Fax: 0031 20 447 6464

Iceland S Exton
Tel: 00354 551 2555 Fax: 00354 562 6490
India C

R & S Electronics
Tel: 0091 22 636 9147 Fax: 0091 22 636 9691

Ireland S CFI - Control Techniques
Tel: 00 3531 454 5400 Fax: 00 3531 454 5726

Israel

r Sontronics

Tel: 00 972 3 570 5223 Fax: 00 972 3 619 9297

Italy S Grisby Musk Professional
Tel: 00 39 0 71 710 8471 Fax: 00 39 0 71 710 8477

Japan C All Access
Tel: 00 81 52 443 5537 Fax: 00 81 52 443 7738

Korea S Best Logic Sound Co
Tel: 00 82 2 515 7385 Fax: 00 82 2 516 7385

Mexico C Vari Internacional S.A. de C.V.
Tel: 00 525 604 6946

Fax: 00 525 605 9656

New Zealand S Protel
Tel: 00 64 4 801 9494 Fax: 00 64 4 384 2112

Norway C Lydrommet
Tel: 0047 22 80 94 50 Fax: 00 47

2 80 94 60

Poland S Hexagon Warszawa
Tel: 0048 22 44 66 99 Fax: 0048 22 44 83 55

Portugal C Cahn Tecnologias
Tel: 0035 12 208 4456 Fax: 0035 12 208 6009

Russia S AT Trade
(Russia) Tel: 7 095 956 1105 Fax:

7

095 956 6882

Singapore C Team 108
Technical Services Private Ltd
Tel: 00 65 748 9333 Fax: 00 65 747 7273

Southern Africa S Powerhouse Electronics
Tel: 00 27 11 728 3102 Fax: 00 27 11 728 6789

r

Spain
Media Sys.
Tel: 0034 93 426 6500 Fax: 0034 93 424 7337
Sri Lanka Si HiFi Centre Ltd
Tel: 00 94 1 580442 Fax: 00 94

1

503174

Sweden C PolySonic
Tel: 00 46 31 7069050 Fax: 00 46 31 706 9110

Switzerland 'e Bleuel Electronic AG
Tel: 00 41

1

751 7550 Fax: 00 41

1

750 5153

Taiwan C Digital Media Technology (DMT)
Tel: 00 866 2 2516 4318 Fax: 00 866 2 2515 9881

Thailand S KEC
Tel: 00 662 222 8613/4 Fax: 00 662 225 3173
Turkey C Imaj Music Papin, VE Organizasyon Ticaret A.s.
Tel: 00 90 212 216 7180 Fax 00 90 212 216 7189

UK S Focusrite Audio Engineering Ltd.
Tel: +44 (0)1494 462246 fax: +44 (0)1494 459920

USA P' digidesign
Tel: 00 1 800 333 2137

www.digidesign.com
Venezuela S

C

&M Audio

Tel: 00582 263 8790 Fax: 00582 267 4319

Vietnam

r

Vistar

Tel: 00 84 4 8 824 3058 Fax: 00 84 4 8 825 0099
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Germany C TC Electronic Deutschland GmbH

Studio Sound

Own, a Piece

of
Microphone Preamp and EQ

,]_..
The Focusrite Studio Console- custom built for a few discerning
studio owners, like Allen Sides of Ocean Way, Hollywood.
A unique sound, contributing to countless
gold and platinum recordings.
The Studio Console was based on the ISA110 Micrcphone
Preamp and EQ module. originally commissioned in 1987
by George Martin for Air Studios, London, to extend
his custom Neve console.

Now you too can own a piece of recording history,
the ISA110 Limited Edition. All we have added is the
19" rackmount case and integral power supply.
The res: is pure history.

The Focusrite ISA110 Limited Edition.
An appreciating asset.
L1,275ex.VAT
*Available singly or

as

consecutive pairs

Focusrite
www.focusrite.com

Produced in the UK by Focusrite Audio Engineering Ltd. Phone: +44 (0)1494 462246 Fax: +44 (0)1494 459920 email: sales @focusrite.com
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Focusrite ISA 430
Combining the best of the best into a single outboard unit, Focusrite's Producer Pack
is certain to win plenty of accolades. Dave Foister offers the first
IF YOU WERE ABLE to carry your own rack
of signal processing around with you,
what would be in it? For many people, it
would includesomething from Focusrite, particularly the classic Neve- designed ISA range.
The 110 equaliser was what started it all for
Focusrite, becoming the standard outboard
EQ to deal with the perceived shortcomings
of the onboard facilities of otherwise excellent consoles, and the 110's circuit found its
way into the mammoth Focusrite consoles as
the standard EQ. Further outboards followed,
all based on the same central design philosophy, including dynamic control and mic preamps. Those who wish they could carry a set
of these around in a single box need wish no
longer: the ISA430 is the fulfilment of that wish.
With this use in mind the 430 is dubbed the
Producer Pack, containing as it does a complete Rupert Neve- designed signal path that
can apply a whole chain of sought-after Focus rite treatments to a single mono signal. It offers,
folded neatly into a 2U -high package, a

Many will be familiar
with the layout of the
ISA 430; it starts with
a pair of swept filters, then
has a pair of overlapping

parametric bands, and
finally has shelving bands
at each end with switched
turnover frequencies
just like the classic old
Neve console EQ
particularly well- equipped mixer strip, with
comprehensive EQ and a full set of dynamic
processors, coupled with a Neve transformerbased mie preamp. The preamp also has a line
input and a front -panel instrument input (duplicated on the back), with controls for coarse
and fine gain, phantom and phase reverse. One
of the functions of the big vu meter is to show
the input level post the preamp.
In the normal scheme of things the signal
then passes to the EQ, which is the original
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110 circuit as Rupert designed it. Many will

therefore be familiar with the layout; it starts
with a pair of swept filters, then has a pair of
overlapping parametric bands, and finally has
shelving bands at each end with switched
turnover frequencies just like the classic old
Neve console EQ. Each of these three sections
can be individually switched in or out, and
the whole equaliser can be bypassed. In addition, any of the sections can be diverted for
use in the dynamics side chain, offering huge
potential for frequency- conscious processing,
while leaving the others in the main path.
There is minimal calibration on the EQ controls, but none is needed. This is the kind of
EQ that seems to draw the controls into the
right place with almost no messing about, giving it an intuitive ease of use that few can
match. Why it should be so much easier to get
the required result out of some equalisers than
others is a mystery, but this design is one of
the best in this respect. Whatever the settings,
the treatment is smooth and musical, power-

By comparison the gate is unusually sophisticated, although it still `shares the ISA130's
vintage heritage' according to Focusrite. It can
be switched to operate as an expander, and
has a range control as well as most of the usual
set. It is slightly unusual in having only a switch
to alter the attack time yet having a variable
control for the hold time. A little more numeric
calibration is provided than on the compressor, and a row of five calibrated green LEDS
shows how much gain reduction is occurring. There is an extra switch to introduce
hysteresis into the threshold operation, so that
its closing threshold is lower than its opening
threshold, in order to avoid chatter on long
tails. In conjunction with the rest of the control complement this makes for extremely fast
and tolerant setup; you'd be hard pressed to
find a friendlier gate than this in or out of a
dedicated box. For frequency- conscious gating the availability of the various EQ sections
to modify the side chain is even more useful
than it is in the compressor. The entire

when it needs to be yet capable of the subtlest nuance; the fact that many more recent
esoteric high-end EQs still can't sound this
good is a remarkable tribute to the designer.
Next comes the dynamics section, with no
less than four treatments separately and simultaneously available and making extensive use
of opto- coupled gain control. It starts with
the compressor, based closely on the original
ISA130 and featuring a deceptively simple layout with little more than the bare minimum
of controls. Besides variable ratio, threshold,
attack, release and gain make -up, there's an
Auto release setting-and that's it. Switches
for bypass and external key enable are provided, and the gain reduction can be shown
on the main meter; curiously, the calibration
of the meter seems to drift as the unit warms
up. You can monitor the side -chain path,
which is useful for setting up some EQ to
tailor the compressor response, remembering
that the filters, or the parametrics, or the shelving EQ can be placed in the side chain if
required. Once again, the compressor's performance belies the apparently basic nature
of the setup, as it is so easy to get to it to do
what you want. In fact the meter is almost a
distraction, as it can suddenly start flicking
around to make you think you're overdoing
it, when the sound tells you otherwise.

dynamics section has a Link socket to allow
two 430s to operate in tandem.
One possible use of EQ in the compressor
control is de- essing, yet the 430 makes complex setups unnecessary by having a dedicated de-esser following the gate. This uses
an optocoupler and operates extremely simply, with a swept frequency control and a
threshold for the chosen frequency. Finding
the band that requires attention is made easier by yet another side -chain LISTEN switch, this
time giving only the contents of the narrow
filter pass band, making it very simple to identify the problem area. An LED shows when it
is doing its stuff.
The last process is a limiter whose operation is enabled by a single switch and shown
by a single red LED. Although it looks like the
simplest limiter you could find, almost an afterthought, it is in fact a 3 -band device using a
separate optocoupler stage for each hand. The
lack of user-control is more than compensated
for by its separate treatment and different
attack time ranges for the three bands -the
kind of specialist approach that might be
expected from a mastering limiter. This is
alongside a final output level control, joined
by a knob for mixing in a second input source
that we shall come to later. The 430's final signal output level is shown on a horizontal >
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"The RID linearity is
simply excellent and
compares fauourably to
many cf :he best
conuer=er packages

auailaile."
Frank Wells, Hudio Media

"I found it lent itself
particularly to big fat sounds,
which just seemed to fall
effortlessly out of it."
Daue foister, Studio Sound

"What is really :tear is that this unit s
great for processing iidiuidual elements of
a mix, as well as adding the final sheen.
In some respects call ng the unit a
mastering processor underplays its
applications."
Jon Musgrave, The

"If t'ou'r

Irin

one of those people who are always

wonierini why professional material always

sounds
more 'produced' than the work you do at home, the
DC2476 could go a long way towards lelping you
disceuer the secret."
Paul White, Soaad On Sound

Mastert%
24 bit /96 kHz

A

DC2476

masterflow
Digital
Processor
c4 24 bit
Çy

4
4

h

ID

-

DID conuersion

Q)

32, 44.1, 48, 88.2 or 96 kHz in/out sample rate

:

Dlulti band Bootstrap

4

'

compressor

EQ

Dynamic spectral enhancement

G

4

±18dB

G

user patches

J

de- essing
EQ

Word clock in /out
BES /EBU, SPDIF

-

Dlidi in /out /thru

digital in /out

Three band stereo width

Germany

Japan

USA

TEAC Germany GmbH
Tel:
611 -7158 -0
Fax:
611 -7158 -11
www.tascam.de

TEAC Japan
Tel:
0422 -52 -5081
Fax:
0422 -52 -6783

Tel:
Fax:

www.teac.co.jp

Expert factory patches

PCBICIB slot for parameter transfer

Gain normalisation for maximum loudness

Bdditional full band Bootstrapm' compressor prior to

Muth band expander 6 limiter

flue and analogue modelled

j

multi band tube modelling

Transamerica Audio Group
805- 375 -1425
805- 375 -1424
sales@transaudiogroup.com
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DRAWMER
Tel: +44 (0) 1924 378669
Fax: +44 (0) 1924 290460

sales @drawmer.co.uk
www.drawmer.com

<

LED

meter above the main vu meter.

If this selection of treatments seems powerful enough, more flexibility still is provided
by a simple switched patching system that can
change the order of processes around in various ways. For one thing, like any mixer channel the 430 has an insert point, which is

available on the back panel on balanced XLRs
and whose return level can be shown on the
vu meter as its final option. The insert can be
placed in the chain before the EQ, between
the EQ and the dynamics, or after the dynamics as the final process, simply by cycling
round the three options with a push- button
switch. Similarly the dynamics can be shifted
en bloc to come before the equaliser in the

nal input has its own gain control. This is useful in the Sum mode, where the two signals
are mixed in mono to both digital channels.
Besides this, there is a 3 -pole jack that breaks
the internal link to the left channel, allowing
a stereo analogue signal to be connected
straight to the convertors while the analogue
sections remain available via the analogue
ins and outs and inserts. This means that the
430 can function, simultaneously and without breaking sweat, as a parametric EQ, a
dynamics processor, and a 24 -96 stereo convertor, all fully independent from each other.
At its most extreme, this would seem to
allow two channels of an analogue desk to
use the 430's EQ and dynamics independently,

u
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CDR85O

Compact Disc Recorder

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS
AUSTRALIA: AWA LTD
Tel: 02 9669 3477 Fax: 02 9578 0140

Contact: Adrian Wackwitz
AUSTRIA: STUDER AUSTRIA GMBH
8651676 Fax: 01 865 167699
Contact: Reinhold Fliedl

Tel: 01

BELGIUM: EML N.V.
Tel: 011 23 2355 Fax: 011 23 2172

Contact: Patrik Niels
BRAZIL: VISOM BRASIL
Tel: 021 493 7312 Fax: 021 493 9590
Contact: Carlos De Andrade

CANADA: HHB COMMUNICATIONS CANADA LTD
Tel: 416 867 9000 Fax: 416 867 1080
Contact: Dave Dysart
CZECH REPUBLIC: AUDIOPOLIS
Tel: 02 3332 2132 Fax: 02 3332 4172

Contact: Martin Vysusil
DENMARK: INTERSTAGE
Tel: 39 46 0000 Fax: 39 46 0040
Contact: Finn Juul
FINLAND: HEDCOM
Tel: 358 9 6828 4600 Fax: 358 9 6828 4674

Contact: Jarmo Robas
Tel:

FRANCE: MILLE ET UN SONS
46 67 0210 Fax: 1 47 89 8171
Contact: Richard Broomfield
1

GERMANY: TRIUS VERTRIEB GMBH
940810 Fax: 05451 940819

Tel: 05451

Contact: Hubert Dierselhuis

signal path, again with the option to place the
As a final twist, the
insert wherever you like. Besides all this, if
dynamics section can be
all you want for a particular job is the use of
the microphone preamp, and you want to
split off from the main
shorten the signal path as far as possible, a
separate output is provided at the output of
path
operate entirely
the preamp.
As a final twist, the dynamics section can
independently, while the
be split off from the main path to operate
main signal passes through
entirely independently, while the main signal
passes through the preamp and the EQ. In this
the preamp and the EQ.
mode the whole dynamics chain is accessed
by means of the insert point connectors and
In this mode the whole
becomes effectively a separate unit. This
apparently simple feature adds hugely to the
dynamics chain is accessed
bangs -per -buck appeal of the unit; where othby means
the insert
ers give you a very nice signal path that can
only deal with one signal at a time, the 430
point connectors and
gives you two top-notch Focusrite outboards
in the one box.
becomes effectively a
Any more than a cursory glance over the
front panel reveals that there is yet more to
separate unit. This
come. So far what we have is perhaps one of
apparently simple feature
the most desirable analogue signal paths in
the business; bolted on to the end of it is Focus adds hugely
the bangs rite's more recent digital expertise in the form
of a high- performance analogue to digital conper-buck appeal
the unit
vertor. This is an optional card that can be
user -fitted in a slot on the hack panel (it took
mel5 minutes), although the necessary conwhile the desk's stereo bus feeds the 430's controls are already in place on the front: The
vertors directly in place of its own internal path.
controls select the various sampling rates :uxl
Surprisingly (and usefully), the limiter operword lengths-up to 96kHz and
ates in stereo on the convertor
24 bits. The card carries outputs
inputs as a safety net separate
in AES -EBU and SPDIF (BNC
From the rest of the dynamics.
Focusrite A udio
and optical) formats, and a BNC Engineerin g
It will be obvious by now that
for word clock or Pro Tools Tel: +44 149 4 462246.
the ISA430 Producer Pack offers
Superdocksynchronisation.There
even more than its front panel
Fax: +44 1494 459920.
would suggest. The prospect of
are two small switches, one for Japan: Acre ss All Areas.
a chain of Focusrite processors
7552 termination of the sync input
Tel: +81 52 4 43 5537.
and one to select between two Fax: +81 52 443 7738.
inheriting the fundamental charanalogue output reference levels.
acteristics that established Focus US: Group One.
rite in the first place would be
The 430's internal signal path Tel: +I 516 249 1399.
appears on the left leg of the Fax: +1 516 753 1020.
enough to sell the 430; the extraordinary flexibility that comes
stereo output, and there is a furwith it. controlled so simply from
ther line input direct into the convenor other
channel. The two output signals appear on
a well thought out front panel, makes it
the LED meters above the vu, and the exteroutstanding.
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HHB CDR850 CD RECORDER
f
One look at the back panel and it's easy to see why the

HHB CDR850 leaves other CD recorders where

the new CDR850 PLUS adds

they belong: in the bedroom! XLR and RCA

a

analogue inputs and outputs, an AES /EBU

I

Word Clock input and

a

;

aóo

the CDR850's already

very impressive spec.

,

the CDR850's comprehensive connectivity

Before you buy

perfectly complements its class leading

a CD
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balanced digital output to

digital input, optical and coaxial SPDIF
digital /0s and parallel remote contro

CO

And if you work entirely in the digital domain,

N.

-CLOSE SOURCE

WORD
CLOCK

SELECT

IN

CDR850 PLUS adds a Word Clock
input and balanced digital out.

recorder, it pays to

check around the back. See both sides of the

sound quality and ease of use.

HHB CDR850 at your nearest dealer.
full range of HHB high performance CD- Recordable media includes the world's first fully Orange Book compatible
80 minute CD -R and CC -RW discs, plus 74 minute Silver, Gold, Printable, Bulk Packaged and Re- Writable discs.
A

HHB Communications Ltd
Tel: 020 8962 5000

73 -75 Scrubs Lane, London NW10 6QU, UK

Fax: 020 8962 5050

E

-Mail: sales@hhb.co.uk

HHB Communications USA LLC 1410 Centinela Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90025 -2501, USA
Tel: 310 319 1111 Fax: 310 319 1311 E-Mail: sales @hhbusa -com
HHB Communications Canada Ltd

260 King Street East, Toronto, Ontario M5A 4L5, Canada
Fax 416 867 1080 E -Mail: sales©hhbcanada.com

Tel: 416 867 9000

http://www.hhb.co.uk
Don't forget to record on the best: HHB Advanced Media Products
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FIRST WE LISTEN

Digital Audio Denmark ADDA 2402
One of today's essentials is the convertor, through which an audio system
can be made or broken. Rob James preaches conversion
ing audio, video or any other
analogue signal for that matter
is that at least one source of distortion
should be completely eliminated. In a
properly designed and functioning digital system an output signal will be precisely, mathematically the same as the

input unless it is deliberately altered.
Many of the perceived `virtues' of analogue equipment result from its inability to achieve this.
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ate new audible frequencies.
In order to avoid AID Digital Audio
Denmark has implemented Nyquist

other
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In the early days of commercially
available digital-audio equipment, its
advantages over many existing analogue devices outweighed and obscured its disadvantages. In recent
years, the disadvantages have become
more obvious, even to those not blessed
with `golden ears'. The vexed questions
of bit depth and sampling rate are
eclipsed by a more fundamental problem. There is an old saying in computing circles, GIGO (Garbage In, Garbage
Out). One of the greatest contributions
to whether a digital device sounds good
is the quality of the analogue to digital
conversion and vice versa.
The ADDA 2402 is a full- duplex
2-channel A-D and D-A convertor. It
also functions as a 2-channel D-D convertor able to convert between any of
the six sample rates provided by the
internal dock-32kHz, 44.1kHz,48kHz,
64kHz, 88.2kHz and 96kHz. It will also
convert between consumer and professional flavours of AES -EBU. Rear panel connections start with a cornbined IEC mains socket, switch and
fuse. Seven XLRs deal with balanced
analogue in and out, AES -EBU digital
in and out and external AES -EBU sync.
Four 2 -pole jacks cater for unbalanced
analogue I -O. Balanced analogue is at
+18dBu maximum and unbalanced at
+4dBu maximum. Optical TosLink
and co -axial phono connections are
provided for SPDIF.
The chalk -white front panel is dominated by a pair of 19- segment LED bar
graph, analogue input, peak meters.
These are calibrated to light the rightmost red LED at OdBFS. Down to -20dBFS
the scaling resolution is in increments
of 2dBFS allowing the common operating levels to be set. All the keys are
small, grey, oblong buttons with

presented a paper identifying a type of
distortion, Aliasing Intermodulation
Distortion or AID that arises when there
is aliasing distortion present, accompanied by intermodulation distortion
above a certain level. The IM distortion
is introduced by analogue devices and
or transducers such as loudspeakers.
The AID and IMD can mix and gener-

adjacent LED indicators. ANALOGUE INPUT
switches between XLR and jack, while
DIGITAL INPUT switches between AES EBU, SPDIF or optical. The fourth, CARRIER, LED indicates valid signal on the
selected source. DIGITAL OUTPUT SOURCE
selects between digital and analogue
inputs, SAMPLE RATE selects between six
internal sampling rates. DITHER selects
the output bit depth between 24, 20, 18
or 16 bits. SYNC switches the sync source
between Internal, External or the

NE VIRTUE of digitally encod-

O

bt aßio canwtm

frequency stop-band filtering using a
currently selected digital input. If there
Crystal Semiconductors device. The
is no valid external input the unit
trade -off in this case is the -3dB banddefaults to internal and no other source
width is reduced to 19.3kHz at 44.1kHz
may be selected. The front panel POWER
sampling rate. Using higher sampling
key puts the unit into Standby mode.
rates such as 96kHz the aliasing distorBy dint of the number of connection
tion moves up in frequency to an area
possibilities the ADDA 2402 can form
where IM distortion has little effect renthe nucleus of a small system, eliminating the need for a patchfield. The dering such strategies unnecessary.
With proper design there is no proven
analogue and digital inputs are selected
justification for the use of high sampling
using the ANALOGUE and DIGITAL input
rates. However, their use avoids the
keys. The DIGITAL OUTPUT SOURCE key
necessity for expensive precision filters
switches between analogue and digital
inputs-that is, it switches between dig - and, along with increased bit depth,
allows more margin for error.
ital-to- digital, sample rate, and ADDA
The unit takes a few seconds to caliconversion. The analogue outputs
brate when first switched on and
always carry the converted output of the
recalibrates when a different rate is
selected digital input source. The Dither
function employs a psychoacoustic selected. It is a good idea to recalibrate
once it has had a chance to warm up.
noise -shaping filter.
Any convertor ultimately stands or falls
Early A-D convertor designs required
on subjective audio quality. The ADDA
a brick wall analogue low -pass filter at
the Nyquist frequency (half the sampling 2402 acquits itself honourably by being
inaudible in all the listening tests
rate) to avoid highly undesirable alias I devised. It is highly convenient to
ing artefacts. The design and construcoperate and the meters are bright and
tion of such a filter is problematic being
easy to read with just the right peak both difficult and expensive to do well.
hold duration.
These filters also introduce delay. T3
At the asking price, the
quote John Watkinson, `As
ADDA2402 is competitive as
the slope tends to vertical,
a simple upgrade to existthe delay caused by the fil- Digital Audio
ing integrated convertors.
ter goes to infinity; the qual- Denmark.
However, it has the considity is marvellous but you
Tel: +45 435 04941.
erable bonus of multiformat
don't live to hear it'.
inputs and outputs and samTechniques such as over - Fax: +45 435 04989.
ple -rate conversion. Add to
sampling are claimed to Email: ps @digital.dk
this the degree of future
remove the requirement for
proofing conferred by its 24 -bit, 96kHz
an analogue filter allowing much gensampling capabilities and Digital Audio
tler (and cheaper to manufacture) filter
Denmark may well have found themdesigns to be employed in the digital
domain. Many convertor designs allow selves an ideal niche in the market. This
unit should appeal to small studios looka small amount of aliasing distortion at
ing for high quality conversion and conhigh frequencies on the grounds that it
nectivity and especially for DAW and
is unlikely to be heard. At the 1999 AES
conference in Munich, Richard Black transfer setups.
.
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...with the new ULTRA.DVNE® PRO from BEHRINGER:
The ultimate (6 -band) 24 -bit mastering processor.
A naitr dimension of power mastering

;,,The ULTRA -DYNE" PRO's powerh.I features.

ThE new BEHRINGER' ULTRA-DYNE' PRO is our ultimate 6 -band
mas ering machine with unheard -of pcwer. Two high -performance DSP's,

com :ined with ultra high -resolution 24- bit A/D and D/A converters, give you
perlect multiband mastering with incredible loudness, transparency and
sound optimization.

Digital stereo mainframe with

wo 24 -bit high -power signal processors

State -of- the-art 24 -bit ND and DIA converters from Crystal for
phenomenal audio quality
Up to 600 msec. of delay for " ook- ahead" compressi)n, limiting
and noise gating

6 bards for 6 Imes the power

6-tand compressor with sepa-ate peak limiter section

Sirrpy stated: the more frequency bands you have, the mcre loudness
you :et without side -effects like pumpiig =_h:. While the competition offers
a rrLre 3 or 4 tends, the ULTRA -DYNE® FRO delivers ultimate power from

ULTRAMIZER' function for extreme loudness and signal density

6 bands.

VIRTJOSO®: mastering magic

You won't beleve your ears! Your sound can now stand up to top -rate
CD p-oductions. Extreme punch witi ro cynamic loss. The magic word is
VIRTJOSO®, a synonym for intellgent and fully automated parameter
sett ngs based on your program maerel. Quick, easy and always perfect.
The ncomparble wizard VIRTUOSO® auaiiable only from BEHRINGER'.
ULTFA-DYNE® PRO DSP9024: exr erience the ultimate

revolution in

mut band mastering
ULTFA -DYNE' PRO stands for total Dower mastering. Next to an
exposive multband Exciter for complete transparency and powerful low
end. and a multiband Denoiser°, tie DSP9024 features authentic tube
sim cation for hat extra bit of heat it your sound. Hear and exaerience the
ULTFA -DYNE PRO
and feel free to compare it with any other unit,
incluying broadcast equipment in the $25!000 range.
But t emember to buckle up: the ULTRA -DYNE® PRO is pure pcwer.

-

LJL_T
IRE AMIZER _,...,,..
PRO
...................................,...

6 -Land noise gate for "inaudible" noise reduction

Matiband Exciter wi :h adjusta)le ratio of odd and even harmonics
for punchy bass anc dazzling highs
Tube simulation with- selection of popular tube types
Extensive MIDI impl=_mentation
24-bit AES/EBU digi :al interface (optional)

Lage high -resolution graphic _CD display
Sevo- balanced XLR and 1/4" TRS inputs and outputs
Re ay- controlled had bypass Nith auto-bypass function for power
faiL2res (safety relay)

FrEe downloadable
Windows® editor

software for
ULTRAMIZER® PRO

awl 400P.

http://www.behringencle/engtsupport/software/dsp-400p.htm

BEHRINGER International GmbH

2-bard power Tiastering with Exciter, Eenoiseh® and Surround Processor:

The new ULIFAMIZER® PRO DSP14)0P. At your dealer's now!

©1999

ff

HRINGER Into national GmbH

Technical spacifi©tioas and appearance subject

to change without notio.

Harns -Martin -Schleyer- Straße 36-38
47E77 Willich Germany
Phcne: +49/(0)2154/920666
Fax +49/(0)2154/920665
Em ti!: support. @behrnger.de

(u.ww.behringer.com
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JUST LISTEN.

HOW TO RACK UP
A GREAT SOUND
RECORDING
There's only one way to improve on the renowned flexibility
of Audio's RMS 2000 and RMS 2020 diversity receivers.

With two new racks. The four unit Dk2000 and, for ultra -mobility,
the new two unit Rk2 Minirack. Both designed to work the way
you work

- with no compromise.

AUDIO'

GEER
For information, please
e -mail

call +44 (0)1494 511711, fax +44 (0)1494 539600

info @AudioLtd.Com or visit our web site at www.AudioLtd.Com

RACK

SYSTEMS

Audio -Technica AT4047 /SV
Tascam CD -R/RW
Tascam's 2U-high rackmountable CD -RW700
accepts CD-R and CD -RW discs, has a built in sample convertor, a digital input level
control, phono I -O and coaxial and optical
SPDIF I -O. It also features fade in /out, auto
track increment ( -24, -30, -36, -42, -54, -60,
-66 or 72dB selectable), sync start,
CD -RW erase, repeat, random and program
Play, The CD -RW700 also has a clock func-

tion, headphone output and wireless
remote control.
Tascam,US.TeI:+I 323 726 0303.

Marantz CD players
Designed to fulfil the requirements of DJ,
sound installation, recording studio, post,
broadcast and on -air applications the
Marantz 300 Series of professional CD players comprises three units. The entry level
PMD330 offers all the standard features of

a professional machine while the PMD331
and PMD340 include a lOs antishock buffer,

instant start and advanced pitch control and
bend features. The top of the range PMD340
additionally incorporates an industrial grade
transport mechanism and optical pickup
unit with integrated preamp. Features
include CD -RW playback, CD text, frame
search, index search, programmable cue
point memory, digital pitch control ±12 %,
end monitor, 10 -key pad, fader start, back ht transport controls, backlit LCD and adjustmeni -free mechanism with digital servo.
Marantz, UK.TeI: +44 1753 686 080.

Clever talkback
Audionics' COM2000 talkback system is
based around a 16 or 8 -way 1U -high rack mount base station. Talkback controllers
are connected to the base station via standard CATS data cabling, simplifying installation in new and existing systems.
Controllers can be operated as simple point
to talkback units or several destinations can
be preselected and a single talkback key is
used to talk to all the selected areas. Talkback keys can be operated in momentary
or latched modes. Optional software pro vides the user with setup facilities and each
controller can have an open listen of any
number of other controllers providing a
listen of the selected talkback
mic or a keyed open listen which provides
a listen of the controller when it is talking
to any other controller. Controller switches
can be programmed to talk to any combination of destinations. Preset configurations
can also be saved or loaded from PC.
Audionics, UK.Tel: +44 114 242 2333.

Studio Sound

Bringing nostalgia up

condenser mic.

to date,Audio -Technica has released

Dave Foister

a FET

catches up with the past

from the past, the sound is all that matters.
There are one or two manufacturers around
who might benefit from being reminded of
that, but Audio-Technica is certainly not one
of them. The 4047's literature refers to it as 'a
contemporary replication of vintage condenser technology' and whatever has been
done is primarily in the interests of producing a sonic character.
The character in question is, perhaps, even
harder to define than the elements that constitute the sound of a valve microphone, but
the important thing is that when you push the
fader up on the 4047 you know they've got it
right. There's a
kind of silvery
sheen to the sound
of an early big FET
microphone; you
its essential functionality and its accessory
know it doesn't go
range, but adds a vibe that harks back to the all the way up into
sixties and seventies.
the ultrasonic stratoLike the 4033, the new microphone is a simsphere, but as far
ple cardioid side -fire type, with the familiar as it does go it is
shape that makes the basket surrounding the
clean, bright and
capsule substantially bigger than the remain- smooth. That's what
ing body length. The standard means of supthe 4047 has too,
port is the supplied suspension mount, a coupled with the
simple but well -designed affair that grips the expected big warm
microphone purely by means of its rubber bass end, giving
bands; these drop neatly into grooves around the subtle contour
the housing. It has a big locking lever and that makes this
holds the microphone well.
kind of microAudio-Technica's slick manufacturing qual- phone so good for
ity is now well- known, and the 4047 once
vocals. This is one
again is immaculately built and finished. It of its obvious
has two switches for obvious functions, and
applications, and it
while these are out of the way of fiddling findoes it very well, producing an instantly familgers they are still accessible, even when the
iar type of sound that immediately reduces the
microphone is in the suspension mount. The amount of further processing that will
polar pattern is fixed at cardioid, and so the be required.
only switches are for the high -pass filter and
That's not to say that the 4047 is obviously
the pad. The filter is a sensible one, rolling off coloured to the extent that its usefulness is
at 12dB per octave below 80Hz, high enough
restricted. On the other obvious candidates
to be useful, but low enough not to eat into
for a big condenser it performs as you would
the sound unnecessarily. The pad attenuates
want it to, with a big flattering sound on saxby 10dB, and with this in place Audio-Techophone, detail and warmth on trumpet, and
nica claims a maximum SPL handling of no
so on; an accomplished all- rounder without
less than 159dB for 1% THD. With a specified
having to be clinically flat to achieve it.
equivalent noise level of 9dB SPI.
What ever recording techthis makes for an impressive
nology is around in thirty years'
wide dynamic range and a per- UK: Audio -Technica.
time, you can bet someone will
formance that is certainly in line
Tel: +44 132 771441.
be recreating the classic sound
with current media -unlike Fax: +44 132 704 836.
of the Sony DTC1000, or the
some of the original models it is US: Audio -Technica.
vintage character of an early
attempting to emulate.
Tel: + 216 686 2600.
ADAT-but better, of course.
The finish of the microphone
Fax: + 216 686 3752.
The trend starts here, with a
is part of the chosen retro image.
deliberate replication of someOnce all microphones were this satin nickel thing that originally replaced the valve sound
colour, but now black has taken over, a trend
that we've been trying so hard to replicate up
A -T normally follows with its own models.
to now because we didn't like what replaced
The silver-matte finish remains attractive, howit. Make of it philosophically what you will;
ever, and when applied to the 4047 undoubtthe 4047 does what it sets out to do, with the
edly reinforces the image.it is trying to present.
bonus of modern technical specs and preBut the cosmetics are, of course, really
sumably improved reliability and consistency,
beside the point: if you're trying to produce
and will surely have a place in many
something that recreates a microphone style armouries.
EVEN NOSTALGIA has to move with the

times. Perhaps it runs on a parallel
track, so that we always yearn for things
from a certain set distance in the past. Whatever the reason, this year's classic and vintage
stuff is newer than last year's. We've done the
valve microphone thing now, and it's time to
move on to the classic sound of early FET
microphones, with the help of Audio Tech nica. Try not to worry about the fact that the
whole reason valve microphones were rediscovered was a feeling in some quarters that
FETs were a retrograde step.
The AT4047 /SV is the latest addition to
Audio -Technica's acclaimed 4000 series of
studio condenser microphones, the range that
began with the surprise of its year, the 4033.
In many respects the new model is very
closely linked to the 4033; it shares its shape,

1
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1
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Tube Tech SMC2A
Another valve based compressor

Indigo speakers

rackmount? Correct butTube
Tech has put some daylight between itself and the competition by
making this one multiband. Zenon Schoepe indulges
in a

Continuing the dynasty of well thought
out and interesting outboard processors with valves in them, Tube Tech
has come out with the SMC2A which qualifies as the first valve based multiband compressor. A stereo device with transformer
balanced XLR connectors and optical elements, gain reduction is performed in three
bands which are fed from two variable
6dB /octave crossover point pots which dictate how the spectrum is split in to low, mid
and high bands.
The high /mid split sweeps from 1.2kHz to
6kHz while the low /mid crossover spans 60Hz
to 1.2kHz with the use of a xl and x4 multiplier switch. The 'optimum summing' design
is such that the three bands are flat within
±0.25dB when each band's gain controls are
set at the same level.
Each band has an identical compressor with
fully variable threshold ( -20 to off), ratio (1.5:1

The Indigo Home and Studio range of
speakers aim to deliver studio playback
monitors for the home. The range features
no internal wadding, hardwired second

worked on separately.
This is true of other multiband devices that
offer tuneable ranges and it's pretty obvious
that you don't plonk the crossover astride a
strident kick drum in a mix unless of course
you're after the effect.
However, this effect can be particularly
good when applied to solo instruments by
using just one channel; it's a shame that the
unit isn't dual channel but I'd shudder to think
how bulky and expensive it would become.
But you can get phenomenally sophisticated
and unique compression on solo drums, for
example. Decadent? Perhaps but if you're after
something different that reminds you constantly that there are glass bulbs involved then
this is the box to buy in bulk.
The ability to apply ultra deep frequency
compression in isolation selectively will
appeal to those targeting dance floors, narrow mid hand treatment can do wonders to
vocals in a mix and I was surprised at just
how much high band valve compression you
get spread on and get away with.
This is an exquisite piece of machinery
I have tried a number of variations on the
multiband dynamics theme in analogue and
digital incarnations and while I am yet to find
one that I positively dislike all have their own
very definite character and I would certainly
rate some above others for particular tasks.
The character inherent in a particular box's
processing is multiplied when it becomes
multiband which is maybe to be expected. To
this end I am stating the obvious when I say
that the SMC2A sounds like lots of Tube Tech
with its characteristic roundness and the intactness of the original signal's audio spectrum.
What you loose with the multiband
approach is the immediacy and speed of
broadband gain reduction adjustment -you
choose the box and simply dial in more or
less according to what you want. What you
gain is a quantum leap in control of the precise nature of the compression which I have
to admit I did not believe was possible with
valve based processing. Although you become
skilled in applying it, the SCM2A is not as fast
to use because your options are tripled and
you are invited to analyse what you are
attempting and positively encouraged to
experiment once you get close and you won't
be able to resist. To say it suits mastering well
should not denigrate the myriad of uses it has
.

to 10:1), attack (3- 60mS), release (60mS to 2S)
and a band gain reduction meter. Band gain
sweeps from off to +10dB while a master output gain pot offers the same at the end of the
chain together with a bypass switch.
I initially felt that the lack of individual band
bypasses was something of an oversight but
extended use taught me to appreciate the fact
that results are achieved by effectively mixing the component band contributions and
winding off bands' gain controls allows the
remainder to be heard in isolation as an altogether more satisfactory arrangement than
simply being able to `flat' the bands individually. The beauty is that you can apply the
compression where you want it or where it is
needed only. Alternatively you can simplify
matters for yourself by winding the crossovers
to their extremes to give yourself the broadest midrange as an easy starting point and then
dial in top and bottom.
Selection of the crossover points is crucial
for optimum operation of the SMC2A and
in the control room.
needs to be set on a per programme ha 'is.
The reason for this is that you
The results are incredibly
have to be careful of large disimpressive on all counts and
parities in amounts of compres
applications. It also does a good
Tube Tech,
very good job of approximating
sion on signals around thy Ved Damhus soen 38, DK
the sound of other tube type
crossover points. If an important
2720Vanlose Denmark
or obvious portion of the pro- Tel: +45 38 71 0021
compressors because you can
frequency bias the processing
gramme is centred at or around
Fax: +45 38 79 0091
very finely.
the crossover and you apply a
liberal dollop of compression in the low band
If you are prepared to invest the time in
and a more restrained amount in the mid, becoming truly familiar with this unit then it
under certain circumstances you will be able will be the only valve stereo compressor you'll
need. Try it and prepare to be amazed.
to hear the two chunks of the signal being
,
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order crossovers, 21mm MDF cabinets, and
controlled dispersion HF units. Drivers
ennploy neodymium magnets, kapton voice coil formers, laminated paper cones, contoured MDF baffles and real wood veneers.
The Indigo One is a compact monitor with
magnetic shielding for home studios, broadcast control rooms and DAW applications.
Indigo Two is landscape format monitor for
similar applications but well suited to surround playback. Indigo Three is described
as a powerful, high performance monitor
designed with phase accuracy for nearfield
listening as a priority using a titanium dome
HF and a 170mm laminated cone LF.
Indigo, UIC.Tel: +44 1480 861 175.

Radio on -air
The Airlab radio on -air console is D &R's
solution for applications where features and
functions must not obstruct operational simplicity. A simple control surface combined
with intelligent instantly resettable digital
functions enables customisation to a station's requirements through the use of a
personalised chip card holding all important functional data. Additional features
include a welded steel frame that accommodates a maximum of 16 triple input modules, which could include Telco modules
plus the master section with script space.
The main outputs are electronically balanced and the majority of connectors arc
on balanced XLRs.
D&R, Netherlands.Tel: +31 2940 418 014.

STM 99 modular mics
Drawing on 20 years of experience in mitring brass and woodwind in studio situations, the STM modular series offers a
variety in top -quality shock- mounts and
exchangeable elements. Top of the line is
the `deep and warm' sounding STM-99 large
diaphragm element. The patents pending
mounting systems are suitable for studio situations and give the player the freedom of
movement. SD Systems designs each microphone system for a specific instrument,
picking up the complete sound spectrum
in the right way. The mics are fixed in the
optimum acoustical positions on the instrument and extensive research has been conducted to find which sound pattern each
instrument produces, which sort of element
matches the instrument's
sound and where to position the elements.
SD Systems,The Netherlands.
TeI:+31 20 692 6413.
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Crane SongTrakker
C -Lab options
Building on the reputation of the STC -8, Crane Song'sTrakker brings
class -A prestige to the party. George Shilling makes tracks
THE TRAKKER IS a new mono compressor-limiter from Crane Song. Similar in appearance and circuitry to the

Compressor (Studio Sound,
November 1999), the differences manifest
themselves in class -A electronics, solid construction from steel and aluminium, and a
bluey -green colour scheme for the front panel
knobs.
Although the Trakker's workings are
squeezed into a 1U-high rack space, it is a fairly
deep box and feels decidedly weighty-no
doubt due to the large toroidal transformer
and multitudinous heatsinks. These seem generously over specified, as the unit feels fairly
cool for a class -A unit. Designer David Hill
has a boffin's obsessive attention to detail in
STC -8 Stereo

all areas, an example of which is the options

of four different (internal) voltage settings.
Using the 230V setting instead of 240V in a
240V environment would probably not be disastrous, but perhaps the unit might run hotter. Input and Output XLRs are.accompanied
by a DB9 connector for attaching a fully balanced side chain, and a DB15 for linking up
to a further seven Trakkers. In this mode, the
Trakker claims to, erm, track within 0.1dB for
accurate surround -sound program compression. Also in this mode, only the slaves' Gain
controls are active. These unusual connectors
make things neat and tidy, but could be a nuisance in any situation other than a permanent
installation, due to their non -standard nature.
On the front panel are gently damped rotary
controls for Threshold, Attack, Release, Knee
and Output Gain, and a 16- position switch for
mode selection. Legending could be better,
but is a slight improvement over that on the

STC -8: the MODE switch is

here accompanied

by colour -coded LEDS. The variable knobs are
mostly given scales of 1 -10, which is sensible
as settings interact and are dependent on program and mode. They seem to vary to always
provide a perfect range of adjustment. These
are a joy to use. OUTPUT GAIN is simply that
-no attenuation can be achieved with this
knob, simply a make -up of up to 14dBs, which
is perfect. The long LED meter is superb, relating accurately to what one hears when set to
Gain Reduction mode. There is also an Output Level indication available. Toggle switches
are provided for power, meter, link, and hardwired bypass, in which mode compression is
still metered, which can be handy or confusing depending on your point of view.

The 16-position switch offers four modes,
with the same four variations of each mode.
I don't know why there are not two 4 -position switches, which would have made operation simpler and mode comparison easier.
The four quadrants of the switch equate to
modes Hard, Soft, Optical and Air Optical compressor characteristics. Hard refers to the knee,
(the KNEE knob is for fine tuning), and this
mode effectively turns the unit into a peak limiter. Optical aims to emulate the sound of certain vintage units, and when the other knobs
are set to recommended settings, this is a fairly
convincing replication of a vintage Teletronix
LA3 compressor. Air Optical mode adds a small
high frequency boost to replicate compensatory treble -lift circuits found in certain vintage valve compressors.
The four sub -modes found within each
main four sections are related to amplifier
colouration: Clean. Vintage (tube or 'old -style

C -Lab has updated its universal clock convertor with the addition of a connector for
sending and receiving control data plus
super or other clocks over long distances.

The C -Net connector provides long distance lines for remote access and control
between machine room and control
room.Options for a USB connector, word
clock distributor and plug-in video sync
pulse generator have also been added with
multiple machine control.
C -Lab, Germany.Tel: +49 40 69 44 000.

PMC compact active
PMC's AML1 boasts claimed sub-35Hz performance from an 8 x 12 x 16-inch cabinet

and employs transmission line design. It
uses a custom -built 6' /-inch flat piston
woofer constructed from a carbon fibre/
Nomex honeycomb and a high power handling l'/cinch silk dome tweeter. The two
drivers are integrated by discrete low -noise
active crossovers and the dual 120W amp
and crossover designs are licensed from
Bryston. User -controls provide for input
level adjustment with LF roll -off, LF tilt and
HF tilt that can be defeated on a push-button. The XB1 -A MKII is described by PMC
as an excellent dedicated speaker for the
.1 effects channel and partner to the TB1
and LB1 nearfield monitors. It includes its
own internal crossovers which remove the
LF below 90Hz from the satellite speakers
and routes it via its own dual coil bass driver. Features include a new look cabinet
in style with the IBIS and SB100 products,
rotatable back panel for horizontal or vertical placement, radiused front port opening for improved air flow, easy reading
wiring legend for input and output, an
optional full face grille and usable bass
extension to 25Hz.
PMC, UK.TeI: +44 1707 393002.

Interpreter booth
Brahler ICS' M83H interpreter booth corn-

surround control
for 02R, 03D, ProTools and more...
MULTIPLE SYSTEMS
dsp7 can be used w th the digital production systems
most widely used for surround control and automation.
Check our web -site for an up- todate list.

MULTIPLE FOF.MATS
4:2:4 LCRS formats, eg. Dolby Surround
5.1 channel forma -s, eg. MPEG, DTS, Dolby Digital
7.1 channel forma-3, eg. SDDS

SoundWare has nrnvirlerl din

Retail Price: USD 550,-

audio and surround solutions since 1990

For order and active demonstration, check our web -site,

www.soundware.dk
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SoundWare A/S

Ve:-erport 8

DK -8000 Aarhus C
Denmark
Fax +45 8613 2406
Ph =ne +45 8613 2400

Features and specifications are subject to change without notice
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plies with IS04043 and exceeds the industry standard for sound -proofing criteria. It
can accommodate two interpreters but
through its modular construction can easily be expanded to accommodate three and
special clips facilitate simple assembly by
one individual.The booth consists of lighter
laminated panels and the inside surface is
covered with a hard- wearing felt while a
rubber seal for the door furthers sound
attenuation. Brahler claim it is the most efficient and cost-effective of its type available.
Brahler 1CS, UK.Tel: +44 1223 41 1601.

Windspoiler
Rvcote's Windspoiler wind -reduction
device can be used with any mic fitted with
a Rycote Softie and Softie mount. li works

If

by reducing wind noise on the rear of the
mic and is said to have no discernable influence on audio quality. Total wind -noise
reduction is claimed to be more than 30dB.
Rycote, UK.TeI: +44 1453 759338.

90 Series

most extreme colouration, with an apparent
emphasis and added dynamism in the highmid frequencies and an obvious presence
boost in the region associated with guitar
string finger noise or vocal detail. On drums,
extremely fast settings sound terrific, especially with a steep knee. The differences
between the modes are more obvious in these
extreme circumstances. With slower settings,
instruments are especially clean and detailed,
and vocals really cook.
This unit is excellent in sound quality and
operation. It is difficult to make it sound
bad or distort in a nasty way. All deliberate
colourations are subtle, and the overall
impression is always of cleanliness and
supreme signal integrity. Sometimes it is
impossible to decide on the suitability of one
particular subtly different setting over the
other 15. But it would take a long time to
really get to know this machine, and perhaps that is the beauty of it. I would love to
spend some more time with it.

recording quality is the issue

-

our new microphone is the solution

from Wharfedale

Nothirg comes close to Me

Developed from w successful 2180 series
which continues in production, the 90
Series offers increased power handling and
high sound pressure levels from a range of
compact boxes. With three models avail able, each speaker uses 8-inch reinforced
pulp cone woofers (featuring a 50mm high
temperature voice coil) with Ferrofluid
cooled 25mm titanium domed HF units; all
designed in house by Wharfedale. The 2190
and 3190 speakers also feature the `Baker
Effect Array', by mounting two HF drive
units perpendicular to each other, and carefully contouring the crossover network, the
speakers are able to reproduce a dramatic
stereo effect in almost any listening position. The 90 Series consists of three models. The 2090 and 2190 are rated at 200W
(programme) with a nominal impedance
of 852. The principal model of the range,
the 3190, delivers 350W (programme) with
a nominal impedance of 452. The 3190 is
loaded with two 25mm tweeters as well as
two 8 -inch woofers.
Wharfedale, UK.TeI: +44 1480 43 737.
I

class -A'), Clean with VCA artefacts and Vintage with VCA artefacts. Vintage paths add
colouration set to replicate that found when
using triode tube circuits and single -ended
class -A transistor circuits, which translates as
second harmonic colouration, with third harmonic as clipping is approached. I compared
a Urei LA3A and found that to replicate the
ratio characteristics a higher knee setting than
suggested was necessary. Air Optical mode
was very similar- sounding. I also compared
a Teletronix LA2A to Optical Vintage, and this
again required a steeper knee setting than recommended to match those characteristics, but
once dialled in, sounded convincing. The differences between these modes can be fairly
subtle, dependant on program and other settings, but it should be noted that all controls
interact, and the Optical settings especially
have an element of program- dependency.
VCA artefacts are only apparent when the gain
is changing; only on faster settings are the
colourations apparent. Vintage VCA adds the

exceptional quality proviced by the

l

all -new large diaphragm

ype 3541

- the microphone that sets new

standards in recording technology.

Combining outstanding build quality
with unrivalled specifications, the
Type 3541 ensures that,

tom today,

your so oist recordings need never
be compromised.

Only Type 3541 delivers
The highest output available
Ext ernely low self noise

Higi SPL handling characteristics
Choice of solid state or tube
presmp technology
All accessories included in

sturdy carrying case

1

Vegas Pro

You need :o find out

agas

Pro features a multithreaded architecture designed to `squeeze over the top'
real -time performance from a Windows
PC. It is able to perform nondestructive
edits during playback, run multiple plugin effects and mix file properties, hit
depths and sampling rates. The system
has 24/96 capability, accommodate&
`unlimited' tracks and includes Directe
support. It can support creation of

more. Ca to request
I

the new DPA

catalogue today.

Hejrevang 11, DK-345C Allered, Denmark

1reaming media for Windows Media..
T: +45 48142828
F: +45 48142700
Technologies 4.0 and RealNetworks Real
Emai info @dpamicrop iones.com
System G2 file formats plus mp3. It care
6. amicrophones.com
also incorporate timeline metadata for
Studio Sound www.prostudio.com /studiosound
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RME Project Hammerfall
advanced Internet content authoring.

If grand title equals impressive specification, RME's
Intelligent Audio Solutions Digi9652 PC Interface Card
should be a gem. Rob James put it to the test

Sonic Foundry, US.Tel: +1 608 256 3133.

MP3 Audio Machine

take immediate effect. There is no need to
click OK or exit the dialogue. This can he very
useful when trying out different buffer sizes
or sync modes in order to minimise latency
and glitches, although the buffer settings are
only applicable using ASIO.
RME has concentrated on optimising performance under ASIO by allowing the bus mastering Hammerfall to handle audio drive
access with little or no CPU involvement.
They have also employed a 96kb PCI burst
FIFO to reduce the possibility of glitching.
The claimed processor hit using ASIO is
ZERO. Since few PC applications are currently
capable of using ASIO drivers I was interested
in the performance under MME with applications such as the Sek'D Samplitude. Purely
subjectively there is a gain over other cards.
Not massive but tangible. I found I could
reduce buffer sizes for a given project with
obvious consequential benefits to latency.
RME has also implemented enhanced ZLM
(Zero Latency Monitoring) When used with
a suitable ASIO application, or suitable MME
applications such as Samplitude, allowing
multitrack-style monitor switching.
The intelligent Autosync mode constantly
scans all inputs for a valid clock signal. If a
signal is found that corresponds to the current sample playback -rate sync is switched
from the internal crystal. It is also possible to
set a preferred sync reference. If a valid reference is present here it will be used as the
master. This can be useful in systems which
include nonsyncronisable sources-like most
CD players. The SyncCheck function continand wordclock I-Os are not required it is not
uously monitors the sync status of all inputs.
necessary to install the daughter board.
Three states are indicated; No Lock indicates
A break -out cable splits the 9 -pin sub-D conthat there is no valid signal present, Lock
nection into a pair of phonos for SPDIF and
means valid signal present and Sync equals
a further 9 -pin for ADAT sync. The SPDIF outvalid synchronous signal present. The board
puts are actually transformer balanced with
will rapidly lock to any rate between 25kHz
no ground connection. This, together with a
and 105kHz. The claimed jitter performance
`professional' setting that increases the voltis remarkably good at less than 2ns on the
age to 2.3V, makes direct AES -EBU connections possible. There is also an internal digital
ADAT inputs. Another useful detail allows the
audio bit in the SPDIF header to he set to
input on the card for connection to a CD'nonaudio' This is essential when sending
ROM drive.
Dolby AC-3 streams to external decoders. A
Two cards can co -exist for a total of
suite of applets is also included entitled
104 input and output channels. 96kHz operDlGlcheck. This provides high precision
ation is enabled by sample splitting-each
meters and diagnostic functions.
96kHz channel occupies two ADAT interProject Hammerfall makes
face channels and indeed,
a good case for the use of ASIO
two ADAT tracks on a standrivers. With any luck it should
dard ADAT recorder if you Joe Meek, UK.
provoke more software develwant to record or replay on Tel: +44 1626 333949.
Fax: +44 1626 333157.
opers into supporting ASIO.
this medium.
Net: www.joe meek- uk.com
With well thought out softASIO drivers are supplied for
RME Intellig ent Audio
ware, reduced latency and
Windows 98 and NT- Windows
Solutions, 21, D -31303
versatile connectivity Project
2000. The latest release also has
Burgdorf, Ger many
Hammerfall advances the state
Windows 98 MME drivers. Mac
of play in PC audio interface
drivers are under development.
cards. Now all we need is better disk conOnce installed, the visible evidence of Protrollers and drivers optimised for audio.
ject Hammerfall's presence is a hammer icon
Meanwhile RME has raised expectations and
in the tray and a shortcut on the desktop.
reduced the cost of getting into something
Clicking the hammer opens the DIG19652 Setcloser to genuinely viable, professional multings dialogue box. Project Hammerfall is
tichannel PC audio.
unusual in that any changes made to settings
THE GERMAN DESIGN house,

RIME

Intelligent Audio Solutions has
offered a range of soundcards for
some time now. The latest example is the
implausibly named Project Hammerfall. This
provides 24 channels of optical ADAT I -O,
ADAT sync and stereo SPDIF I-O together
with wordclock I-O on a single, tiny PCI card.
The connectors for all this will not physically fit into the space available in a single
PC back -plane slot so a daughter board is
employed that carries optical connectors for
channels 17-24, the BNC connectors for wordclock I -O and a LED to indicate a valid wordclock input. The daughter board connects to
the card via a ribbon cable and does not
require a second PCI slot. If the third ADAT
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Alcorn McBride has introduced a stand -alone
audio source for background, triggered or
interactive audio applications. The MP3
Audio Machine uses a real -time clock to play

tracks at predetermined times or to select
different random playlists depending upon
the time of day. It can receive new audio
across the Internet via its onboard modem.
or Ethernet interface and stores the audio
on removable memory card with a optional
internal hard disk accommodating hundred
of hours of audio. Audio can be created and
edited using a PC with software provided
and then copy the MP3 or WAV files to the
storage media. Clips can be triggered using
push -buttons or controlled via RS232. The
hook-sized device can work in high vibration environments such as roller coasters
and runs on mains or battery.

Alcorn McBride,US.Tel:+l 407 296 5800

Multichannel meters
Designed for multichannel working, Log itek's Ultra -VU 5.1 and 7.1 meters are based
on the company's Ultra-VU meter. Six or
eight LED bar graphs are packed into a single enclosure with analogue or digital
inputs. Analogue inputs are bridging and
accept balanced or unbalanced signals and
a level trim control allows calibration of
any reference within the -10dBu to +24dBu
range for full scale indication. The digital
model can accept professional or consumer
digital signals and automaticallylocks to the
sample rate. Each bar graph is composed
of 62 LEDS with true 300ms VU ballistics with
peak indication and hold. Operating modes
selectable from the front panel include loudness filter and fine resolution. The packages are the same size for both versions,
only differing in the number of vertical
meters, and the power supply is in a separate enclosure and can be located away
from the console. A Super-VU 5.1 surround
meter is also available that differs from the
Ultra version predominantly in the use of
40 -LED bar graphs. The latest addition to
the Logitek stereo meter line is the Tru -VU
model that is based on the curved LED meter
face found on the company's ROC digital
consoles. It represents the true 300ms VU
ballistic standard along with a peak display.The two meters come in a rackmount
that is similar to the company's analogue.
2VUB and contains the power supply, connectors and controls.
PR&E, UK.Tel: +44 1223 415 459.
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interface with your intuition
TASCAM's engineers are dedicatee to deliver ng e\ er more

recc-cing power, at an ever greater cost advantage,
prokicing musicians anc engines -, with access to the most
creati -e resource-5 digital technolrg" can prc.ide.

th -d generation TLSCAM 3E -input digital
leled less of processing, audio
qualit- and control at the heart c- any reccrcinç system.
inclus ng full 24 -3it
movirg faders, snap -shot and
This advanced

console provides unpa

dyne-r le automa-ion, programmable FX and dynamics, ful y
parametric EQ, proper machine control, full MIDI, Sync and

.

---`
.

1

,.-.-s

word clock capabilities, and the most versatile
cESati ity of any retorting console in its dass
Moist importantly

s

the TVI -D =000 offers

a

control

0i7 AD /DP) I/O expansion card >, and plug -ii 8- -hannel high

acality mic pre -amp .DC (MP -AD3), 8- cannel 24 -bit DAC
:IF-D.18) and 8- chanr.e ADAT to TGIF (IF -TAD) _cnvertor

,.,.

-11

11

311,

su'ace and operat,r.g system that interlaces directly with
yc_r ntjition. And -o- fu-ure proofing -he TM -04000 is
readiiy expandable e.i :h a full range of nterchengeable
T /DlI A.ES and ADAP
diçital and balanced analogue (24-
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At just £27919 (inc. VAT) - inclusive of
meter bridle and PC based dynamic
automation software -the TM -D4000
represerts something altogether
different the 3 -bus ciaital mixer
market- a brea <through.

ii

TASCAM
TASCAM 5 Marlin House The Croxley Centre Watford Herts WD1 8YA
Brochure Hotline: 01923 819630 www.tascam.co.uk emaul:info4tascam.co.uk
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whc:e world of recording

Neil Karsh

is the Vice President of
,audio Services for New York Media
Group. Recently, Karsh selected LSR

monitoring systems for two of his
Vlanhattan facilities, Lower East Side

and East Side Audio.

"We've

installed the first of our LSR

5.1 surround systems at East Side

Audio

and it's a great addition. The sound is

extremely clear and

is enjoyed by our
mixers and our clients. Everyone is very
pleased with the result",

world's most noted recording
professionals discuss the world's most
advanced monitoring systems.
The

NO.1: New York

/ Los Angeles

The World's Best Performing THX® Monitoring
Systems Are Also The World's Most Applauded.
Since its introduction in 1997, the system -engineered JBL
LSR Series has become a favorite choice of engineers, producers
and performers, many of whom have also become its most
loyal advocates. More important, this acceptance is found
in every major geographic area of the recording industry;
from Los Angeles and New York to Nashville and London.

David Kershenbaum

is a

Grammy

Award winner who has been on the cutting -edge cf
nusic production for decades. His dfscogrphy is a

remarkable 'who's who of popular recording.

LSR 32

LSR 28P

LSR 12P

Monitors Whose Performance Profile Was
Determined By Science, Not Opinion.
During a half century of building the most technically
advanced studio monitors, JBL has developed a long list of
working relationships with key recording professionals
around the globe. As a direct result of this unique collaboration,
these industry leaders have chosen JBL monitors more often
than any other brand. Not once or twice, but consistently for
decades. In fact, JBL moritors are a part of the history of
recording itself. Consider as examples, the now fabled JBL
4200 and 4400 Series that, at their launch, actually defined
an entirely new standard and new category of monitor. Such
is the case now with the entire LSR line.

"" Speak -s have always been importart to me
and l've had many systems that I have really
loied. Wien Kevin Smith told me about LS3s, I
tried then- and was amazed at the accu-ate flat
rpDnse -.nd how the mixes translated so well
compared to other monitoring systems. Now
we're using them to track our new records and
we'll use them to mix, as well."

_os Angeles

ti A Harman International CDmpan,r
www.jblpro.con
Cd

1999 JBL Professional

From punk beginnings to
Brits 'Producer of the Year',
Youth has a flair for

marrying innovation with
success.

Richard Buskin

talks originality, performance
and lesbianism with

the producer, remixer
and musician
TDYING WITH ANOTHER artist's
compositions is never easy, but
for a recognised producer-songwriter it can be a particularly tricky issue
given the sensibilities and fragile egos
in play. Such is the predicament that
occasionally confronts Youth, the 1998
Brits 'Producer of the Year' who has
carved out a solidly contemporary niche
courtesy of his recent production work
with acts such as The Verve, Embrace,
Vanessa Mae and Crowded House.
A new album by The Audience features
compositional contributions in addition
to production work, continuing the pattern set with the likes of Blue Pearl, The
Orb and Killing Joke (of which he himself was a founder member). Yet Youth
is quick to point out that credit should

only be taken when the service has been
requested well in advance.
`This issue can really screw up a session,' he says. 'You might feel that you
really want to hear a song use a different chord or you might get an idea for
a line, but the artists are trying to establish their own identity and their own writing credentials and you can ruin their
confidence by adding your opinion.
Within the studio everybody's role has
to be clearly defined, because once
you're in there you're all in there
together, and even the tape op contributes. How I approach it, therefore, is
to define our roles beforehand, and if
I'm asked to cowrite with an artist then
that's what I'll do. Sometimes I might
put a line in and sometimes I might come
up with the melody, and at the end of
the day it'll be credited as a cowrite. If,
however, I'm just commissioned as a
producer and I don't think the song is
there, then I'll tell them what I think is
wrong and I'll ask them to change it.
`Once we're into the album I'll actually
give them lines. I've done that on a number of occasions otherwise I'll only ask
for what I've been asked to do, but I will
give 200 per cent. This issue can come
up when I'm working with keyboard
players, programmers, even tape ops,
because the tape op can be playing
around with a guitar during a tea break
and the guitarist will say, "I love that. I'll
have that," and what do you do? So, when
this kind of Thing happens I tell people
to give whatever you've got to give, but
Studio Sound

be careful when you give it because it's
not always been asked for. If the composer says, "I want to give you a bit more
for that, I want to give you some publishing," then great, but don't expect it.'
Born Martin Glover, Youth-who
took his name from reggae artist Big
Youth-was still only 15 years old when
he quit full -time education in 1977,
abandoning plans to go to art school in
favour of answering an ad to play bass
in punk outfit The Rage.
'I had never actually played bass
before,' he now recalls. 'I'd learned how
to play guitar after doing a deal with my
chemistry teacher at school; if he'd teach
me a few chords on the guitar I'd play
some songs at his Christian folk meeting. Then I persuaded the music teacher
at school to show me how to take the
chords that the chemistry teacher had
taught me and play them on the piano
without having to go through all of the
grades. He agreed to do that, and straight
afterwards I started writing songs. You
see, listening to music always left me
feeling dissatisfied. At first I'd get turned
on by it, but then I'd be left hanging when
they changed key or went to a different
chord. So, I was more into sort of learning a few chords and then just getting
them to loop, almost like we do now.'
Two weeks after auditioning for The
Rage, Youth was on a tour supporting
The Adverts and The Saints. 'I told the
manager I was 18 although I was only
15,' he now recalls. 'Years later I bumped
into him, he was driving a London cab,
and when I told him how I'd lied about
my age he said, 'Well, you know I told
you I was 21? I was only 17.
'At the first rehearsal I didn't know
where to plug the guitar lead in, and
I plugged it into the back of the speaker
instead of the amp. The drummer was
watching me and he said, "Have you
done this before?" I said, "I'm not really
familiar with this equipment." He said,
"I'll show you once, and that's it," and
he did and I learned really fast.'
Talk about flying by the seat of his
pants. What's more, six months later the
Youthful one had dispensed with Rage,
and, in an intriguing sideways move,
became the lone male member in a lesbian punk band named The Stilletos.
That was just a laugh,' he asserts. >
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another six months on, he
came to the realisation that he was fed
up with just having a laugh. Thus,
in more serious pursuit of his musical ambitions, he hooked up with
Jazz Coleman, Paul Ferguson and
Geordie Walker to form Killing Joke.
Still only 17, but with two John
Lydon records already under his belt,
Youth had far more studio and touring experience than his older colleagues, and before long he was also
a partner in the band's own label and
management, as well as a deal with
EG Records that enabled Killing Joke
to produce themselves and license the
ensuing recordings. This was the blueprint for the first three albums.
I left the band when I was 23, and
the last album that we did together
[Revelations] was my first experience
working with another producer,' says
< However,

If you go

it becomes avant -garde
and only certain people
in

even then they'll

only understand it if it's
presented to them in a way

that they're familiar with
Blue Pearl showcased Youth's dance
sensibilities and provided the
'Naked in the Rain' hit single

the means to keep everything in perfect sync
and under automated control.

Our experience at The UK Office with
complex wide area audio and data network
design and specification, including ISDN &

Then, from simple studio to transmitter links

distribution
complex
network
of
programmes the Intraplex multiplexers are
the gateway to telecoms El circuits, or
Glenayre spread spectrum (licence free!)
radios. While Dialog4 ISDN codecs offer
to

permanent circuits, as well as studio signal
routing and clocking, means we can help you
with the practical implementation of most of
your digital interconnect requirements.

some unique features for dial -up links.
?L,,,,,AmsTED HOUSE

121 HIGH STREET
Now o

-

re

at httpliwww.'.heukoffice.com
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lntraplex

certain cliques

will understand it, and

Today's world is digital! And beyond the We do this with products from Aardvark,
established and accepted benefits of Dialog4, Glenayre, Intraplex and Z- Systems.
storage, manipulation and quality, come a
With more digits flying around the studio all
range of new possibilities to embrace,
the time Aardvark and Z- Systems provide
- and complications to overcome.

Make The UK Office Your Digital Connection

too far left -field

F -MAJL

14.041houtzticecom
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Youth. That was with Conny Plank, and
it was an amazing experience. He was
the only producer who we could all
agree on, and that was because he had
produced Kraftwerk. Conny died about
15 years ago, but he was a central figure in that whole "Kraut Rock" scene.
He had produced Stockhausen and
Brian Eno -both of whom we were
really into-and so, working with him
in Germany, we really felt that we were
doing something different. We were
doing music that we wanted to do, but
which was still relatively obscure and
unknown, and I just think that I was so
lucky to be there at that time. That music
has become such a big part of the alternative music influence, and we managed to get touched by it just as that era
was winding down.'
Now more attuned to working in the
studio than going back out on the road,
Youth quit Killing Joke in 1983 and
immersed himself in work as a producer
of electronic music while also launching a funk rock outfit called Brilliant.
'We ended up being signed to
Warners,' he recalls. 'We had two drummers and two bass players on stage, and
my production instincts told me that I
couldn't really translate that sound in
the studio, so I thought that we'd go
the other way and go really electronic
and really pop. We therefore got in
Stock, Aitken & Waterman to cowrite
and produce an album with us, and it
was a disaster. We didn't get any hits
and we almost drove them mad,
because we were a band and they were
just starting to work with the likes of
Kylie. There again, being that at the
same time that we were doing this dance
music I was producing all of this industrial material for the American market,
working with Waterman was very good
experience for me. I mean, what those
guys were doing was quite anarchic;
bringing in import dance records, Pete
saying, "We'll use that bass line," borrowing another record's chords, another
record's heat. They were like samplers,
and we thought that was really refreshing after being in hands where everyone was concerned with being
completely unique and original.
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'That left me re- evaluating
what the criteria were to be
an artist. After all, what is it
to be original? You know,
sometimes you try to be original and it's just bollocks. No
one understands it or relates
to it, and when I investigated
the whole concept of originality it became clear that,
whatever the culture, it still
has to have a point of reference and come from a certain school of thought and a
certain scene. Whether
you're dealing with hip -hop
or whatever, to some extent
you have to go with what is
already known in order for
people to be able to relate to
it. If you go too far left -field
it becomes avant -garde and
only certain people in certain
cliques will understand it,
and even then they'll only
understand it if it's presented
to them in a way that they're
familiar with, so it's still coming from a certain school.
'I had to understand all of
this stuff if I was going to produce and be good at it,
because part of being a producer is bridging those two
worlds. It's working with the
raw material and saying,
"Okay, I can help you produce this so that people will
understand it in a commercial medium." I mean, working with Stock, Aitken &
Waterman was a paradox;
I thought they'd be really
banal and superficial -and
I think a lot of their work

was-but
their
actual
approach was quite radical
for us. Up until then there
was this whole thing of "I'm
not going to do a chorus,
because everyone does choruses and I'm going to be an
original artist. I'm going to be
unique and I'm not going to
play those notes." Actually,
with Killing Joke, by the time
of the third album it was like
that and we were having
massive arguments about
whether or not we should
have a chorus.
'These experiences really
come in handy for what I do
now, because I work with a
lot of young bands who go
through that process. I counsel them and encourage
them to embrace those [pop
structure] limitations, because by embracing them
you can get a higher quality
of result. Of course, it makes
it harder, because you have
to embrace the cliché and
then transcend it, and a great
songwriter and a great artist
will do that and they'll have
a No.1 record.'
Sample The Verve's Youth produced singles, 'The Drugs
Don't Work' and 'Bitter Sweet
Symphony', which went to
No.1 and No.2 in the UK
charts respectively and which
both adhere to a very simple
pop format arrangement,
managing to transcend the
clichés by way of their sincerity and emotional depth.
'What's most important is
what you're saying as a writer
or as an artist; what emotion
you're projecting and the
depth that you're going to.
The sonics aren't the hard
part-that's just positioning
the mics -but the buck stops
with the song and the performance. You've got to have
great songs, and you can
encourage the artists to go
deeper in terms of their song writing by showing them
where the gauge is; playing
them great songs and recounting experiences that
you've had where songs have
moved people profoundly. If
the songs are there it's a joy,
because you can produce
them in a number of ways,
and the hard part then
amounts to deciding on what
is the definitive way.
'I actually record songs in
a number of different ways
sometimes; faster, slower, different keys, and I don't >
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that's unusual. I
of time in preproduction working out what
the arrangements are, not
only for the song but for each
of the musicians in a rehearsal
setup, so the pressure isn't on.
They're not worried about
spending loads of money or
loads of strange people who
are walking around, prodding them and positioning
them with mics. They're in
their home territory and
they're comfortable and
they're relaxed, so we can get
a lot of work done and I can
settle on the arrangements.
My background as a writer
and an artist enables me to go
directly to those areas, and see
what I need before we ever
get into the studio. As a result,
when we do get into the studio all I have to focus on is
the emotional depth of the
performance, and I'm not
being distracted by whether
or not that middle eight is right
or whether or not the bass line
is helping the melody. I've
already done all that.
`Concentrating on performance is, I think, an art in
itself. It requires making sure
that the engineers, the management and the roadies
have all got everything there
on time, and that they're confident and competent. Everything has to be set up quickly
so that there's not much waiting around, and then you
have to get the band playing
early. I mean, if you've spent
all day setting up and then
have dinner before they start
playing at 7 or 8 o'clock in the
evening, it's going to be really
hard to get a good performance out of them. The problem is, a lot of people really
want it to be great, because
they've worked all day, they
have all spent months and
months coming to this point,
and they want to leave the
studio on the first day with a
good vibe. So, they end up
staying around all night trying to get it, and it just throws
the whole thing off kilter.
`You've therefore got to
start early every day, and
you've also got to be very
flexible. You've got to understand what the needs of the
band are; what they are like
personality-wise, what their
temperaments are, and what
they have been doing. You
know, if they've just been on
tour for 18 months, if they've

spend
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a lot

You've got to

understand what
the needs of the
band are; what

they are like
personality -wise,
what their
temperaments are,
and what they have
been doing.
just done another album, if
they've never done an album

before-all of these things

will determine what studio
and what working conditions
you should employ to get the

maximum performance out
of them, and of course for different bands that means different things.'
In the case of The Verve,
they had already attempted
to record their ultimatelychart-topping Urban Hymns
album with two different producers before recruiting the
services of Youth.
`Their way of working was
to stay up for three nights and
wait for the moment,' he says.
`It just wasn't happening for
them, and so my approach
was to start in the studio at
10 o'clock in the morning,
have takes by 3 o'clock and
be overdubbing by dinnertime. No drugs or booze,
maybe a bit of smoking, but
no more than that while we
focused on the project. At that
point they were really
washed out with the other
approach, and so they
thought this was a relief and
said, "Okay, yeah, let's try it ".
As a result, we got it really fast.
On the other hand, with
bands like Crowded House
who had worked with
Mitchell Froome-who is a
very conservative producer
and who had brought in session musicians for the rhythm
section, I'd say, "Let's go out
to the country and let our hair
down ". I'd encourage them to
experiment.
`You have to make the
work exciting, because otherwise it's a very clerical task.
Most engineers, I think, don't
appreciate that. They're just
thinking about the technical
hurdles and how they can get
around them technically. >

-
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Home Comforts
HOME setup located

YOUTH'S
in an upstairs bedroom,includes
24- channel Mackie console with a
24- channel extension.,, 6-bit and 24bit Pro Tools, Urei and DBX coma

I

presscrs,Fccusrite and Moo EQ,an
H3000, a pair of Roland reverbs and
a DAT machine, not to mention a
K250C, several olc analogue keyboa rdls, an assortment of guitars and
plenty of old pedals.
All of his writing and preproduction
takes place here, such as making fil n
music ready to score for orchestra,
and the facility can also used in a
postproduction sense to edit and
compi e the CDs that Fe puts
together for the record labels.
'I've also been mastering some
Killing Joke material here w th Jazz,:
saysYauth,'and I'm managing to get
to grips more with the engineering
as I'm working alone as a one -man
show.At times get a programmer in
I

to help me. and so again I'm always
learnirg while still trying to keep an
objective distance from it, because a
big part of being a producer is beirsg,
objectve when you get a little near
to the rock face.'

The Verve went to the top of the British charts with Youth's productions
of'Bittersweet Symphony' and 'The Drugs Don't Work'

< They move the band around like
they're actors on a set, and that can
make for a very uninspired atmosphere
and stale performances. I think a lot of
producer -engineers fall into that trap
and make competent but very predictable records. What I try to do is find
out what will create a magical atmosphere that enables something special

to happen...'

Nevertheless, the man who once
remixed a host of records by artists ranging from Marc Almond, Tom Jones, Lisa
Stansfield, Erasure, Kool & the Gang,
Fine Young Cannibals, Wet Wet Wet and
Pop Will Eat Itself to Malcolm McLaren,
The Shamen, The Cult, INXS, Siouxsie
& the Banshees, Psychedelic Furs, Art
of Noise, U2 and Jimi Hendrix, asserts
that around 10 to 15 years of production experience is required in order to
have the goods to achieve that something special.

It's a mystery, and to really understand the elephant traps that are there
you have to go through them,' he says.
'No amount of preparation will compensate for a day's experience of failure.
I made a lot of records in the eighties and
early nineties, experimenting and confronting flat atmospheres and wondering
why, and then working it out. Sometimes
it was because I'd expect them to be
where my head was at, whereas I think
a lot of it is down to you working out
what they need, and what you all need

to get you buzzing and turned on. That
will hopefully compensate for the mundane drudgery of waiting for the technology to work or whatever. You can
make the process a lot more fun and a
lot more exciting, and also you get that
creative momentum going. So you get a
lot more ideas and you get inspired to do
different things, because you've got a lot
more choices.'
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EB WHITE'S POPULAR
1945 novel, Stuart Little,
is Columbia Pictures' 1999

Christmas major- cinema release. It combines live action,
digital character animation and effects
presenting director Rob Minkoff with
the challenge of merging Sony Pictures
Imageworks visual effects (Godzilla,
City ofAngels, Contact) with live action.
The story chronicles the experiences of
a mouse adopted by a human family,
and who embarks on adventures with
a variety of characters, including his
nemesis, Snowbell the cat (voiced by
The Lion King's Nathan Lane). Geena
Davis and Hugh Laurie play Little's
adopted parents, while Michael J Fox
supplies the voice for a coming -of-age
tale that focuses on a small, yet intimate
portrait of contemporary middle -class
New York.
In essence, this big- screen adaptation
of America's beloved children's story
can be compared to such films as Babe,
Toy Story and A Bug's Life in that the
world is seen from a decidedly different point of view. The chief difference
between these films and Stuart Little is

in the dimension of performance- based,
photo -realistic digital character creation.
Where Toy Story and A Bug's Life created digital characters, they were synthetic characters populating a synthetic
world. In Babe, a combination of tech-

niques including photographing real
animals, animatronic animals and digital facial replacement were employed
to create the talking animals. In contrast, the character of Stuart Little was
created by entirely synthetic means and
integrated into a real world. From both
the visual effects and sound points of
view, both sets of artists began with the
46 January 2000

same basic elements-the sound of the
voice actor and nothing else. What the
finished movies contain reflects the collective effort of a team charged with creating something big from very little.
Supervising Sound Editor on the project was Larry Mann, an LA -based freelance editor who assembled his editorial
crew at Sony Picture Entertainment's
multiroomed postproduction lot in
Culver City, to work on the intricate
sound design required to create the intimate world of Stuart Little. The supervisor has worked in the past on such
films as The Quick and the Dead with
director Sam Raimi, Soul Food, with
George Tillman, Jr, and Extreme
Measures, with Michael Apted; sound
editing chores have included Meet Joe
Black, Anaconda, Con Air, The Rock,
Waterworld, The Shadow and Patriot
Games. (He has also worked on a number of TV shows, including Chicago
Hope, and several Movies of the Week
for TNT, and Disney.)
Mann says that he worked closely with
picture editor Tom Finan, to determine
the basic pacing of the film, but was left
pretty much on his own to develop the
individual `sound signatures' and overall `sonic
theme' for the picture.
(Mann had worked previously with Finan on
Pet Sematary,
and
Problem Child.) `Our
biggest challenge,' he
considers, `was to create
such a convincing sound
environment for the CGI
character of Stuart Little,
that audiences would
forget that he was, in
fact, computer generated, and treat him just
as if he was a... mouse
that was confused about
being human.
'We also focused on
creating a larger- that-life
sonic signature that we
could transition into
when the action entered
Stuart's World, as we
referred to it. Being
small we wanted to capture that essential feeling of experiencing the
world from Stuart's perspective.
`So whenever we were seeing or
experiencing the action through Stuart's
eyes-and there are several high energy chases sequences where this
approach became particularly appropriate, including a journey in a boat
through the lake in [New York's] Central
Park -the large objects around Stuart
needed to be `amplified' and enlarged
to make it obvious that not only were
we now in Stuart's inner world but that
we were kind of overawed by it, just as
children are when they first experience
the big city, for example.
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`In contrast, the family world that
Stuart enjoys-the kitchen and the other
rooms within the Little household
-were to be treated as `normal' envi-

ronments, with all of the sonic details
that audiences expect from a big -time
movie soundtrack. We styled the Little
home
small house situated between
high -rise skyscrapers close to Central
Park-like a mid -west location, to
emphasise the tranquillity and safety
aspect for Stuart. But there were exceptions within the house; the washing
machine, for example, in which Stuart
becomes trapped, needed to be made
more threatening and bigger than life.'
Assisting Mann in handling the complex task of editing the various dialogue,
effects, Foley, ADR, backgrounds and
related elements, and providing sound
design input, were a seasoned crew, several of whom he had worked as the
Supervising Sound Editor on past
movies. The majority were hired by
Mann as freelancers, working within
Sony Picture's well-equipped editing
rooms; predubs, rerecording and print
mastering of the final multichannel
soundtrack took place in Sony's William
Holden Theatre, with rerecording mixer
Paul Massey as gaffer, handling dialogue
and music, with Doug Hemphill handling effects and Foley. (Mann had

-a
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worked previously with the mixing team
on Extreme Measures. In early January
2000, Massey and Hemphill moved
across town to the John Ford Theatre at
Fox Studios' new dubbing complex.)
Mann's first assistant editor was Ann
Ducommun, who also functioned as
`Information Central' as the supervising
sound editor put it; Suhail Kafity handled FX editing, with Steve Ticknor
(who also handled several Temp Dubs);
Cindy Marty supervised ADR editing,
plus prerecords; Fred Stafford was an
ADR editor; Linda Folk handled ADR
editing; Dave Arnold and Duke Brown
handled dialogue and ADR editing, plus
prerecords; Mark Pappas was Foley
supervisor, working with Foley editor
Gary Wright while Chris Winter oversaw the inloading of production dialogue and related files into the Pro Tods
workstations from OMF files created by
the picture editors. Wright was also
responsible for managing hard drives,
co- ordination the inload of sound
effects, predubs, laybacks, assisting the
editors and Pro Tools management,
troubleshooting, and so on.
All sound editing was handled on
individual Digidesign Pro Tools systems, working from production
dialogue recorded onto time -code DAT
machines plus effects pulled from>
Studio Sound

The editorial sound -crew for Stuart Little.At the back (left to right):
Suhail Kafity, FX editor; Mark Pappas, Foley supervisor; Duke Brown, dialogue and
ADR editor; Larry Marn supervising sound editor; Paul Wood, director of engineering
and R &D, Sony Pictures Studios; and SteveTicknor, FX editiing and temp dub mixer.ln
front (left to right): Dave Arnold, dialogue,ADIR, effects and Foley editor; Linda Folk,
ADIR editor;Ann Ducommun, first assistant; Cindy Marty, supervising ADR editor;
Larry Goodman, director of sound,vk eo and projection, Sony Pictures Studios;
ChrisWint:er, digital assistant editor
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as it moves around. I placed myself
-quite literally
Stuart's shoes, and
created his whole environment on the
Foley stage, [to make] the CGI character appear real and totally believable
on the screen. Our intention was to
bring life to this charming, computer -

-in

< Mann's extensive library of
analogue and digital elements. 'We were also able to
playback our edited Pro Tools
session projects on the [rerecording] stage via removable
hard drives loaded into the
new Sony DADR-5000 [16channel] digital dubbers,'
which are now fully file-compatible. `That way we could
playback elements directly
from the Sony drives featured
on the William Holden stage
used to remix Stuart Little.
Extensive Foley elements and
ADR were also recorded
directly to DADR -5000 hard
drives that were loaded into Pro Tools

Steve Ticknor, FX editor and temp
dub mixer in one of Sony Pictures'
mix-to- picture suites.The room features
a 32-channel /4-layer Digidesign
Pro Control mixing system, linked to
a fully loaded Pro Tools digital audio

for editing.
Because of the CGI nature of the film's
main character, all that the editorial team
had in the way of production sound was
the prerecorded voice of Michael J. Fox.
As Supervising Foley Artist Gary Hecker
explains, 'We had to create everything
else in Stuart's world, including all of
his footsteps, clothing rustles, movements, slides and the myriad other
`sonic seasonings' that a mouse makes

workstation with three 8:8:8 convertors
for 24- channel I -O. An Otani picmix
handles multichannel monitoring and
loudspeaker assignment, with
PEC -DIR control switching for two
Sony DADR -5000 digital dubbers

Coming soon

The world class VCI gets MEQ, De -ess and

generated character.'
Creating all of the Foley elements for
the boat race through New York's
Central Park was particularly demanding, Hecker recalls. `Rather than pull
sound -effect elements, we created all of
the dynamic sounds of the wind, water,
sails here on the Foley stage. We
recorded stereo sails slaps -so that the
mixer could establish a very realisticsounding perspective -plus mono
water splashes, waves, winds, and a
whole slew of `detailing' elements that
[Larry Mann] thought would be required
to convince the audience that Stuart
Little -in his inner world-was really in
trouble on this "Sea in Central Park,"
and join him in his anxiety and excitement.' Assisting Hecker on the Foley
stage at Sony Pictures was Michael
Broomberg, working with engineer
Richard Duarte
`Normally, an editor will pull standard
effects for water, winds and one or two
other elements,' Hecker says. 'We
wanted to create a total environment;
and the only way we concluded we
could do that was to actually recreate
the Central Park lake on the Foley stage.'
An added bonus, Hecker offers, was that
all sounds were in hard sync with picture, thus saving the sound effects editors many man -hours of resyncing
effects from a library, or recorded specifically for an action sequence. On these
busy reels, Foley Elements were
recorded across 16 tracks of Pro Tools
for editing by the editorial team ready
for the temp mixes and predubs. 'Foley
is used to compliment the library of
sound effects,' Mann offers.
In late October, the series of predubs
were going extremely well, Mann
reports. `But we are already four
revisions behind the picture changes,' >
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two channel, four band equalizer,
with additional high pass and low pass
filters. "Passive" refers to the tone
shaping part of this clever new EQ
design not using any active circuitry.
Only metal film resistors, film
capacitors and hand -wound inductors
sculpt the sound, kinda like a Pultec EQ
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< refining for the Finals and iDDS Print

Mastering from late November until
early December of this year.
A key contributor to the various temp
dubs was Steve Ticknor, who was able
to use Sony Pictures custom -developed
mix -to- picture suite to quickly create a
more realistic sounding temporary mix
than might be possible on a conventional dubbing stage. Ticknor also handled sound- effects editing.
`Because of the integration offered
by the Pro Control system we have here,
Larry and Rob Minkoff were able to
refine the mix more quickly, because
I could replace elements real fast, and
move sync markers for anything that we
wanted to slip on the track.'
Ticknor's room features a 32-channel
/4 -layer Pro Control system, linked to a
full -loaded Pro Tools DAW equipped
with three 8:8:8 convertors for 24 -channel I -O and capable of 128-track inter-

nal playback. An Otari
PicMix System built into
the control surface handles multichannel monitoring and loudspeaker
re- assignments. PEC -DIR
control switches for the suite's pair of
DADR -5000 dubbers is also featured.
Other recorders include Tascam 24 -bit
DAT decks and a pair of DA -88 digital
8- tracks. Monitoring is via a 5.1 -channel Event Electronics 20/20 bi- amplified
system with Ashley 24 -bit Protea room
equalisation and subwoofer. Outboard
includes an Eventide DSP 4500, a new
Drawmer Master Flow DC2476, tc electronic Fireworks, Yamaha YDP2006,
two dbx DDP Digital Dynamics Processors, tc electronic M3000, and Lexicon
PCM -91 and PCM-300 units. Two flat screen monitors provide display of system data, and flank a central large
-format video monitor for the work print.

>IL:saMTc

The Foley crew for Stuart Little. From left
to right: supervising Foley artist, Gary
Hecker; Foley engineer, Richard Duarte;
and Foley artist Michael Broomberg

`Because of the speed and flexibility
offered by this configuration,' Ticknor
reasons, `I could offer the director different ideas about the way we might
realise his wish for the "inner" and
"outer" worlds of Stuart Little, and how
these might be achieved in a realistic
and meticulous way. We needed to
`Make the familiar sound unfamiliar.' For
example, I was able to sweeten the
sounds of water with underwater
sounds to enrich the track, and make it
more enveloping for the audience. >

www.raycom.co.uk
+44 (0)1789 400600
Fax +44 (0)1789 400630
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FULL DUPLEX BASE STATIO,

32 PC Programmable Full Duplex Channels of UHF Radio Talkback
0.5 - 5 Watts of RF power, Euro Approved in a Single 1U rack
52 December 1999
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HEAR THE DIFFERENCE
o= audio has just changed everything. Just as the CD
recolctionized the music industry some f fteen years ago, DVD is
shaking things up even more.

Th3 world

The New World of Audio
Most aeopla think DVD is just about \.idec, but it the sound that
brings the pi:ture into focus and immerses you in the experience.
DVD's large storage capacity and higi bandwidth make it perfect to

w de range of new formats. Wi -h the advent of the new
DVD -Audio specification, DVD now delivers even more High Density
Audio in surround, sampling rates as high as 192kHz, streaming lyrics
in mu tiple languages, Sma"t Conten- automatic mixdown, extended
program lengths, and more. The world of creative possibilities has
de fiver a

exploded overnight.
DVD -Audio is changing the

mastered aid

way mus

c is

experienced, how it is

delivered. If you're a professional mastering engineer

with the creative tools and
fcr DVD today.
working
with
audio
technology to start
or studio, then you need to be ready

Sonic Keeps You at the :orefrant
1988 Soric delivered the first non -lirear system for p- ofessional audio

In

ed frog and 2D prep, SonicStidio

Since then, we have kept our users at

the leading edge of technology, helping to celiver the Oscar
and Emmy -winning productions

In 199.6

hat sot them apart

,

Grammy

.

Soric pioneered the world of DVD publishing with DVD

Creator", the industry's leadi-ig DID -Video production system. Today,
SonicStudic -ID- and DVD Creator are used to make DVDs by more
es than all other companies combined. And now, Sonic integrates
the best of oath with the first -ever systems that enable you to master

facilit

DVD -Audio.

Start with 0ieClick DVD -a powerful option for SonicStudio HD
audio works:ations that gives you the power to master DVD -Audio
there's
content, or set up a multi- works-ation DVD -Audio workgroup

-

system tc hatch your individual application and budget needs, and
yoJ can add additional capability as you reed it. In fact, you can easily
a

exoard your existing Sonic audio mastering suite to include multi chanrel, High- Density DVD Audit master ng today.
'-ou are premastering high quality audio sound tracks for cutting
a symphony nastar in multi -channel 24 -bit,

If

edge artists, or editing

96<Hz audio. Sonic Solutions delivers the professional audio
so utions you're looking for.

Haar tha Difference Thday.

Visit

us at

www.sonic.com

21 Warwick Street, -th Floor, London W1R ERB, UK
Soric Europe
fax 44. "71.437.1151
email: infoaeurope. sonic .cortel 44 171.43'.1100

599 Same So'.izirns. Tne Sonic Solutions logo. S.nic. Sonic
Sclu ions-and SoncStudio HO. High- Density Audio, reChickDVO and
OVOCrea.or are trademarks of Sonic Solution. Al chers are trade
1
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tier respaaive

holders.
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Powerful tools which capture all of the sound
with the sensation of Being There still intact.
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Immaculate sound quality, down to earth prices.
Get in touch with Earthworks realism today
Real:41- 603 -654 -6427 (fax 6107)

Virtual: www.earthwks.com

Postal: Sox 517 Wilton, NH

03066

CD DUPLICATION

MADE EASY
Network Enabled
cdDIRECTOR Publishing Systems
3703NT
3706NT
Automated CD -R Duplication Systems
CD -3702
CD -3704
CD -3706P
CD-R Duplication Tower Systems
CD -5400L
CD -5900
CD -5916

Automated CD -R Print Stations
AP -1000
AP -1300C

MediaFORM'
WORLD'S MOST ADVANCED CD DUPLICATORS
400 Eagleview Blvd., Suite 104 Exton, PA, USA 19341
Phone: 610- 458 -9200 Fax: 610- 458 -9554
Toll Free in the USA 800 -220 -1215
email: info(3mediaform.com web: http:/ /www.mediaform.com

bled up on everything, so effectively
we've two separate audio channels to
allow for total redundancy,' explained
Daniels. `We routed the chimes directly
through two Focusrite Red 7 mic preamps, which went into two Sonifex
Redbox RB -DA6 distribution amplifiers
feeding an ISDN unit and a BT
microwave link. Whichever route we
took the audio, whether through the
ISDN unit, or the microwave link, we
were covered. We even had two UPS
units, one for each set of equipment.'
The microwave link went directly
from Big Ben to the BT Tower in the
West End of London and then on to the
Millennium Dome site. The intention
was to avoid sending the signal though
any switching centres. It was ensured
that the ISDN line numbers were exdirectory and a sub-addressing technique was used, both methods to avoid
any possibility of wrong numbers being
answered and engaging the line.
The big task facing engineers during

Broadcasting Big Ben's Millennium chimes was not a
ground- breaking project it was one that would demand a
thousand years for a second take. Kevin Hilton watched
EACH CITY, each country has its
own way of counting down to
the start of a new year. New York
has Dick Clark and his dropping ball;
Tokyo has its huge display screen

above the streets; and London has the
chimes of Big Ben.
Because it was the start of a new millennium, there could be no risk that the
country (and those listening to the BBC
World Service) would not get to hear
those famous chimes and know for sure
that it was time to join hands and sing
`Auld Lang Syne'.
The BBC has its own land-link connection to the microphones in the clock

tower of the Houses of Parliament,
which it has had for many years. A misconception in this matter is that the
clock tower is mistakenly thought to be
Big Ben itself. The name in fact refers
to the 13.7 -tonne bell inside, which was
cast at the Whitechapel Bell Foundry in
1858. It is known as Big Ben after
Benjamin Hall, the first Commissioner
of Works in London at the time.
Last year, things were different. The
BBC was to relay the chimes for its
broadcasts as usual but was taking its
feed from the Millennium Dome in
Greenwich, south -east London, where
those attending the building's opening
night had to be able to hear them as
well. Doing what everyone else in the
country does -turning on the radio for
that brief but all-important time -would
not be enough, given the high profile
dignitaries in attendance, royalty and
heads of state among them.
The New Millennium Experience
Company (NMEC), which built and
operates the Dome, was asked to ensure
Studio Sound

that the chimes could be recorded and
transmitted without fear of a last minute
appearance by the Millennium Bug.
Simon Daniels, deputy head of broadcast engineering for NMEC summed up
the pressurised situation: `Because there
were to be so many important people
at the Dome on New Year's Eve, we
had to find an absolutely secure method
of recording the chimes.'
As is well documented, the Dome has
been fully equipped with audio-visual
equipment for the live entertainment
and informative displays it contains.
What is less well known is that it has
comprehensive broadcast facilities, as
the BBC was taking a live relay of the
main live show, featuring music by Peter
Gabriel, in the countdown to the chimes.
The central TV facilities complex, or
International Broadcasting Centre
(IBC), is equipped to receive, mix and
distribute TV signals to and from the
world. It also features Internet broadcasting links and a full radio broadcast
suite. This includes a postproduction
area, two identical broadcast studios
and a talks area, that can be linked to
either studio.
Simon Daniels commented on these
facilities, `We envisaged that the studios
would be used by a variety of broadcasters during the Operational Year. As
walk -in facilities, they are very comprehensive, offering CD, MD, DAT, cassette,
tuner, effects units, communications,
ISDN and phone lines.'
Building redundancy is commonplace in modern broadcast installations
but it was felt to be imperative to ensure
that the chimes of Big Ben came
through. `For this installation we've dou-
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the installation process was getting everything up to the bell, which can only be
reached by a narrow spiral staircase.
Simon Daniels recalls that it took 15 minutes to get to the top of the tower, without any equipment. `Getting ISDN lines
and telephone lines up to Big Ben was
no joke either
took two weeks to
work out how to get the cabling up there.'
The BBC also took a feed of the signal that was generated by NMEC, with
its own land -link as a backup, again to
guard against any possible Y2k problems. `This was a very big event and we
just couldn't take any risks of failure,'
said Daniels. To this end, three clock
engineers were due to be on site to
ensure both that Big Ben did not fail and
that it was on time.
Initially there were plans to synchronise Big Ben to the Rugby radio clock
signal, which generates a time pulse that
is generally considered to be the most
accurate and which is used by all broadcasters in the UK. This would have been
done using electromechanical devices,
but permission was denied to tamper
with the clock's mechanism.
Back at the Dome, a comprehensive
array of communications and distribution
equipment was laid on to ensure most
types of connection. The IBC featured
four twin Sonifex DHY02 digital telephones, with the manufacturer's Redbox
units being used as interfaces for VHS tape
machines and ONdigital digital television
decoders and so on Redbox RB -DA6 distribution amplifiers were additionally
installed into the Media Centre, which was
used for press briefings and has facilities
for radio and TV news staff to take audio
feeds for broadcast.
It may seem a lot of effort just to hear
a clock chime the hour but given which

-it

clock it was and which hour, the precautions seem perfectly understandable, particularly as missing the chimes
is, subconsciously, a heinous crime.
January 2000 57

prospect of recording artists wherever
they were more viable. `The idea was to
record people in their own situations,
wherever they happened to be,' explains
location recordist Ian Duncan, `so that
they really couldn't refuse to do it.'
The mobile rig was put together by
studio equipment hire company
GearBox, who were also asked to recommend an operator. Engineer and musician Merv de Peyer was approached but
couldn't do it- although he mixed the
whole project-but recommended Ian
Duncan. A former Digidesign staffer, but
now freelance, Duncan had been working with GearBox to put together a Pro
Tools package based around a G3
PowerBook and a US-built, 4-slot Magma
expansion chassis. Lugging this onto
aeroplanes and into taxis, Baker and
Duncan cornered the greater majority of
artists who could not make it to the handful of studio sessions. At the end of May
last year, BB King was the first down,
back -stage at the Royal Albert Hall in
London after a gig. Later, it was Bonnie
Raiff on her tour bus and notoriously difficult R&B diva Mary J Blige in a hotel
room. `Some of the recordings we did in
dressing rooms sounded better than the
studio tracks,' comments Baker wryly.
Conventional sessions took place
largely in London. After the first four
singers had been recorded and the project's momentum kicked in, a day was
booked at AIR Lyndhurst, where Robin
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Stones' classic for thedrens Promise album.
Kevin Hilton is on a promise
ABIG EVENT like the end of a millennium calls for big gestures. Big

tops, big wheels, big parties.
Some thought it should also prompt big
thoughts, making people consider others. At the turn of the year, turn of the
century, countless people in the UK
pledged their last hour's earnings of the
old millennium in a bid to help create a
better future for the children of the new
millennium.
Such a big undertaking as the
Children's Promise campaign needed the
best possible publicity. The last 20 years
of the 20th century saw the development
of a highly successful way of raising both
money and awareness -the charity
record. The Children's Promise organisers chose the Jagger- Richards classic
phrase often over-used but that applies
here -It's Only Rock 'n' Roll (But I Like
It)', on which 37 artists sang or played in
perhaps the biggest virtual musical gathering of its kind. The list is an odd mix
of near- legendary old timers (BB King,
James Brown, Joe Cocker); current and
potentially long-term favourites (Robbie
Williams, The Corrs, Jamiroquai); and the

-a
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most likely short-lived but commercially
important (S -Club Seven, Boyzone). And
Robin Williams.
Nobody knows the logistics involved
better than producer Arthur Baker, who,
with Steve Van Zandt, pulled together
the anti -apartheid anthem `Sun City'. 'On
this kind of project, you don't know for
sure who you're going to get,' he says.
Baker's concept was to create a tribute
record, both to the old millennium in
general and rock 'n' roll in particular. He
knew he needed a good cross -section
of artists, but started out with big older
names -James Brown, BB King, Herbie
Hancock and percussionist Ray
Barretto
demonstrate his pulling
power. The first four artists gave us an
average age of 64,' he continues, `and
the idea of this record was to make
money, and young kids are the lowest
common denominator. We were told by
[BBC] Radio 1 that it wouldn't get played
unless it had younger artists on it.'
Technology has changed considerably
in the 15 or so years since `Sun City' was
recorded. Children'sPromisewas still not
an easy proposition but digital made the

-to

Williams, Annie Lennox, Chrissie Hynde,
Womack & Womack and Status Quo all
made their contributions. Skin (of Skunk
Anansie) was recorded at Abbey Road,
with others dropping into Mayfair and
Whitfield Street studios. In these cases,
the Pro Tools rig was tie -lined into the
studio desk, with the artist in the booth
in the traditional way.
Everybody sang or played to a basic
backing track, that had been laid down
at Mayfair Studios by drummer Clive
Deemer, bassist Fi Johns and Merv de
Peyer on piano. To this 2 -track recording were added guitar parts by BB King,
Steve Cradock (Ocean Colour Scene),
Parfitt and Rossi (Status Quo) and Keith

Richards- because

it wouldn't be the
same without that famously sloppy
sound -plus middle -eight keyboards by
Herbie Hancock and the percussion of
Ray Barretto. A guide vocal was sung by
Simon Carmondy, who didn't make it
onto the finished track.
Arthur Baker had a good idea of who
he wanted to sing what, although, in the
beginning, he made sure that as much as
possible was laid down by artists. `In
those early stages, everyone sang one or
two lines in each verse,' he says.
'I had to make sure that we had everything covered. Some of the artists, like
Kid Rock, knew the song and he sang
the whole thing. Mary J Bilge didn't know
it and just did a line at the beginning and
one at the end.'
With most artists only able to spare >
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As radio enters the digital age, Soundcraft delivers a powerful, flexible

and affordable digital mixing solution that's equally at home in self-

operator and large broadcast studios alike.
The new RM1d is available in 6

-

24

fader configurations, and combines
years of Soundcraft radio know-how

with a sophisticated and
comprehensive feature set to bring

all the advantages of digital mixing

for radio under

a

familiar and

intuitive operating surface.
Unlike other digital radio consoles,
you won't find a long list of

expensive extras. Total flexibility
in input and signal routing,

on-board Eq and dynamics,
Lexicon effects, sophisticated

monitoring and metering

- it's

all included in the already
very competitive price.
So for a straightforward,

affordable solution to your
digital mixing needs, call the
radio experts: Soundcraft.

www.soundcraft.com
Soundcraft +44 (0)1707 665000
info,,somulcraft.coni

Soundcraft

US

1-888-251-8352

souritIcraft-:1;a,, liatmaacem

Soundcraft

H A Harman International Company

"Whole Lotta Love" because we weren't
allowed to use it.'
Nonlinear music recording is more
of a reality than ever before, but, as
with any thing computer- based, there
are still occasional problems. Ian
Duncan admits to two instances. `There
were a few bugs in the software,' he
recalls. `Because we had to run with
time code for the video playback, I put
it into a loop each time we set up. But
if you set a pre-roll before the loop, it
doesn't go into record. We discovered
this when Annie Lennox laid down her
part. It held things up a bit and she got
bad tempered but we got things going
as quickly as we could.

s

< The Pro Tools onboard MIXPIus
facility was used heavily, as each vocal
part (37 of them) had its own fader on
the desks. 'Every vocal had a bit of its
own sound,' says de Peyer. `The idea
was that each singer should sound like

themselves and be totally recognisable
but not so loud that they drowned out
the backing. For the singers I was less
familiar with, I listened to their records
and tried to emulate them.'
After the initial mix was completed
and two days before it was due to be
delivered, it was confirmed that the

composers of the song would make an
appearance. Both Mick Jagger and Keith
Richards were in the US at the time and
so went into Capitol Studios in Los
Angeles and ISDNed their parts to
London (as did Ozzy Osbourne).
`Because of who it is, their bits had to
be quite prominent,' explains de Peyer,
`and Mick asked to lay down the whole
track, not just fit a line in. I didn't have
to recall the full track, I just broke into
the instrumental mix, having an a cappella vocal along side. I used a similar
method to take out the sample of

`The other problem was when we
recorded the Corrs. We were at the
Metropole Hotel during Net Aid, when
a lot of artists came in. Andrea [Corr,
lead singer] had done the main line and
was doing some harmonies and ad libs
when one of the drives just ran down
for no reason. But it booted up quickly
and we carried on.'

With the Children's Promise organisers and BBC producers having a say in
the final mix-some vocals parts were
extended if the video shots were particularly good, as in the case of Natalie
Imbruglia -the final mix was saved to
Pro Tools, backed up on CD -R and mastered from DAT at Metropolis. The
record was released on 15th December
and immediately joined the race for the
Christmas No.1. But, given the intentions behind the project, that was hardly
the point.

1VT RO-LCIIIG VXPOCKET,? NE% .R OFESSIONAL PCMCIA BCUND CARO.
WITH 24 -B1T CONVERTERS, A BALANCED ANALOGUE STEREO MPUT AT MICROPhONE OR
UNE L_VE:_, BALANCED ANALOGUE STEREO OUTPUT, SiP-DIF INPUT AND OUTPUT ALLOY,
DIREC- DIGITAL TRANSFEREES IDEAL FOR RECORDING, PRODUCTION, AND AUDIO
ANALYSIS.
13I01GF'M'S VXPOCKET 15 DESIGNED TO WORK WITH THE WIDE CHOICE OF ARPL-CAT DNS
LSIVG MICROSOFT'S WAVE PROTZJSOL AND THE MAGOS SOUNO MANAGER. PLUS IT CAN
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oosing the right audio Codec.
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The Dialog4 MusicTAXI range is one of the most comprehensive codec
packages on the market today. It contains all the standard ISO/MPEG
audio coding algorithms in common use today such as Layer 2 and
Layer 3, as well as CCITT G.722 for high grade voice bandwidth
connections, and G.711 so it can talk to a plain old analogue telephone
line, too. Connectivity features include upto three ISDN terminal
adapters and X.21 port, for operation up to 384kbps. Dialing is quick
and easy using the 96 entry directory.

O
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MIMI,
The range of network protocols included means that it can be taken
to virtually any part of the world. In the studio the audio i/o can be
analogue or digital (AES /EBU & S /PDIF interfaces are both provided).
The aux data channel enables embedded control data to be sent
alongside the audio, and the unit can be controlled remotely from a
PC or the external Remote Panel if desired. Most importantly
automatic sensing of the codec at the other end of the call means
that it sets itself up to communicate with the most commonly used
systems in use today, i.e. Telos Zephyr, CDQPRIMA, Glensound and
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others without complicated manual programming. Operationally the
buttons are large and straightforward to use, while the illuminated
LCD display gives a clear indication of what is going on at all times.
No noisy internal cooling fan to worry about in quiet studio
conditions. The Remote Panel can control a MusicTAXI from over
500m away via the RS422 interface. The online menu indicates
online time, send -level, receive -level, adjusted headroom, Rx
and Tx audio
configuration,
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Tapeless recording and transmission on the spot is the answer to the
enhanced requirements of correspondents. The CTAXI is the solution
and is set to become the standard for mobile recording and
transmission, because it satisfies the users demand: stereo recording,
editing, file- transmission to computers, realtime- transmission to all
well known codces. The CTAXI is, of course, child's play to operate.
You can use it as telephone, walkman, audio recorder, mobile editing
station, transmission device. The size is as small as today's cutting
IM11111111.®
.W
AV fj

edge technology allows: 58 x 239 x 150 mm, the weight is 1150 g
including 2 x Li -ION batteries. The charger is inbuilt and allows
uninterrupted operation. PCMCIA flash cards or hard drives can be
used for stereo recording. BWF format is supported.

We re not American or British. We don't belcng to a big industry
corp rat cr. So we have to work that little bit harder. We started 8
year aoo with advanced MPEG integration into Audio Codecs
and ave dedicated curselves to making them as user -friendly as
poss hole. Cur product know -how covers ISDN and satellite

trans isrion recording, editing and stcrage. Add our experience,
rese rca capabilities and production expert.se and you hava the
lege dory German Quality that keeps us one step ahead. For more
infor adiDn. call our UK distributor Charlie Day at THE UK OFFICE,
Tel.
;0) 1442 870103, o - contact oui headquarters in Germany.
.

4

DIAL0G4®
DIALOG4 GmbH, Monreposstr. 55, D -71634 Ludwigsburg, Tel. -49 -7141- 22660,
Fax -49- 7141 -22667
http: / /www.dialog4.com email: info @dialog4.com.
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Professional, Multifunctional Audio Generator

Low Distortion Sinusoidal Signals
Frequency range 20Hz to 20 kHz in 3rd octave steps with typ.
THD +N of < -72 dB and flatness of < ±0.5dB.

Sweep Capabilities
Cyclic Sweep with selectable speed in the range of 50ms up
to 5s per step, starting with 7kHz tone.

White / Pink Noise
Digitally synthesized Noise signal with low crest factor and high
repetition rate. Flatness < 1dB typ.

Polarity Test Signal
Proprietary polarity test signal for polarity measurements with
the forthcoming Minilyzer.

Wide Level Range
Output level adjustable from -76dBu to +6dBu in 2dB steps.
Unit selectable in dBu, dBV or V.

Retractable XLR Connector / RCA Connector
Allows direct, balanced connections to the DUT as well as easy
cable connections. For unbalanced connections a Phono jack
(RCA) is integrated.
NEUTRIK AG
Liechtenstein
Tel: +423 237 24 24
Fax: +423 232 53 93

NEUTRIK (UK) Ltd.
Great Britain
Tel: +44 1983 811 441
Fax: +44 1983 811 439

NEUTRIK Instr.
Canada
Tel: +1 800 661 6388
Fax: +1 514 344 5221

NEUTRIK USA Inc.
USA
Tel: +1 732 901 9488
Fax: +1 732 901 9608

NEUTRIK Zürich AG

NEUTRIK Ltd Tokyo
Japan
Tel: +81 3 3663 4 733
Fax: +81 3 3663 4 796

N4 /1/4

Switzerland
Tel: +41
Fax: +41

1
1

734 0400
734 3891

E L L

NEU TM/ K
WE ARE SETTING STANDARDS

http://www.neutrik.com

AN
Digital Audio
Interconnection System

Unparalleled solutions for your
duplication requirements...at the touch of button
all

a

Digital Audio
Patchbay Formatconverter
Signal Distributor
Call 01256 681186

for details or visit our web site

www.magellanplc.com
Mairural or Fully Automated Systems

72 x 72 stereo crosspoint matrix
(using Yamaha YGDAI Cards + passive A -S AES /EIU Cards)
Formatconversion between Analogue, AES /EBU, TDIFF, ADAT, Y2
Controlled by a routing matrix software under
Windows 95/98/NT PC

Various Finance Options

www.audio- service.com
mail©audio- service.com

Full Onsite Service Back-up
AUDIO -SERVICE GmbH

Quality After Sales Service

Schnackenburgallee 173

Printers

22525 Hamburg

ASPEN MEDIA LIMITED

222 Maylands Avenue,
Hemel Hempstead

Germany

Hertfordshire HP2 7TD

Fon +49 40 85 17 700

Fon +44 144

UK

UK

Distributor. Magellan Group plc. Concept House, Bell Road, Basingstoke,

Hampshire RG24 8FB Phone: 01256 681186 Fax: 01256 681333

-

Fax +49 40 8512 764
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AUDIO -SERVICE

225 54 05

Fax +44 144 2
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Despi:e widespreas do
varia
en the theme, digital conoof ha stiff
permeated all market. Zenon Schoepe
looks at the forces involved
,,
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T IS INCREDIBLE that you will m eet

people who believe that digital desks
are still a thing of the future, that the
technology is still not proven and that
it is yet to impact with any sort of force.
If you're talking to someone in high
end music recording then there will be
an element of truth in it as arguably the
most important large digital console,
AMS Neve's Capricorn, had the market
to itself for years until the arrival of
Sony's Oxford, SSL's MT and most
recently Euphonix' Series 5. Other disciplines are far more advanced but there
are logistical and cultural reasons why
the take up of digital desks in different
market sectors has been staggered.
Core to this all is the requirement for
the necessary technology to be available,
able enough and affordable enough for
manufacturers to create products with.
The sheer variety of digital desks now
being offered across the board means that
even the most jaded and die -hard analogue power-user must concede that this
is now in place even though they may
wish to fault them on operational details.
Beyond this take up is then governed by
different combinations of user-interface
and user -acceptance, matters of speed
and convenience, cost savings, timing, the
maturity of the technology and that irresistible lure of affordable functionality.
Live sound is the last bastion of analogue resistance and is an interesting case
study in how entry requirements have to
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be met before the digital desk is considered. Digital desks like AMS Neve's Logic
2 and TOA's offerings have been installed
in theatres for fixed FOH mixing in small
numbers for some years but a transportable equivalent was not available
until small French company Innova Son
took the bull by the horns with its Sensory
console and the derivatives that followed.
Touring live sound still concerns itself
predominantly with analogue sound
chains and while the reset ability afforded
by a digital desk finds a natural application on the stage, apathy greeted digitally- controlled analogue equivalents.
The engineers seemed happiest with the
straightforward operation and bullet
proof reliability of analogue but this scenario throws up another condition that
is apparent in any new market being
addressed by digital desks and that is that
users want to have a choice of systems.
Yamaha's long- awaited live desk the
PM1D looks to redress this issue and will
surely spur others to enter the arena. The
pieces are in place to serve the revolution and the leading edge of touring live
sound in two years' time will be dramatically different from what it is today. The
engineers will have conquered the operational changes, they will not be happy
to work without the increased functionality and they will already be making
demands on the manufacturers to push
the technology envelope to the extreme.
Postproduction is by far the most
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sophisticated and experienced of digital
desk markets and owes this position to
a willingness to absorb and adapt to digital in the early stages. As a companion
to hard disk editing systems digital desks
were seen as facilitators, assignability
was not an issue when it offered bountiful control and compact size and was
operated by the same engineer every
day. Post trail -blazed the refinement of
digital desks with AMS Neve basing its
desk range on progress made here and
SSL also offering integrated desk recorder- editor combinations. Most manufacturers can find uses for their desks
in post but most recently Soundtracs has
addressed the market with a range of
specific products which now also
includes the mixer- recorder DS -M
Recording is an example of the time
being right for the adoption of digital
desks despite the fact that flagship analogue desks continue to make a lot of
sense. It has been a change in working
practices brought about by a need to work
in different formats that has drawn attention to digital desks for facilities looking
to capture reMix business. The Capricorn
added a film coring panel relatively early
in its development as a clue to the redefinition of the digital desk in recording
applications. The Oxford added multi format capability and these sorts of features were stipulated as standard issue
on the MT and Series 5 at their launch
highlighting their appropriateness for>
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< remixing for DVD using the high level
automation and reset facilities for fast turnaround and high efficiency.
Broadcast take-up of digital consoles
demonstrates that digital can be inte-

grated into an infrastructure and yield
increased convenience and speed. The
complexity of manufacturing digital systems would seem to be at odds with the
requirement to make products suitable
to the particular working practices of indi-

vidual national and subnational broadcasters. It is difficult in the context of
analog yet digital manufacturers have

managed it and even supplied niches
within the niche, such as OB vans. Once
a broadcaster becomes convinced of
technology it adopts it wholesale leading to large markets for players like Lawo,
Stage Tec, SSL, Calrec, Studer, Otani, AMS
Neve, Klotz and Amptec with room in
production duties for associated digital
music recording desks. Benefits through
the reset ability for live broadcasts and
the integration into digital sound chains
are obvious, but there are also savings to

be made with, for example, one well
equipped truck able to perform the functions of two on a live broadcast.
Radio is an example of how savings
through digital can made while adding
functionality, issues that are of paramount
importance in instances where whole
radio stations can be put together for substantially less than many major broadcasters spend on refitting a single studio.
It also relates to a major shift in emphasis
that is occurring in radio. A studio's major
investment used to be its mixing console
as the centre of all activity. Today the most
important investment a radio station
makes is in its automation system because
this can call all the shots and make all the
difference. In such an environment the
console has been shifted in to the wings
but it has to be digital to integrate.
Analogue on -air radio desks are simple but the digital ones are simpler still
and while they won't tax the absolute
capabilities of available DSP they are a
demonstration of absolute refinement of
function. A few faders and switches for
the DJ are supplemented by deeper levels of programmability accessed and set
up by the station technicians. Players of
note who subscribe to this mantra include
Calrec, Klotz Digital, Studer, Seem Audio,
Logitek, Fidelipac, Audionics, Pacific
Research & Engineering and Soundcraft.
At the opposite end of the spectrum
the once `totally conservative' film industry has astounded all by going digital with
a vengeance. As well as serving as a reiteration of established cut -in- granite film
working practices it serves to remind that
digital desks can increase efficiency and
free creativity and that film sound is under
economic pressures, the same as any
other discipline. Most importantly the creation of monster digital boards is an indication of the maturity of the technology
as these consoles push the envelope of
what is possible in high -pressure, high-

dollar, high-volume environments day in,
day out. AMS Neve, SSL, Harrison, Stage
Tec and Otani have all set up stall in the
film theatre.
What cannot be overlooked with digital desks is their functionality.
Challenged at the very high end only by
digitally- controlled analogue boards, the

features and automation capabilities of
even a modestly priced digital console
are streets ahead of anything that came
before it in its price range. This affordable functionality has impacted on
everyone who is involved in audio be
it through the entry level Tascam
TMD1000, Yamaha 01V or Spirit 328 or
324, Allen & Heath Icon, the Rolands,
the LEM range or through to Panasonic
WR-DA7, Yamaha 03D, legendary 02R,
Tascam TMD4000 or Mackie D8b -all
set a standard in their own right.
Most significantly, they have exposed
users to the previous exclusivity of digital, familiarised them with concepts and
methods, demystified it, and allowed
them to experience the benefits and the
downsides at first hand rather than having to rely on handed down insight.
This has made digital desks a true people's revolution that has introduced a currency of language that is applicable all
the way up the scale and allows advanced
concepts and implementations to be
understood. It could be argued that such
a democratisation of experience and
knowledge never existed between the
low end and the upper end in the heyday of analogue. Progress has been good.
The take up of digital desks in different market sectors tells you more about
the freedom of adaptability of the engineers involved and the real -life integration issues that they face than any other
measure. Home recordists are free to be
taken by the affordability of the functionality they are being offered, functionality that would be beyond the depth
of their pockets in the analogue domain.
Recording studios look for flagship
products that can serve as a magnet for
business but that resemble the operational processes of existing flagship analogue consoles for a largely transitory
engineer base. Postproduction still operates on the engineer's room principle
and can be geared up around the specific requirements of the operator
employing levels of assignability, for
example, that would perhaps be unacceptable in other spheres. Broadcasters
are driven by the convenience and suitability of a digital desk within the framework of how it chooses to work and
trains its operators accordingly. Radio
takes advantage of digital's ability to hide
its complexity beneath a blatantly simple surface while saving costs and film
requires a desk big enough to cover all
eventualities with digital's automation
serving, in the hands of experienced
desk drivers, as the means by which it
can all be controlled and fixed.
Progress has indeed been very good.
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ASELF -CONFESSED DICTATOR

and madman, Tom Misner has
little time for any additional
accusations levelled at him by his critics. And he's taken plenty as founder and
mentor of the School of Audio Engineering. If a recent article in The Australian Financial ReviewMagazinevaluing Misner at roughly A$900m has fuelled
their disdain, his latest venture will leave
many of them speechless. His purchase
of Sydney's Studios 301 and their subsequent relocation and refurbishment
puts Misner into the premier league of
the world's music recording studios
somewhere close to Abbey Road. For the
modest investment of some A$8.2m, he
is now running the world's second
longest -established studio and only
orchestral facility south of the equator.
`It's a number of things,' he responds
with gentle satisfaction from behind his
new office desk. 'First, it's a statement.
Second, I've put my money where my
mouth is-I've been teaching acoustics
at SAE and to prove to myself and everybody at SAE that I can actually do it,
I've done it.'
The result is a magnificent 2 -room
music recording studio complete with
three programming rooms, a multimedia
suite and mastering facility in Alexandria,
Sydney. The two main control rooms are
identically designed and equipped, differing only in that where Studio 1 has a
Neve VR Legend console, Studio 2 has an
SSL 4060 G+. The acoustic, aesthetic, monitoring and outboard aspects of the rooms
match closely enough for Misner to rate
them closer than the Harris Grant rooms
at Nashville's Starstruck. Add to this the
fact that the mastering operation already
handles 70 percent of Australian recordings and that 301 had secured the music
recording duties for the forthcoming Star
Wars Episodes in advance of its opening,
and you can share Misner's satisfaction.
In fact, his relaxed manner sits in
Studio Sound
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sharp contrast to the frenzied readying
of the studio for this evening's opening
party and, for that matter, Misner's own
involvement in the 301 project. Or perhaps the bullet -proof windows and
door are lending a hand.
`This was the old Commonwealth
Bank,' he offers in explanation. 'This
was the manager's office and the tape
store was the bank vault, although the
staff reckon I go in there to count my
money...' The vault served yet another
purpose during the soundproofing of
the studio, demonstrating to the building team that thick walls and heavy
doors are only part of the story. But the
whole episode is a story with some
interesting lessons for Misner's detractors, as its architect demonstrates.
`There is an irony to the whole story.
I never wanted a studio because I was
teaching people and I didn't want to put
myself in a position to compete with the
people I'm trying to present my students
to. But strangely enough, Jim Taig the
manager of Studios 301 in 1994 turned
up at an accreditation meeting I was having with the government-unannounced,
I didn't know who he was. He walked in
with an 80 -90 page document to say why
the industry in Australia didn't want the
SAE to be recognised. To cut a long story
short, he was general manager at 301 but
he was also in partnership with another
school-which has since closed -and he
was using 301 to push the course. The
government didn't want to know because
they have procedures that they follow,
and I wrote to EMI who were then the
owners of 301. What that resulted in was
me thinking that if they were going to
attack me, I would attack back. So
I bought the first VR into the country and
set it up at my school in a mixing room
-just a mixing room, nothing lavish.
`I was then on the lookout to move my
room and turn it into an orchestral recording studio because there were none in
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Australia. So I found a building and started
work on what was initially to become
Mirage Studios- because that was the
name of my mixing room.'
The stage was set for the entrance of
Martin Benge, ex -Abbey Road manager
then working as a consultant in his home
territory of Australia. Then Studios 301
came up for sale... `It was going broke

not because business was bad but
because it was badly managed,' Misner
opens, with characteristic frankness. Half
the equipment was leased, it was heavily overstuffed and it was getting tired. So
I bought it off EMI lock, stock and barrel.
I took it on with the Phoenix room-the
SSL studio -which was very nice but it
was tired. I wanted to get rid of Jim Taig,
because I have a long memory, and
I wanted to reinvest in the mastering side.
The plan then was to close down half of
301 and bring the operation over here.
Then I decided to really make a world class studio of it.'
It's an odd move, given the decline of
the professional recording studio in other
parts of the world.
`In terms of business, the only people
who are going to survive are going to be
at the very top or at the very bottom,' Misner asserts, `and what used to be the top
a few years ago is now little better than
a home studio and is going to die. I've
observed this world wide, and Australia
is in the same boat as the rest of the world.'
Leaving 301 destined never to recover
its cost...
`It cannot make money,' Misner agrees.
'Doing the sums, my top rate-my orchestral rate -is $2,000 a day, normal mixing
rate is $1,400 which is half or less of London rates. And that's for this facility-with
every effect known to mankind in here.
You can't make money on that kind of
investment. My instruction to the guys here
is that I don't want to pay to keep it going.
If the revenue covers their wages and the
expenses here, whatever extra there is >
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< make my own mistake, dig my own
grave and be buried in it. I don't need

somebody else to do it for me. Everybody makes mistakes and I don't want to
blame somebody else for mine. The buck
always stops with me. Nothing happens
without my involvement -every detail
from the skirting boards up.'
Misner's attention to detail extends to
coordinating his efforts with others in
Sydney: `The second biggest film studio
outside of Hollywood opened last week
and is five minutes away from here
Fox. And we've synchronised the way
we do things here with Fox such that
Fox deliberately did not build a big
recording studio. They have sound
stages and so but they do not have a
huge recording studio because we have
one here with all the same dubbers and
same matrix so that we can easily
exchange projects between us.
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'We're now doing Star Wars 2 and 3,
the last two Star Wars in Sydney. Fox is
doing a lot of the filming and postproduction and we're doing the music. The
reason is that labour is cheaper, even the
experts, and with films like The Matrix,
The Thin Red Line and Mission Impossible 2, we've proved that Australia is of
world standard.'
Like Kevin Costner's character in Field
of Dreams, Misner is confident that having built a world class recording studio,
international clients will arrive on his
doorstep.
'It is very practical to attract overseas
people here,' he says. `At Studios 301

now we have probably two requests a
month from overseas people wanting
to come over here. We've just had Ala nis Morissete and Puff Daddy in the old
studio -hut they look around and it's
nice but the old room is not an A room.
But people like coming to Australia; Sydney is a nice town, we mostly understand each other, and it's a safe part of
the world to be in. On the film side we're
already attracting huge amounts of work
partly because it's the only orchestral
room here but more importantly the
American's are flocking down here
because they don't have to pay repeats
to the musicians. They hook the Sydney
Symphony, record the thing, thank you
very much, bye... In the States you keep
paying the band forever; you do not pay
repeats here because the Australian
copyright laws are different.
'We have bookings already. It's fully
booked through February, March and
April. My first client is actually in one of
the programming rooms now. It's the
musical production of Peter Pan that's
over here from Germany. It's a major
musical production and a major client.
The next three clients are all projects of
mine. I'm producing albums, one for a
very successful Australian artist called
Grace Knight who had hits in England
and the States with a band called
Eurogliders. Another act is Tina Martin
for ABC Records. She's just come back
from Nashville to record here with us.
And the third is for Doug Williams. So
I'm going to be doing quite a lot of production work in one studio throughout
February. Richard Lush will be in the
other studio doing all of February with
Peter Pan. What I'm after is 4 -day or 5day mixing session rather than longer
sessions because where I see the studio
placed is for people who record at home.
The gear you can have at home is excellent; if you've got an ADAT or Pro Tools
and a Mackie at home, it's great. It's what
made the studios go broke, by the way.
But you can't mix at home. You can program, play, record at home but to get a
really good vocal sound and to do the
really big polishing you need a big studio. You need the acoustic, the desk,
the outboard and-what people forget-you need the atmosphere. That
makes you work better.'
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`You have to be crazy to start with and
it makes you even more crazy. It's 12

Putting his money where his mouth is
once again, Misner expects to be one of
his own major clients.
`I've been working in Nashville and
Europe, engineering as a hired gun,' he
explains. `Now my intention is to spend
two or three months a year in Europe
and then spend the rest of the time
working here in the studio. I've got five
albums where I'm confirmed as the producer- engineer and I want to do them
here-and I will be very seriously pissed
off if the studio gets too busy.'
The queue of people needing Misner's guidance over colour schemes and
carpet laying is lengthening. The catering for tonight's party is calling and photographs have to be approved before
they can be entrusted to the hands of
visiting journalists.
It takes a sick mind to build a studio,
I can tell you that,' Misner concludes.
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hours a day full on. It's chaos.
`But I've built my ideal studio. I am
completely happy -100 percent. You
can never please everyone so there's
always somebody who's going to come
in and say it's crap but I am totally happy
because I had in my mind my vision of
how the studio ought to look and now
seeing it has been my achievement. The
concern now is that I could not build a
better studio. So what's next? It's a life's
work and it's done, so I'm looking for
something else.'
Surely it's a worthy challenge for a
perfectionist to seek imperfection in his
own creation. Misner smiles.
`I haven't seen anything I would change
about the studio yet, but I will. It may be
that better lighting comes along or something. It's dust a matter of time.'
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Engineer/Producer

PRODUCT SPECIALIST
Solid State Logic

is the world's largest and most successful
manufacturer of analogue and digital audio consoles for the music,
broadcasting, film and video industries.

The determination to excel is inherent in our highly motivated and
dedicated staff who share the common goal of extending our
success into the future.
To help us to do this, we are seeking

Product Specialist to join

a

our team.
Your key responsibility will be to provide a high standard of
support to SSL clients using our range of digital post -production
consoles. Ideally you will have had 3 to 4 years experience working
in a post -production environment and be fully conversant with a
wide range of production techniques and tools.The successful
candidate will display an enthusiastic attitude and a willingness to
travel at short notice.

Your dedication and enthusiasm will be rewarded with
benefits package.

Please apply in writing, enclosing
current salary details to:

Solid

State
Logic

a

good

detailed CV and

a

Salary according to experience

exciting opportunity has arisen for an
experienced classical engineer to join the
recording team at B &H Sound. The company
specialises in choral and brass band CD
recordings, especially within The Salvation Army,
as well as handling a wide range of mainstream
classical,
light and contemporary music
productions.
An

Candidates should be able to demonstrate considerable

knowledge across a range of musical styles and
recording
techniques.
Experience
of
project
management,
production
and
post -production
(including excellent score- reading abilities) will be an
advantage.
you are interested in this position please send your

If

CV and a covering letter (including current salary) to:

Brian Hillson, Managing Director,

detailed job description is available from the
by telephoning Joanne Coe on
01733 223535. The closing date for applications is
A

Debbie Calver, Solid State Logic, Begbroke,
Oxford OX5 RU.

above address or

I

mastering
Mastering £50ph

&

Copy Masters and Editing
Real Time Cassette Copying

Free Glassmaster: 1000 CDs c.£650

Grand Union Centre
West Row
London W10 5AS

Every copy individually checked
Excellent quality & presentation
Best prices, ultra fast turnaround

Tel. 0181 960 7222

FREE!

Labels etc.
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Sample

Downsoft Ltd 01372 272422
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Unit F11D, Parkhall Road Trading Estate
40 Martell Rd., Dulwich, London SE21 8EN
ss,

email: cannibal @dircon.co.uk

large range of Analogue & Digital media including: CDR's, MD's, Cassette's,
Video's and V," and Multi -Track Audio Tape.

Tel +44 (0)1349 880106 Fax: +44 (0)1349 880105

Cheapest prices In U.K JI

u

300
500
1000

s,
tsS

4, fax:

e: 11:1

e

Suppliers of Audio/Video Recording Products
Price excludes Delivery and VAT. Credit cards welcome. Discount on large orders.

£15.00
£59.00

*Fast Turnaround*

Print

DAT15 £1.93 DAT34 £2.20
DAT94 £2.84 DAT124 £3.11

-

50 CDR's 100 CDR's - £99.00
Call Sales 0800 3281386

Cdr

l

& services
MOONSHINE LTD

P Y Tit/1/4 X

10 CDR's

Oig it.. Video

Mee
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CD Duplication

products

a

Si

Catalogue

Web: www.downsoft.co.uk

3

3 Mins walk from Wlthamstow Central
(Victoria undargroun d/ BR Main Lina),

Also available

Accessories

CD's, bat's,

co

The Fliltongrove Business Centre.
HatI erlay Mews, WaltIastow,
London E 1 7 413111.»

DATO5 £1.83
DAT64 £2.56

Si

Fax. 0181 968 1378

I'

11 m.na from

Blanks

www.repeat- performance.co.uk

HILTONGROVE
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Te1:
020 8521 2424
Fax: 02CD 8621
4343
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www. ))I ltong rows.

Dupl lent-ion

Repeat Performance
Mastering
6

CD -audio & CD -ROM
Printed labels & inlays

January 2000.

duplication

RPM

Duplication £2 each

CDR

Sound Services

PE6 7TN.
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CD

B &H

Ltd, The Old School, Crowland Road, Eye, Peterborough

"'res.

cr

ffeW

Singles /Albums...£549
Singles/Albums...E585
Singles /Albums...£75t'
tu prices EX VAT
Includes:
Films, CD's, Colour Booklet
or J "Card from Camera Read
Artwork, Glass Mastering,
Barcodes, Cellowrapping!
CD
CD
CD

products
5.1 MONITORING
Adgil Surround Sound
Monitor System
5.1 or 7.1 from your Stereo Console

200+ Inputs by up to

8 Outputs

Mute, Dim, Mono, Solo & Cut Controls

/

Use as

AIR CONDITIONING &'
VENTILATION TO SOUND
STUDIOS IS OUR SPECIALITY

HEADS FOR

EUROPE
AM BELGIUM

EPLACEMENT HEADS

We provide design only or design and
installation for many well known clients.
Whether it be for displacement free
cooling, V.A.V., V.R.V., split, unitary or

FOR TAPE AND FILM

PROFESSIONAL
HEAD REFURBISHMENT

centralised
call Mike Hardy of
Ambthair Services Ltd on

SUMMERTONE LTD
98 SCATTERDELLS LANE

CHIPPER FIELD
HERTS WD 4 9EZ, UK
TEL: (44) 01923 263220
FAX: (44) 01923 260606

01403 250306 or Fax 01403 211269
Web:http:/ /www.ambthair.com

Fully Programmable

Pec

services

&

Email: cool @ambthair.com

Direct Switching

Mixer for Stems & Sub -mixes

Insert for Encoding

/

Decoding Matrices

Modular, expandable design
Noise -96dBu

@ 22Hz to 22kHz
Professional movers of studio equipment within the UK and Europe

32

In by 8 Out System Under

£3k

Experienced, reliable, fully insured and always on time.

Call Graham Cook on 0181 450 9127
134 Cricklewood lane, London NW2 2DP

Fax: 0181

(mobile: 0385 290754)

2081979 Storage facilities also available
.

Tel: +44(0) 171 371 7771

SYENC
,.. E
,

,

Fax: +44(0) 171 371 7779
,

f,

mail sales @syence.co.uk

advertise
your Products
and Services
To

call Andrew Lynn on

+44 (0)207 940 8518
or Fax on

+44 (0)207 407 7102
or E -mail: alynn @unmf.com

jbs records
MUSIC and SPEECH

Supplied for most makes,
Tape Head Re- Lapping /Re- Profiling.
Same day turn round.

Lockwood Audio

A4 LASER & INKJET PRINTER LABELS

Authorised

TAMMY

Specialists

Bruce Swedien, Engineer Michael Jackson / Quincy Jones

Producer Panel
Patchbay on both ends
Recovered First Class Condition

24 Channel Mixer integrated for monitors
Bantum patchbay
beautiful sounding board

Enquiries: ( +44) 372 -379444
DEY62@aol.com

in Spain (Marbella) for sale

see http: / /www.magicsound.com

STUDIO CLEARANCES UNDERTAKEN

also swimming pool and house

MUSIC EXCHANGE

phone: 34- 952808088 or

W11

T 0171

229 4805

OPEN 7 DAYS
LARGE SELECTION ON SALE

email info @magicsound.com

www.americanradiohistory.com

COMPUTERLABEL

bttPVA..Awerrut.eaW IIAbIAN W

MANUFACTURERS

INN MN

Call or fax at: 33 16

Flood

StongNumo

NIS

1

04 03 69

Web: http: / /www.ata78.com.fr
We buy and sell.

Neve 51 Series
24 Channels with dynamics
4 bus 4 auxs

5000 m2 land in the countryside

Notting Hill Gate, London

.d

A LIDIO CARE

SSL 4056E

STUDIO, RECORDING & PA EQUIPMENT
+ all musical instruments & technology

56

SELF ADHESIVE
-

FOR SALE
8 G Series eq Vus

hdoCoNNSUMN

Tel: (01795) 428425 (24 hrs) Fax (01795) 422365
Standard Box size: 300 Sheets

for sale

Fully operational Recording Studio

T +44 (0)208 943 4949
E louis @homeservice.0-net.com

HH

M.

+44 (0)20 8864 3064

1

'Unbelievably clear and rich'

:

(cl

Phone: +44 (0)20 8864 8008
Fax:

Brittania Way, Stanwell, Staines.
Middx TW 19 7HJ.

TEL: 01784 256046

SPEAKER BARGAINS GALORE

Total Recall 56 Mono Channels

starting @
around 11300

HEAD TECHNOLOGY
11

SPARES AND REPAIRS

with G Series Computer

Simply
the
Best

NEW TAPE HEADS

REAL -TIME /HIGHER -SPEED Quality Cassette
Duplication and Blanks from 1 -1000.
Computer printed labels.
Solo, Y" reel, Sony Betamax or R -DAT
recording. Fast Security Delivery service.
FILTERBOND LTD, jbs records division
19 SADLERS WAY, HERTFORD, SG14 2DZ
01992-500101

equ ipment

BRAUNER

HEAD TECHNOLOGY

STUDER.SSL.NEVE.
Just got in!
Studer 24/A820/SR /Locat /sync
1 Studer 24/A800 mk3 /new heads
l Studer 24/A827/4000 hrs /AL
1 Studer 8/A820/3500 hrs /remo
Harrison 10x13/96 in/TR/FlyingFad
SSL G +64 in with Ultimation
SSL 5000 Broadcast
Neve 5308 /32 /patchbay
2 Neumann U47 long body VF 14
2 Neumann U67 valve
1 Neumann M367 valve
1 Neumann SM69 Stéréo
6 Schoeps M221 valve
1 UREI LA4 and 1178
and much more .. .
2

equipment for sale
Don't buy spares just anywhere! Buy Studer genuine only.
Now you get true value and quality at the most competitive prices.

Call your Studer representative.

STUDEF

professional audio equipment'
M

A

Harmar International company

Studer Professional Audio AG, Althardstrasse 30, CH-8105 Regensdorf- Zurich Switzerland, Tel. +41

1 870 75 11, Fax: +41 1 870 71 34
Direct Subsidiaries: Austria: +43 1 865 16 76 0, France: +33 1 45 14 47 80, Germany: +49 621 7 77 08-0, U.K.: +44 208 953 67 19
Canada: +1 416 510 13 47, Japan: +81 3 34 65 22 11, Singapore: +65 225 51 15, USA: +1 510 297 27 11
http: / /www.studer.ch

») »1`1J1lLJ`i
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Mkt 28/16/24 VU Metering Remote Patchbay 28 x 31102
Modules 28 x 32408 Modules 24 x 32404 Modules.
36 Frame Righthand Patchbay PlasmaNU Metering.

Configured 24/8/16 Fitted 24
Modules VU Meters.

x 1073

MN

MI=

Modules 1943/1 Group

-

12/4/2 With Righthand Patchbay, Choice of Two Consoles Fitted
33122A Modules and 33115 Modules.

Available 1073/ 1089A/1066 Original Vintage Neve Modules.

SSL CONS

(''''*441 PRO AUDIO
riimilia=11,0",01n

SSL 4056G
Plasma Metering 56 x 611G Righthand Patchbay G +Upgrade Total Recall
Video Switcher 2 x PSU With Auto Changeover YR 1989

A UNITED KINGDOM BASED COMPANY

SSL 4056G

Plasma Metering 50 x 611G Modules 6 x 611E Modules Righthand
Patchbay Total Recall G Series Computer 2 x PSU With Auto Changeover
YR1991

all equipment is owned by A.E.S. Pro Audio we do not broker

We wish to puralabd viu NEVE consoids ¡woriowide)

Telephone: 01932 872672 Fax: 01932 874364
Telephone International: 44 1932 872672
Fax: International: 44 1932 874364
Website Address: AESPROAUDIO.COM
Email Address: aesaudio @intonet.co.uk

TONY LARKING
PROFESSIONAL SALES LIMITED

pORERE

CALL OR FAX FOR OUR LATEST LIST OF USED EQUIPMENT OR VISIT OUR WEB SITE

!41
N EVE

+44 (0)1462 680888
Fax: +44 (0)1462 680999
http : //www.tlaudio.co.uk/used.htm

Tel:
4Ó11NTFDI

SSL

OTARI

STUDER

(WEB SITE IS UPDATED ON 1ST OF EACH MONTH)

www.americanradiohistory.com

1

equipment for sale
aPl: Leoendan áscre-e aedo including the classic LEGACY
:onsole,500 se ies races anc modules (including Sidle ins,
í25C compressor and 5120 mac preamp), new minieture 200
aeries modules sad the Iatesl rack mount series inclining
4124plus(4 a rrc pre; _500 bss compressor and 7305 mie
xa/egfccmpresacrfaas input module.
Abw with lower Deices and fari delivery.

--IRANESONG Discrete Class A audio processing including
87C8 stereo brssrmassring compressor, TRAKKER mono
= ompflindter, Hold 24 Lit con.rerer and FLAMINGO dual

(RANE

ric

pre (with arm...,

FAIRMAf4: SuperbDirish mega tube compressor sni equaliser.
'So con: romise build quality giving unrivalled tube sound quality.

ROYER The best moro and stereo ribbon mils that money can
soy for considmably lees than you might think.

Si1ERMAN: THE filter bank br all pro audio users, -including
LIMITED ?DITTO d Mega filter ova bible early this certuy; only
fie first 190 can be satisfied: but what satislaclion._.

ROY E R
-1-44 (0) 2>07 609 6.479
+44 (0) 2D7 609 5483
salesfurtrcy-junk.co. uk
ta/ +33 1 4-, 93 08 88 ;.',
pierre aQfunlcv-Juntc.com j!J.
te/ t39 02 690 16 229
paolo ci.), fc inky-junk.
!'!I
... ;..;:,,

Lonclora: ta/

FUEL DE -AILS AND PRICE LISTON REQUEST

Fax

Part:::
%.

Milan:

TLA®
Audio

OR CHECK OUT WEBSITE

www.funky junk.com

. Sherman
#!¡¡.

facilities in London, Paris. 'Man and
ìtocsholm with loan units available 1n aprro wed customers on 'equest.
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY: demo

i

Trade enquires welcome.

www.tlaudio.co.uk

®
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valve console
Audio Limited, Sonic Touch, (ceni Court,
Icknield Way, Letchworth, Herts SG6 ITN UK
TL

ale1e1.1e1.e1.\d.1a\.\at.
a'a1ea1a`a`í\a\s`a\a"aha1
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404e4/4/.444441.;41
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Tel: +44 (0)1462 680888
Fax: +44 (01462 680999

email: infoetlauidio.co.iuk

Analogue Perfection

Beater Audio Quality

ING
COIL
The Father of British EA - John

CONTACT

Oren

For information on John Oram's stunning
range of Consoles and Rack ecleipment,
return details or visit our Web site.

Fax: +44 (0)1474 815400

from DPA Microphones

FOR SR

www.oram.co.uk

Tel: +44 (0)1474 815300

new microphone catalogue

ONES

E-mail: salessgoram.co.Lak

ORAM PROFESSIONAL AJIDIO

Request your copy of the

PIRFECTION
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SWITZERLAND
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Email: it `oaaximaicrophones.com

www.dpambrmhones.com

US:The lawn -mower man
That change

is

change remain

will likely find that within a short period of
time, audio has become simply one of many
components, rather than the goal itself.
Look, Ma: no console! Already, the notion
of studio -in -a -box has evolved from the
back bedroom to the front office. Miami is
the epitome of this new model, with stu-

is accepted, only rates of
to be agreed, writes Dan Daley

inevitable

CHARLES DICKENS' A Christmas

Like it or not, The Change is upon us. All

Carol, Marley's ghost visits upon his erstwhile business partner three visions of
things that were, that are and yet to be. But
what if Dickens were writing about pro audio instead of the human condition?
If Marley's first spectre foreshadowing
what Scrooge would become and why, a
similar visit by some studio haunt would
reveal a snug and complacent landscape
of studios that, like the banking and phone

around, we can see the new models of the
pace
audio business at the speed of life
we had all better become accustomed to.
These new paradigms are multiplicitous and
fecund, spawning mutant varieties with
each generation, and with a gestation period
that seems like months, if not weeks. But
there are a few archetypes emerging and
they point the way the industry is heading.
The Internet Man -with e- commerce
nowhere near its peak, the need for
Internet -based audio is growing like wildfire, and facilities are cropping up to meet
those needs almost as quickly. In Nashville,
Antarctica offers direct -to -hard disk recording and will pop your stuff-and promotions for it-right onto the web -site of your
choosing, complete with graphics designed
within the facility; Universal Digital is predicating much of its future on mastering
specifically for MP3 -type audio formats, filling in the widening gap left by conventional
mastering facilities who are striving after
ever-higher bit rates even as 16 -year -olds
are making hits by buying truncated 16-bit
(supposedly) songs off the Internet. Studios
that turn to new media as a prime focus

IN

a steady
stream of clients for which those facilities
were the sole resort when it came time to
make a record or post a picture. The second spook would reveal a brawling and
bloody East -End tableaux in which facilities teemed in numbers, and the older ones
had to fight with a huge influx of young
newcomers for the hest parts of the
Christmas goose. And Marley's final visitation would be dressed in a Prada suit, small
ponytail and an MA from Wharton, scaring
you not with long, bony fingers pointed
towards the gates of eternal damnation but
with a smirking reminder -as he picks up
the check -that you didn't buy AOL when
it was S20 per share.

monopolies of yesteryear, had

-a

Europe: Roamin' holiday

dios opening every other week based
around console -less hard -disk recording
systems and small recording spaces abetted by a growing array of plug -ins and other
digital ambience generators. And they're
making hits.
Mega -Global Audio Enterprises, Inc Ltd
/ SA/GmBh-the unsettled economic landscape left behind by the first winds of
change -the home studio, is being recultivated with the same implements as the
rest of the media industry: with consolidation, acquisitions and mergers. Facilities
with capital are purchasing those without
it at a rate never before seen in this business, and it shows no signs of abating.
Emerald Recording in Nashville is the paradigm for the domestic model, having
bought, acquired or merged with more than
five properties in less than 18 months, building a cradle -to -grave sort of arrangement,
from preproduction to mastering, with a
`the more you buy the less you pay' economic plan.
Out on the Interstates, New York Citybased The Hit Factory's acquisition of
Miami's Criteria Studios is likely the opening salvo of what could be a dozen or so
similar interstate mergers. LA -based Ocean

Think very carefully before
you make the move

will almost certainly lose

Keeping in touch with your business while on the road is
becoming as frustrating as it is tempting writes Barry Fox
THE MUSIC, concert and recording

industries were early into email
because it cuts across the time
zones that fragment an international business. Similarly, GSM cellphones can `roam'
around Europe, with charges billed to a
`home country' account avoiding hotel surcharges. And using a cellphone with a PC
provides access where there are no lines
or sockets, or only digital switchboard lines
that can fry a modem. Herewith some hard won tips and warnings for European users.
The cost of roaming GSM calls is usually
between one and two pounds a minute,
and that's for incoming as well as outgoing calls because you pay for all the international legging. I recently tried a Motorola
Triband GSM phone in Nevada and
California, and found it `gave good roaming' on the PCS system. You need a triband
as opposed to a dual -band phone because
PCS works at 1900MHz, while GSM works
at 900 /1800MHz. The phone must be manually switched because the bands overlap.
Expect one from Nokia soon.
The new free Internet services, like
Freeserve, can only be accessed by calling back to a UK number. The GSM modem
speed is limited to 9600bps, compared to
a download speed of 56kbps with a fixed

80 January 2000

you

line modem. If your email contains any
junk mail and bloated Word file attachments, the GSM access cost is horrendous.
If you subscribe to a world -wide service,
like Compuserve or AOL, you can access
your mailbox with local calls to local
nodes. These will still be expensive if you
use a roaming cellphone, but hotels usually charge a sensible rate for local calls,
and some (like the Motel 6 chain in the
US) even offer them free. Last year AOL

bought Compuserve, and launched a new
service called Compuserve 2000. This uses
similar software to AOL, and subscribers
are encouraged to migrate from the existing Compuserve Version 2, 3 and 4 systems to new 2000.
Think very carefully before you make
the move-you will almost certainly lose
your original email address because the new
system shares the same address list as AOL,
and virtually every imaginable name has
long since been taken. Although mail sent
to the old address will be automatically forwarded, you will be stuck with a new dogend. I was offered BFox7654 or some such,
and finally settled for BarryPhox@cs.com.
So I now get messages from people who
think my real name is Phox.
In the past it has been smart to check

your original email address
because the new system
shares the same address list
as

AOL, and virtually every

imaginable name has long
since been taken
foreign access numbers before leaving the
UK, simply by dialling them long distance.
This saves the hassle of setting up a laptop dial screen after crawling off a long
haul flight. But some of the CS2000 numbers can only be dialled from inside the
foreign country. While in Berlin I wasted
around £15 on failed GSM calls. The
modem repeatedly connected to a local
CS2000 node, handshook and dropped the
line. Other times the connection worked,
proving that the setup was correct.
Compuserve promised to check, but never
got back to me.
Compuserve 2000 levies access surcharges on calls made from some foreign
countries. The online help is ambiguous
over what these charges are, not explaining whether they are per access, hour or
minute. The telephone Help Line is all at

www.prostudio.com /studiosound Studio Sound

Way's joint venture with Memphis /LAbased House of Blues in Nashville in 1997
seemed like an anomaly at the time; now
it looks prescient. There's already a couple of other LA guys sniffing around Miami.
And on the global scene. Metropolis of
London did the deal with Sterling
Mastering in Manhattan, which just goes
to show that we're still two countries separated by a common language. Mergers,

acquisitions, joint ventures, strategic partnering -these are all phrases that will
become as readily used in audio as 'plus
or minus 3dB.'
Music of the stock market-Harman did
it first, but in their own button -down fashion. But the lure of the stock market has
been too much for many pro-audio manufacturers and service providers, with
more and more companies taking the
same route as Euphonix, Avid. Mackie,
Todd-AO and a host of others in pursuing public capital and the perceptual legitimacy that comes with it. The problem is
that most of their stockholders would not
know a fader from a hole in the ground.
How do you adapt? However you can.
Accept that change is not only coming,
but is already here. Watch other industries knowing that what goes for one will
likely come to others, including ours. And
read more than the equipment reviews in
this magazine to stay abreast of changes.
I think I remember reading somewhere
that Tascam is now making a lawn

mower...
sea, having only the online information
to work with. A colleague reckoned he
had been charged £2.50 per access in
Italy and Compuserve's Communications
Manager Cass Meaden confirmed that
accessing the service from the US was
surcharged at £2.50 a time however brief.
With Compuserve v3.04 there was no
US

surcharge. Parent company AOL

levies £2.50 per hour. Over a period of
a month I five times asked Cass Meaden

how US company Compuserve could justify a £2.50 per access surcharge for
access in the US.
When I heard nothing I asked Claire
Bellamy, of CompuServe European
Business Service. It's not per access, she
said, it's per hour. Now, without hint of
apology, Cass Meaden says there is no
surcharge for the US at all. She also says
that Italian access is £2.50 an hour, not
access. I give up. If the people running
the wretched service don't know what it
costs, who does? It's especially absurd
because Compuserve sells itself as a business service for serious users, not nerdy
surfers or casual emailers.
Yes, it is possible to say, 'enough of
this nonsense' and ask to migrate back
to the old Compuserve. But the migration obstacle course takes several days
and incoming mail is lost during the
changeoverperiod. I would not now trust
Compuserve to redirect mail sent to my
abandoned CS2000 address. So I'm stuck.
But you can learn from my mistake and
either stick with v3.04 or ditch
Compuserve altogether.
Studio Sound

H istorycasting
Sixty years of broadcasting have shared their time with incredible
technical advances, appalling military invasions and curious social

comment writes Kevin

Hilton

of broadcasting during the early to mid sixties. TV still keeps
stopped and started in 1939. Just people in their homes today, but only
as NBC began the first regular tele- because they think something might be
vision service in America, the BBC sus- worth watching, not because it is.
pended its TV transmissions with the start
In 1956, Ampex produced the first proof World War II. Manufacturers concen- fessional video tape machine (RCA had
trated efforts on producing equipment for demonstrated pictures on magnetic tape
the war effort-with the manufacture of two years earlier), a 2 -inch machine that
radio sets stopping for the duration -but was widely used (the BBC bought its first
research continued that would greatly units in 1958) as broadcasters looked for
affect future broadcasting.
an alternative to film and telerecordings.
In 1940, CBS in New York experimented
Radio continued, increasingly in the
with colour TV transmissions based on the background. FM stereo was authorised in
semi- mechanical field sequential system. the US in 1961, adding that flickering LED
It would be another 13 years before a full
to the hi -fi display as it struggled to latch
service began, introducing among the first onto a signal. Despite the advent of rock
broadcast acronyms, NTSC. Two major 'n' roll, public service radio rarely
drawbacks were that the colour could slip, acknowledged the existence of young
forcing viewers to manually adjust the pic- people. Nowadays it rarely acknowledges
ture, and it made the full horror of Lucille the existence of old people.
Ball's red hair a terrifying apparition.
Radio Luxembourg filled the gap to a
I Love Lucy first appeared in 1951 and is certain extent, but it was left to opporstill an important show because it was
tunistic entrepreneurs to do the rest. Radio
an early independent
Syd (so my sources tell
production, it was the The fifties are referred to as the me) broadcast to
first to be filmed in
Sweden in 1958 and
g of Television, but it there were at least 11
front of an audience Golden Age
using a 3- camera sys`pirate' radio stations
did give us the soap opera
tern rather than transbefore Radio Caroline
mitted live and without it, today's cable went on air in 1964. It was not until 1967
and satellite channels would have a gap- that the British government outlawed the
ing hole in their schedules. It was also the
pirates and the BBC started a `pop' serfirst American comedy to be exported to
vice, Radio 1. It was another ten years
Britain and was shown on commercial TV before commercial radio, as enshrined in
in the UK when it started in 1955, paving
the policies of the late Screaming Lord
the way for a generation of children who Sutch in the sixties, came on air in the UK.
grew up during the eighties and early
The BBC launched its second TV sernineties believing that all comedy was vice on 20th April 1964, although, due to
American. Perhaps Winston Churchill was a power failure, BBC2 actually went on
right when he called commercial TV 'the
air the following night. Colour transmistuppenny ha'penny Punch & Judy Show'. sions began in 1967, with full services on
In Japan, NHK had broadcast the first both BBCs 1 and 2 two years later. This
Japanese drama production in 1940. The was meaningless to the Hilton household
war again caused a hiatus and it was not as we did not 'go colour' until the late sevuntil 1953 that both public service and enties, which meant that my friends evencommercial services resumed full -time tually started to come to my house.
working. The development of national TV
One of Arthur C Clarke's visions became
services started to roll out from the late reality when, in 1962, Telstar beamed the
forties, different countries with different first satellite pictures across the Atlantic.
priorities not establishing services until rel- This established the technology that, when
atively late. Mainland European services
CNN went on air 1980, enabled reporters
appeared during the fifties, while the to tell us that nothing was happening
Republic of Ireland did not get its own TV -live. Sony introduced its professional
until 1961, although BBC transmissions U -matic VTR in 1969, then went on, in
could be received by some in the coun- 1975, to launch domestic Betamax. JVC
try long before that.
countered with VHS, thereby creating the
The fifties are generally referred to as format war that kept technology journalthe Golden Age of Television, although it ists busy for years.
did give us the soap opera. UHF started to
But you remember the rest. Composite,
be widely adopted and set ownership component, competing pro -digital VTRs,
increased. The cinema suffered as TV nonlinear editing, satellite television, digshowed its ability to keep people at home. ital radio, digital television and all the stuff
In Britain, Nigel Kneale's The Quatermass
I've been writing about for the past six or
Experiment serial- broadcast live-cleared so years. You want a comprehensive histhe streets in 1953, a feat repeated in tory, buy a book. Just as soon as I get round
America by the last episodes of The Fugitive to writing it...
THE
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The Latest StuderA827 SW Status:

35/95 Tape Deck
10/92 Capstan
16/97 Master
50/92 Audio (for 715 PCB)
50/92 Audio (for 710/717 PCB)
Peripheral SW
41/87 Serial Remote IF (1.820.729.25)
05/91 Parallel Audio Remote IF (1.827.787.22) (SSL IF)
48/89 Audio Remote Control (1.827.783.21)
Audio Electronics Board 1.827.715.xx

For further details contact: support @studer.ch or service @studer.co.uk

(1.820.795.00) is attached to a D -type con-

nector on each individual headblock.
The Communication Controller converts the serial bus back into an 8 -bit parallel data bus. It also provides the
interface for audio remote control or SSL
IF (track arming from mixing desk, part
number 1.328.540.00) and the interface
for data protection on PC or on tape
(either via external cable or direct, without cable).
The Audio MPU enables the required
audio signal path and the corresponding head(s) as well as control of drop in and drop -out commands and the
corresponding timing. It also adjusts the
audio signal to the correct level (via
D -A convertors) and memorises audio
data (buffered RAM) or the three different head blocks and for two different
brand of tapes.
The Generator unit provides internal
tone generation for simplified audio
alignment (60Hz, 125Hz, IkHz, 10kHz,
16kHz) with connection for external
input and allows connection (via BNC)
of an external tone generator and supply signal to all audio channels. It was
standard only on the A827 Gold edition,
available separately as part number

Studer A827
The StuderA827 was the final analogue 2 -inch
machine manufactured by Studer and replaced
the legendary A820. But it was not perfect, and
its refinement is described here
STUDER'S A827 WAS developed in
1989 as a more moderately priced
alternative to the ultra successful
A820. Much of its technology, the tape
transport, is derived from the A820

although the audio section was corn pletely redesigned for the new model.
Consequently, instead of four different
PCBs for each channel (reproduce amp,
record amp, sync amp, HF driver) resulting in a total of 96 PCBs per 24 -track
machine, the A827 uses a single PCB. It
also combines two channels per PCB
requiring just 12 PCBs to handle the
whole audio section. The onboard audio
control keys available to the A820 were
replaced, leaving audio control to be
performed using either a Studer remote
control or a parallel audio interface (part
no 21.328.540.00), which allows track
arming from a SSL console.
Since it's introduction, the A827 has
become one of the most sought after analogue multitracks. George Martin's
famous Air Studios in the UK have
recently begun introducing the A827 as
an integral part of its extensive repertoire of equipment.
As mentioned previously, the tape
transport on the A827 is completely compatible with the Studer A820 and so all
transport features of the A820 are incorporated into the A827 but revised software gives an increased total of around
100 programmable functions and key
commands. One of the A827's strengths
is its ability to store two different tape
sorts for all speeds-listed as Tape A and
Tape B. Equalisation is stored internally
on the Audio MPU and can be easily
accessed via two switches on the deck
plate. Drop -in and drop -out speeds were
82 January 2000

also improved on the A827. Fig.1 shows
the audio block diagram, you will notice
that the A827 runs on four separate
MPUs (unlike the A820 which runs on
five) because the A827's meterbridge
only carries the vu meters and audio
signals. The A820 needed a fifth MPU to
control the auto alignment which is not
available on the A827. Looking at the
audio block diagram (Fig.1) in further
detail it contains the following PCBs:
The Master to Audio IF converts the
8 -bit parallel data bus into a serial bus
and enables the time elapse counter. It
reads in data from the head block identifier to open the corresponding audio
data memory automatically when the corresponding headblock is inserted. This
means that the A827 will detect if you
have on either an 8- track,16 -track or 24track headblock. The head identifier PCB

--R.

1.827.725.00.
The External NRS Controller allows
control of an external noise reduction
system (Dolby or Telcom) to switch the
unit to NRS coding or decoding in the
correct timing.
The Multichannel bus driver splits the
audio data and control bus into three
identical buses to operate a group of eight
channels (a group of eight channels consists of one audio basis board and four
audio electronics PCB. One such group
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Figure 2: Jumper positions for drop-in/drop -out
Figure 3: A827 Gold Edition
is required for 8- channel recorder, two stack and gold plate with a commemo- view by refining head manufacturing
for 16 -track and three for 24- track).
rative signature of Dr Willi Studer. From techniques Studer has improved head gap
The Audio Basis Board contains a chip a technical point of view the gold edition scatter. Without a doubt the Studer A827
that selects D -As and switches on the comes with a built in test generator and Gold Edition is likely to become a real colaudio electronics boards. It generates the RS232 interface. From an audio point of lectors item in the future.

153.6kHz bias and erase frequency outputs of the 307.2kHz clock signal from the
TD MPU (square wave). Lit commands
for the Ready /Safe LEDs on vu panel, sup-

plies fusing the four supply voltages
(defective Fuses indicated by red LED).
The Reproduce preamp adds gain to
the small audio signal from the reproduce
head to a safe level to prevent internal
interference.
It is worth noting that the A827 head block is 100% compatible with an A820
headblock. Part numbers for individual
heads for both machines (2 -inch 24- track)
are: Record head, 1.317.780.00; Reproduce head, 1.317.785.00; Erase head,

men mere is sqmetning
you need. call
Audio Technica Electro -Voice TDK Shure
Sennieiser Tascam Denon Neumann JBL
Marantz Fostex Rane Genelec Beyer
Alice desks, PaksTM and boxes

1.216.826.00.
Earlier models of the Studer A827 were
equipped with 715 PCB, there is now a
modification to improve the drop in/drop -out timing which will upgrade
the PCB to 1.827.717.00. Some software
needs to be changed as well as hardware
modifications (for further info contact

http://www.studer.ch/company2.htm)
Audio Electronics Board 1.827.710.81:
for improved monitor timing at record
drop in when in Sync mode (Jumper JS
17 on the Audio MPU must be removed
to enable new monitor timing (Fig.2). An
additional relay has been added to enable
separately the erase-and record head.
New Jumpers (JP 2 /JP 301 /JP 302 /JP 502)
allow ability to have the repro signal on
the sync outputs. All the PCBs must be
replaced for upgrade, to enable new timing all PCBs must be index .81, or .82.
(Note: The PCB 1.827.710.00 can not be
upgraded for these features.)
It was discovered under certain air conditions, that some machines experienced
discharges of static loads off the tape. To
remedy this Studer developed a non anodised guide roller, it is advisable that
you exchange guide rollers; part number 1.820.450.01.
In 1999 to celebrate Studer's history with
the 2 -inch format, an A827 Gold Edition
was designed. Limited to just 95 units the
Gold Edition is easily recognisable with
its black wooded side panels, gold headStudio Sound

For full details, telephone:

+44 [0)1342 833500
email: sales @alice.co.uk
websibe: www.alic2.co.uk
shop cite: www.ciceshop.:om
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RMS

ce

one of those terms that crops up every day in audio. But what does
it mean. John Watkinson explains and suggests that it gets used too often
RMS

is

are
easy to deal with. The voltage
and current are constant and calculating the power delivered is simple
because that is also constant. Fig.la
shows the necessary expressions. However, when the voltage is alternating as
it does in power distribution systems and
in audio, things are harder because nothing is constant.
Sine waves are used in AC power and
any periodic audio waveform can be
synthesised from sine waves, so it makes
sense to start with the sine wave. The
sine wave is the only waveform which
DIRECT CURRENT CIRCUITS

tiplying the angular velocity w (S2) by the
time t. Note that the angular velocity is
measured in radians per second whereas
frequency is measured in rotations per
second or hertz (Hz). As a radian is unit
distance at unit radius (about 57 °) then
there are 2 Pi radians in one rotation.
Thus the phase angle at a time t is given
by sin(wt) or sin(2 Pi ft).
Imagine a second viewer who is at
right angles to the first viewer. He will
observe the same waveform, but at a different time. The displacement will be
given by the radius multiplied by the
cosine of the phase angle. When plot-

f

zero, and equally twice per cycle there
is an instantaneous power peak. Logically there must be some mean power
level in between which would deliver
the same energy long -term as a DC
source at that power level.
As energy is given by the product of
power and time, the energy must be the
area under the raised cosine power curve.
The mean power would be a constant
waveform with the same area below it.
Fig.ld shows that as the half cycles of a
cosine wave are symmetrical we can do
some cut -and -paste with the energy. If
we cut off the tops of the raised cosine,

1"/R
W_IV=

IR v/R

Ì

d)

Fig.I: Power calculations

ted on the same graph, the two waveforms are phase- shifted with respect to
one another. In this case the phase shift
is 90° and the two waveforms are said
to be in quadrature. Incidentally the
motions on each side of a steam 19c-e
motive are in quadrature so that it can
always get started (the term used is quartering). Note that the phase angle of a
signal is constantly changing with time
whereas the phase -shift between two
signals can be constant. It is important
that these two are not confused.
Fig. la shows that the power dissipated
in a resistance is proportional to the
square of the applied voltage. Put another way, the voltage
goes as the square root
of the power. Fig. lb
shows what happens
with a sinusoidal voltage. The power waveform is a sine squared
function. The squaring
process makes the
power positive on both
positive and negative
cycles of the voltage so
the power waveform is
unipolar. Trigonometrically, squaring a sine
wave results in a raised
cosine waveform.
Fig. lc shows that
there are three power
levels of interest here.
Twice per cycle the
instantaneous power is
Fig.2:Constant -speed rotation sine and cosine waves

contains a single frequency, so it can be
called a pure tone. Fig.2 shows a constant -speed rotation viewed along the
axis so that the motion is circular. Imagine, however, the view from one side in
the plane of the rotation. From a distance only a vertical oscillation will be
observed and if the position is plotted
against time the resultant waveform will
be a sine wave. Geometrically it is possible to calculate the height or displacement because it is the radius
multiplied by the sine of the phase angle.
Thus a sine wave describes one dimension of a rotation with respect to time.
The phase angle is obtained by mul-
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they will fit exactly into the troughs, producing a constant power with the same
mean. Clearly the mean power is exactly
half the peak power as in Fig. lc, where
both are measured in watts.
Fig.3a shows that if we take two voltage sources, one DC and one alternating,
in which the peak voltage of the alternating source equals the DC voltage, the
DC source will deliver twice the power
into a resistive load. To those who understand the process this is obvious, but those
who prefer what to why don't want to get
a different answer just because the voltage is alternating. The solution is to redefine the way that voltage is expressed in
alternating signals so that redefined volts
AC and volts DC give the same mean
power with a resistive load.
The redefined voltage would be whatever fraction of the peak voltage would
deliver half as much mean power as the
peak voltage would deliver instantaneously. As power goes as the square
of the voltage, the redefined AC voltage
is obtained by dividing the peak voltage by the square root of two. Clearly
when the voltage is squared, the two
roots multiply together to give a factor
of two which halves the power.
Fig.3b shows the calculations. The
next step is to decide what to call the
redefined voltage. This becomes clear
by following the process. The instantaneous power goes as the square of the
voltage. We then take the mean of that
power, then find what continuous voltage would deliver the same power,
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ohms the current will be measured in amps
rms.

Power is also
obtained by the
product of current and voltage,
thus in an AC sys-

tem, multiplying
volts rms by
btai+- amps rms gives
lsew-er
4--c.'S.0!/)'ceV
the power in
f
v'''{itc)
Sftiv.e.. tad
e. c{Jw2
watts. Not watts
rms, but just
Fig.3a
watts, period.
«hich involves taking the root.
This is one of the commonest mistakes
As the same power would be dissi- found in electronics. However it is a simpated by a DC voltage whose value was ple fact that a Watt is not an rms meaequal to the square root of the mean of surement. The whole idea of the rms
the square of the AC voltage, he volt measurements of current and voltage is
rms (root mean square) is used. An AC that the power in an AC system is the
signal of a given number of volts rms same as in a DC system. If it's the same
will dissipate exactly the same amount power, we don't need a different unit.
In the power
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Fig.3b

of power in a given resistor as the same
number of volts DC.
For a sine wave the rms voltage is
obtained by dividing the peak voltage
Vpk by the square root of two. However, for a square wave the rms voltage
and the peak voltage are the same. Most
moving coil AC voltmeters only read correctly on sine waves, whereas many
electronic meters incorporate a true rms
calculation which will give a correct
reading on an arbitrary waveform.
On an oscilloscope it is often easier
to measure the peak to peak voltage
which is twice the peak voltage. The rms
voltage cannot be measured directly on
an oscilloscope since it depends on the
waveform; although the calculation is
simple in the case of a sine wave.
It should be clear that when a sinusoidal voltage is applied to a resistor
there will be sinusoidal current. The
power is also proportional to the square
of the current. and following the above
logic, when a voltage measured in volts
rms is applied to a resistor measured in
Studio Sound

is

just

that. For some
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domain there is
no
squared
term, thus from
Fig.ld it is clear
that the mean
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purposes we
want to state the
peak power and
the correct unit
is Watts peak or
watts (pk). On
other occasions
in order to be
certain that we
are not using
peak power, the
correct term is
Watts
mean.
When the load is
not a pure resis-

tance the situation changes. If the load
is an inductor, such as the primary of a
transformer, the current isn't in phase
with the voltage. In a perfect inductor
the current is in quadrature with the voltage and the mean product of these two
is zero. The instantaneous product isn't
zero. In some parts of the cycle power
is flowing into the magnetic circuit
whereas in other parts it flows out again.
A transformer feeding a pure inductor will be handling significant current
and voltage, but not delivering any
mean power, so measuring its capacity
in Watts isn't useful. The stress on the
transformer doesn't change with phase
angle, so the correct term to use here
is the voltamp or VA.
For marketing purposes we can define
any unit of power we like to get large
numbers to put in the brochure. The result
is just this side of dishonesty, but it allows
the sale of 50W peak music power active
loudspeakers for personal computers
which come with a 4W mains power supply. Or was that a 4,000mW supply?
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SPONSORS

OINCIDING with the
40th anniversary of the
Mini, the 40th anniversary of StudioSoundand the 40th
anniversary of the executive editor, StudioSoundentered the traditional annual rush to retrieve
the first of the Beaujolais Nouveau as part of the Great Ormond
Street Hospital for Sick Children

organised charity challenge.
Sponsorship of the Mini of driver Zenon Schoepe and navigator wife Susan was generously
donated by the pro -audio industry's leading manufacturers and
suppliers with over£3,000 raised
for the charity.
Starting on the Tuesday
before the third Thursday in
November on which the Beaujolais is released, cars left from
sub -zero Calais at midnight to
wend their way down to the
Loren et Fils vineyards near
Macon, alarmingly near the
Swiss border. Thankfully not a
race, the aim was to get to the
destination in the least number
of miles.
Studio Sùiind 40' gave a surGil as

:tipsy

1

all winner who completed in
421 miles,
Those who wish to learn how
long it took should apply privately in writing as

there

is a

c;1

Sadie

Soundcraft
Canford Audio
Calrec
HHB Communications
Solid State Logic
Cadac

Spendor
Soundtracs
JoeMeek
Focusrite
Protape

Marketing
..
.. .. and....

Garret Axford
e e

PR

.

journey started early on Thursday morning and was greeted
with snow for another 250km
which metamorphosed into
tyre -deep sludge. We arrived
home with little change out of
1,100 miles after 45 hours.
A great event and a deserving
cause supported wonderfully by
the pro audio industry sponsors
to whom I have been asked to
extend the grateful thanks of
Great Ormond Street Hospital.
Next veal'? Yes,

chance that

is being reconsidered.

the wine
for the
sprmstnrs. the return
With

collected

nsor

burl

Harbeth Acoustics

small children may
get to read this. Suffice to say that the figures can't possibly tell
the whole story. Memory is already fading,
fingers can now be
unfolded from their
wheel grip position,
hearing has returned
to normal and the
decision to lower and
stiffen the suspension

LfV@ S+Lrfie

Qrsin
King

prisingly good account of
itself despite being by far
the smallest and least powerful car in company that
included Jags, Big Healeys,
Lotuses and a variety of far
more modern and more
comfortable cruisers. Mind
you, Issigonis' finest creation came in to its sure footed own when the snow
started to fall and settle as
it did for the last 200km.
Weather conditions were
said to be the worst for the
event this decade.
The car won the 'Media'
category and arrived at the
vineyard after 461 miles which
included a 20 -mile penalty for
taking up the option of giving
the mid -way check point in
Paris a miss. Kind experienced
challengers described this as
`respectably' close to the over-

Digital live mixing, desk -.",

« Digital Live Mixing

Desks
1gotal and instant reset, simple
to use, quick to install, this

'flange offers now

3

models

:

ESSENTIAL LIVE :
48 in/24 bus,
Stage Box option

HyperDriver option
Snapshot automation
GRAND LIVE

:

64in/24out analog
Stage Box

HyperDriver
Live Automation
DIGITAL LIVE

56in/24out analog
8in/8out digital
Stage Box

HyperDriver
Live Automation
Klarvura
(Laira

G

Tourt

Register for your trial
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NEW

M800.

SAME FR SERIES
AMP SOUND QUALITY AND
RELIABILITY IN A CONVENIENT SNACK SIZE.
Keeps on cranking when "wall socket" voltage
as low as 90 volts (due to brownouts
or very long, thin extension cords).

M.1400 and M.2600 have
gained a well -deserved reputation
for clean sound, bullet-proof reliability and wealth
of system
IWI800
enhancing
800 watts
@4
ohms bridged
features. Now
watts
550
they're joined
Our

is

Switchable "soft knee" limiter helps maximize
SPL's without over-driving your PA cabinets (or
the M800).
Quick switch configuration for
stereo, mono or bridged output.

Outputs: '/4" jacks plus 5 -way binding
posts spaced for standard banana plugs.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
,7av,.

®sSIII

.

@8 ohms bridged

by in a new

400 + 400 watts

slightly
"smaller" size to
provide you
with a complete
family of FR

@2

ohms stereo

275 + 275 watts
@4

140

ohms stereo
+

140

@8 ohims

Variable low cut filters can
dramatically
,111111111111111111
IIIYiI1Ir$
improve your PA
and other M800s.
i1111p111INI1_ system's low -end
LED display with output level ladder,
response by cutsignal present, overload & channel status.
ting frequencies below the bass cabinets'
Detented gain controls calibrated in
minimum tuned frequency.12dB /oct., variable
both dB and volts.
from "Off" (OHz) to 170Hz.

Inputs: Balanced /unbalanced

watts

1/4

"IRS

jacks and XLRs plus XLR THRU for easy
"daisy -chaining" to M1400s, M2600s

stereo

Series High

NIIN 1111111111111111111111111111111111M
.111 III111

M11111111r =

1Ifri

Current Power Amplifiers. Log onto
our web site or visit your nearest
Mackie Dealer and check out the best
value amp line in the galaxy.

Built-in variable
CD

horn EQ.
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Constant directivity horns
achieve wide dispersion at the
price of reduced high frequency response. The
M800 lets you restore lost treble or just add
some sizzle to your PA system's top end.
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All FR Series Power
Amps have: Variable frequency low -cut filters

Generous front panel intake gets its cooling air
from the room instead of from inside a hot road

_.---

case.

Other cool stuff (pun intended) that our overworked art department can't figure out how to
draw a red callout line to...
Short T- Design coding air paths for smoother
thermal gradient and thus increased reliability.
Mirror -polished heat exchanger maximizes heat
transfer from outpu- devices, further increasing
reliability.

Limiter

with On /Off switch Detented
gain controls calibrated in dB and

Fast -Recovery

Selectable stereo, mono &

volts

bridged amp modes

with Signal Present

LED

&

Superior

1300+ 1300 watts

Overload indicators

Balanced XLR & TRS inputs

outputs

M2600:

level disFl3y

T- Design

XLR

cooling

5

-year transferrable

watts
EQ

@ 2

800 watts @ 4 ohms bridged 400 +400
ohms stereo

Constant directivity horn

EQ /Air

100 +100 @
EQ /Air EQ

2

1400 watts

ohms stereo

18dB /oct.

able frequencies

ohms stereo

4ohms bridged
:141B/oc. .ub-

selectable frequ
&

cies

XLR

circuit design lets you drive the

M800 into clipping without audible distortion.
5 -Year

Transferrable Warranty.

thru

cra.)ver 1)w /high
).ding ocst out-

Neutrik®Speakon®ard 5-way

puts Forced -air T- Design cooling
©1999 Mackie Designs. All rights rrsersTc.
are registered trademarks

@

4 ohms bridged

Designs Inc. 'FR Series" is

of Mackie
a

trademark of

Mackie Designs Inc.

Constant directivity horn

subwoofer crossover with

2

select-

M1400: Neutrik®Speakon ®and 5-way

binding post outputs; 120, 220 & 100V models; M1400i:
1/4" jacks and 5 -way binding post outputs; 120V version

only

@

"Mackie" and the "Running Man' figure

1/4" & 5 -way binding post outputs

M -1400 &111.1400i:

3

outputs have selectable full- range,
outputs

Limited Warranty

M800:

@ 2

woofer crossover with

thru

2500 watts

Forced -air T- design cooling

UK 0.1268.571.212
France 0.3.85.46.91.63
Germany 0.2572.96042.0

www.mackie.com
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This

superbly
crafted
new breed of
advanced tube

microphone preamplifier reaches
far beyond mere
technical excellence to
deliver sound that is
uniquely involving, compelling, and real. Our incredible new 2 channel Model
1100 gives you up to 20dB
more headroom than conventional preamps, allowing you to
record hotter tracks with the highest
possible digital resolution. This unprecedented amount of headroom, combined
with an EIN of -135dB, allows you to take
more gain without the pain of overload distortion or noise.

RphexThermionicsTM
Model 1100
Discrete Class A Tube Mic Preamp
with 24 Bit 96kHz A/D

MORE GAIN -NO PAIN
To achieve this amazing

performance we developed

new proprietary circuitry - here's

a

taste...

Discrete Class A Bipolar PNP Solid State Front End
Second Stage Reflected Plate AmplifierT"' Tube Circuit
Sweepable Low Frequency Cancellation Filter (LoCaF"')

MicLim"' limiter on the microphone itself makes the 1100
virtually crash proof
Drift Stabilized"' A/D Circuitry eliminates the need for high
pass filtering in the digital domain
Third Stage Reflected Plate Amplifier Tube Circuit Discrete Class A
Impedance Balanced Output Stage

MORE GAIN -NO PAIN
Compare this to any other mic preamp in the world you'll quickly appreciate the benefits of More Gain with No Pain'.
For more information visit our web site or contact us for an in depth brochure.

APEXImproving

SYSTEMS

the way the world sounds"

11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 U.S.A.
818 -767 -2929 Fax: 818. 767 -2641 http://www.aphex.com

Aphex, Aphex Thermionics, Reflected Plate Amplifie , LoCaF, MicLim and Drift Stabilized

AM Circuitry

are registered trademarks

of Aphex Systems.

